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BLACK TRANS WOMEN AND PLOUGHING: 
 ETHICAL RESISTANCE AND POSTURES FOR LIFE 
BENAE BEAMON 
Boston University Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, 2021 
Major Professor: Dr. Shelly Rambo, Associate Professor of Theology 
ABSTRACT 
This dissertation argues for an ethical investment in the flourishing of black trans 
women. It builds on the ongoing work of womanist and black theological ethics and 
draws from the personal narratives of black trans women. Carrying forward the black 
ethical tradition, this project recognizes black trans women and their lived experiences as 
an ethical source from which a unique, ethical posture emerges: ploughing. Necessitated 
by a social context that understands black trans feminine existence as abject and 
expendable, this ethical posture is a necessarily dynamic and laborious movement 
through life that resists and disrupts the moral ground thereby revealing and creating new 
moral possibilities in the process. Ploughing shows how the everyday experiences of 
black trans existence embody moral postures of resistance to heteropatriarchal systems of 
surveillance and violence. Ploughing denotes a series of ethical postures that generate 
alternate moral capacities that embrace embodiment and underscore the centrality of 
community. 
Focusing on respectability politics, its influence on black (Christian) religious 
spaces, and the operations of Black Sexual Panopticism (BSP), a system wherein black 
sexuality is acculturated through surveillance, chapters 1 and 2 examine the long history 
 
 v 
of social narratives that regulated and disciplined black movement and sexuality in ways 
that later targeted black trans femininity. Chapter 3 turns to black aesthetics. It examines 
blues culture and its links to black gospel through gesture and performance, introducing 
interstitial performativity as a glimpse of the moral potential within black-constituted 
spaces that affirm black erotic expression. The remaining chapters develop ethical 
postures through the metaphor of ploughing, highlighting distinctive features of black 
trans women’s existence. Drawing on published personal narratives, Chapter 4 outlines 
the social realities that confine and relegate black trans femininity in service of 
oppressive demands for social order. Chapter 5 identifies four ethical postures -- claiming 
pleasure, humble un/knowing, incessant becoming, and “no mind” ethos -- that coalesce 
to form ploughing. These postures irrupt social expectations and forge new moral trails in 
the process. This project recognizes black trans women as moral exemplars largely 
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1 
Introduction 
“Now, one of the most exciting things to me is watching a girl go catch the 
bus in the middle of the day in her shit. You know, it’s like YES! Because 
when I was growing up, you don’t even look at your front door when the 
sun is out…If you were out and you were in your stuff, you could get 
arrested, you know? They came up with laws, like you had to wear three 
articles of men’s clothing if you were a transgender woman. To arrest us 
and put us in jail. You were criminalized for just breathing, you know? 
What’s wound up happening is, it’s gotten better, but it’s not where it 
should be. We don’t get the respect that we deserve for the decisions and 
stuff that we’ve made. We are in this everyday.”1 
-Miss Major Griffin-Gracy
Growing up in the South, I have distinct memories of time spent in North 
Carolina and Alabama surrounded by communities in which the legacies of my aunts, 
uncles, grandparents, great-grandparents were written into the very soil. I can recall 
sitting around dinner tables, on cool Alabama nights as my cousins regaled me with 
longstanding, treasured anecdotes about relatives for whom we had celebrated 
“homegoings.” They were cherished and valued by their communities and kept alive even 
after they had passed. At times, it seemed as if they never left; I feel Grandma Betty’s 
warmth and faithfulness in the laughter and joy of my family and my granddaddy’s 
compassion and gentleness in my mother’s touch. This remembering represents more 
than just a culture but a responsibility, and my father, especially, held fast to this as he 
implored me, “don’t forget the name you carry.” My father urged me to recall the 
1 Reina Gossett, The Personal Things, YouTube, 2016, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzafzVv2G2E. 
2 
memory of my family, and the painful and joyous lives they lived, to remember that I am 
able to exist because of the many people that survived and flourished despite the 
dehumanizing realities that my name itself belies. Expanding upon my father’s adage, my 
duty to hold fast to my heritage connects me to the strong lineage of black cis and trans 
women that have made my life possible because I am accountable to them. My 
responsibility does not end along with their corporeal existence; I ought to do better and 
live as honestly and morally as possible to honor myself, them, and their legacies. 
These strongholds of memory, heritage, and accountability are what Miss Major, 
a black trans woman and notable trans activist, addresses above; they are an ongoing 
theme in black life and the basic principles that guide this project). In this quote, Miss 
Major discusses the existential reality of black trans women. Major describes the 
criminalization of black trans women’s very existence as sitting at the intersection of 
memory, heritage, and accountability. Major exposes social memory, recalling the use of 
surveillance, law enforcement, and gender normativity, as it created shame and fear 
amongst black trans women. Moreover, Major speaks to the relegation of black trans 
women to the criminal condition; she relies on historical imagery that acknowledges the 
“progress” made without negating the fear and harassment to which black trans women 
are subjected. This exploration of memory is a call for accountability as Major denies 
complacency with the current state of affairs.  
Major is unapologetic and unwavering in her call to action. This exhortation 




control. As Major urges, “you have to find your way to strike back.”2 This project is just 
that; it is an attempt to strike back at a system built upon hegemonic desires and interests 
that name black trans women as other, as disruptive, and thereby, unwelcome and devoid 
of value—even moral value. This project seeks to identify a particular sexual ethic 
promulgated through black religious discourse, showing how it functions as a conduit for 
hegemonic interests, surveilling, suppressing, and oppressing black trans women. In 
recognizing this sexual ethic, this project responds by asking the following questions: 
what are the lived moral values that black trans women employ to affirm their identity 
and agency, and how can we use those moral values as a source for the construction of 
ethical principles that will affirm the survival, livability, and flourishing of black trans 
women in American society?3 The pursuit of such a question not only benefits black trans 
women but has ethical implications for a broader community.  
This question is answered through critical readings of black trans women’s 
narratives available in the public record, namely, memoirs, blogposts, documentaries, and 
such, which offer insight into the ethical frames embodied by black trans women. The 
ethical approach of this project is simultaneously interrogative, interruptive, and critically 
investigative, ultimately seeking, in Nikki Young’s words, to “challenge…the static, 
removed-from-experience approach…[considered] normative in theological and 
 
2 Gossett, The Personal Things. 
3 An important distinction is being made here between the lived ethic of black trans women, or 
the constructive aspect of this project, and will be referred to throughout the remainder of this 
work as the current ethic, or the sexual ethic societally in place, denoting the descriptive and 




philosophical ethical discourse.”4 In other words, this dissertation questions the systems 
at play, seeks to interrupt hegemonic forces through destabilization, and engages these 
ethical concerns with a consciousness that acknowledges the whole of one’s experience 
and the intersectional nature of oppression.5 In keeping with the field of Black Queer 
Ethics, this project proposes to destabilize social notions of sexual and gender 
normativity by centering the moral values lived by black queer individuals; it uses black 
trans women’s experience as both source and method, re-centering these women and 
presenting new possibilities for ethical thought and practice. 
Key Language and Terminology 
 Before diving too heavily into the work of this project, I want to offer a 
foundation for some of the basic language that will be used throughout this work. 
Beginning with the term “black,” it is critical to note what constitutes blackness, aside 
from a general focus on African American communities in the United States of America.  
Blackness, here, refers to a quare, postmodern notion, which combines work from bell 
 
4 Thelathia Nikki Young. Black Queer Ethics, Family, and Philosophical Imagination. New 
York: Palgrave Macmillan, 3. This is noted in Young’s comments about what it is that Black 
Queer Ethics as a field does, ultimately placing this project directly in keeping with the 
foundational methodological approach and purpose of the field. 
5 Kimberle Crenshaw, “Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and Violence 
against Women of Color,” Stanford Law Review 43, no. 6 (n.d.): 1244. Kimberle Crenshaw 
established the “concept of intersectionality to denote the various ways in which race and gender 
interact to shape” Black women’s experiences. Crenshaw notes that her objective was to 
“illustrate that many of the experiences Black women face are not subsumed within the traditional 
boundaries of race or gender discrimination” (emphasis mine). Intersectionality acknowledges the 
interconnected aspects of identity and systemic construction of impression thereby making it 
central to black feminist thought. Womanist thought pushes this model a step further, taking into 
account, the intersecting natures of race, gender, and classism, noting that truly generative 
thought about black women’s lived realities (and ethical thought that reflects such) ought to 




hooks, E. Patrick Johnson, and Jack Halberstam. This quare, postmodern blackness 
evades essentialism, noted in part by the decapitalization of “black,” here. In keeping 
with bell hooks’ concept of postmodern blackness, I will treat blackness as an identity 
constituted by both experiential realities and common commitments.6 With the help of E. 
Patrick Johnson’s quare, we can understand postmodern blackness as sitting at the 
intersection of blackness and queerness, but also exhibiting an anti-capitalist ethic. 
Riffing off of a notion of queer time as outside of typical temporal delineations, quare is a 
restructuring of common, neoliberal timelines.7 This is to say that some of the common 
commitments of blackness -- community engagement and support, love of blackness -- 
stand over and against the normative commitments in a white heteropatriarchal capitalist 
society. Johnson’s interjection allows us to acknowledge the many ways in which black 
life (as part of blackness) embraces what Jack Halberstam calls queer time. Blackness 
abandons classic neoliberal timelines out of necessity and circumstance, and when queer 
time functions within blackness the complications of race and class are made manifest.8 
This understanding of blackness allows for a sense of common identity, via 
commitments, yet releases the notion of a monolith, allowing black bodies to define their 
own existential timelines. 
 
6 bell hooks, Yearning: Race, Gender, and Cultural Politics (Boston: South End Press, 1990), 27. 
7 E. Patrick Johnson and Mae G. Henderson, Black Queer Studies: A Critical Anthology 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2005), 7. While I mention quare here as a short encapsulation 
of the intrinsic queerness (or non-normative bent) of black life and blackness, I will not use it 
throughout the paper. In lieu of that I will use the language of black queer because it, unlike 
quare, does not obfuscate blackness as it intersects with queerness. This is a concern that this 
definition avoids in part because it is defining blackness, making the possibility of blackness 
getting lost to the very white conception of quare less of a concern. 
8 Judith Halberstam, In A Queer Time and Place: Transgender Bodies, Subcultural Lives (New 




James Blackwell’s definition of Black community coincides with the notion of 
blackness that grounds this project. He sees the black community as a social phenomenon 
which can only be understood within the context of Western hegemonic practices.9 
Blackwell defines “the black community” as “highly diversified, interrelated aggregate of 
people who unite into relatively cohesive structure in response to white oppression, 
racism, and patterned repression.”10 Blackwell finds that black experiences are multiple 
“each one as authentic as the other. The common denominator for them all [being] the 
coalescence of racism and color.”11 I find that this common denominator, like the 
common commitments defining blackness, is basic to black community.    
This project defines transgender women, or trans women, based on individual 
self-identification, whether as trans women and/or transgender or femme individuals. 
That is, they identify outside of societal norms of gender (as essentially connected with 
notions of sex) and express feminine gender markers.12 This unlinking of gender and sex 
is something that Judith Butler addresses when she disavows the “traditional” notion that 
sex is biologically fixed, largely negating the necessary connection between gender and 
 




12 What is important to acknowledge here is the shift that has occurred over the past 40-50 years 
around language used to reference the trans community. As far back as the 1970’s watches some 
of the most notable trans women activists, Sylvia Rivera and Marsha P. Johnson, who cofounded 
Street Transvestite Action Revolutionaries (STAR) using the term transvestite to describe 
themselves. However, as language developed, becoming more precise, we can see the name of 
that organization (as well as their self-identification) shift. So, particularly in my reading of 
memoirs, we can see this language change depending upon the time in which the individual is 
writing. Street Transvestite Action Revolutionaries: Survival, Revolt, and Queer Antagonist 




sex.13 Butler claims that gender is a social construction, whose societal rhetoric of 
fixedness is rooted in sex as such; therefore Butler finds that sex, too, is simply signified 
(or constituted as social construction).14 While trans women inhabit multiple ethnicities, 
black trans women are the focus of this project, but because statistics do not always 
delineate specific racial and ethnic communities, I will also speak of trans women of 
color (TWoC). Because of the high rates of violence against TWoC, numerous 
organizations serve this broader population and are important parts of the communities 
black trans women inhabit.  
Black queerness, which I use interchangeably with queerness, identifies that 
which is socio-politically and socio-culturally non-normative. While this will 
occasionally refer to particular identities that are sexual minorities, more broadly it 
speaks to an Afrocentric bent towards non-normativity that leans into an anti-capitalist 
ethic, that lifts experiential realities as it steps outside hegemonic interests and thereby 
subverts them. This subversion privileges blackness, allowing black queer folk, those 
who self-identify, to break open the space at the very point of disruption, glimpsing 
endless possibility. The access point for that possibility is eroticism and the lifting of the 
black aesthetic as authentic. Performativity, therefore, will prove to be a central avenue of 
exploration and scrutiny for this project.  
By centering blackness as inseparable from queerness, this approach challenges 
the normative perception that negates blackness in itself. While it is language that refers 
 
13 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (New York: 





to identity, it is also inextricable from blackness and queerness as simultaneous 
worldviews that enact possibility beyond hegemonic forces. Black queerness is 
disruptive, irruptive, and generative, as black queer ethicist Nikki Young writes.15 Such 
a perspective of blackness as immutably bound up with black action and community is in 
keeping with the very definition of black queerness. 
The term black churches points to the multiplicity within black religious space, 
noting that it is an amalgam of institutions, practices, and concepts within the black 
community. Here, I am drawing on a distinction established by Delores Williams. 
Williams defines “The Black Church” as “rooted in the soul of community memory” and 
distinguishes between that overarching notion of black Christianity and religious 
expression and the plethora of denominations popular within it. There is a commonality 
that binds black churches without relegating the tradition to one particular instantiation.16 
While the language that I use differs from Williams’ language of African American 
Denominational Churches, the idea and intention are the same.  
Lastly, the term black (Christian) religious ethics, is a frame that will be 
repeated throughout this project. This phrase places Christian in parentheses to indicate 
the way that Christianity is primary within, yet not definitive of, black religious 
expression. However, the parentheses also honor the reach of religious thought. In other 
words, because black churches were central to the black community writ large, 
 
15 Thelathia Nikki Young, Black Queer Ethics, Family, and Philosophical Imagination (New 
York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), 9. 
16 Delores S. Williams, Sisters in the Wilderness: The Challenges of Womanist  God-Talk 




Christianity within this community was part of a larger social project and investment in 
social gathering. Therefore, the role of religion might describe the point of origin of some 
values or their justification, but it does not delimit the reach of the resulting ethic, which 
undergirded multiple spheres within black culture. 
The Place of Black Trans Women in the (Christian) Ethical Terrain 
TWoC are dying. A 2016 report issued by the National Coalition of Anti-
Violence Programs found that, of reported anti-LGBT homicides, 61% of victims were 
TWoC.17 Hegemony (e.g., transmysoginoir)18 propagates lethal intent towards bodies 
perceived to be disruptive. Lethal intent satisfies a dangerous, hegemonic compulsion 
that desires to control and erase non-normative bodies.19 In other words, intersectional 
identities are, at times, too expansive for the categorizations that are central to hegemony, 
making them problematic for its perpetuation. The precarity of the experiences of black 
trans women demands ethical attention and opens ethical possibilities.  
However, populations that sit at the intersection of multiple identities are often 
forgotten or overlooked because of the complexity of their position, and this is 
particularly true for black trans women in religious studies. Exploration of the (Christian) 
 
17 National Coalition of Anti-Violence Programs (NCAVP). (2016). Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, 
Transgender, Queer, and HIV-Affected Hate Violence in 2016. New York, NY: Emily Waters. 
18 Transmisogynoir is a term first established by Aimee Wodda and Vanessa Parfil, combining 
Julia Serrano’s conception of trans-misogyny or the unique systemic prejudice faced by trans 
women, which is also a commentary on the perceived societal value of femininity, as well as a 
term coined by Moya Bailey, misogynoir, noting the unique position of black women and the 
kind of social and systemic prejudice faced at the intersection of race and gender. Therefore, 
transmisogynoir refers to the unique position of TWoC living in a prejudicial society and system 
at the intersection of race, gender, and trans identity. 
19 Daly, Mary. Gyn/Ecology: The Metaethics of Radical Feminism. Boston: Beacon Press Books, 
1978. Mary Daly introduces the concept of lethal intent, explaining that the patriarchal world in 




ethical terrain, specifically, makes clear the gap in ethical discourse around TWoC, 
specifically black trans women. This is a gap this dissertation aims to fill.  
 Black Christian theoethical discourse emerging in the 1960s gave explicit 
attention to the black experience, using it as source material for the construction of 
theology and ethics alike. In The Social Teaching of the Black Churches (1985), Peter 
Paris asserts that “any description of the ethics of black Americans must, first of all, set 
out to clarify those religious and moral values which function normatively in both the 
official statements of the churches and the public discourse of their most respected 
leaders.”20 Paris highlights the centrality of religious discourse to cultural values within 
the black community. The consequent values are shared through sermons and official 
dogma as well as in the public discourse of religious leaders. Theologians and ethicists 
that examine black churches speak to this public discourse. 
Black Trans women in Black Liberation Theology 
The emergence of Black Liberation Theology marked a profound shift in 
theological discourse when James Cone explicitly named black experience and culture as 
primary sources.21 Cone defined black experience as “what blacks feel when they try to 
carve out an existence in dehumanized white society…the pain and the joy of reacting to 
whiteness and affirming blackness.”22 Black culture is constituted by black expression, 
primarily through artistic platforms, and Cone claims the interpretations and meaning 
 
20 Peter Paris, The Social Teaching of the Black Churches (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1985), 
xii-xiii. 
21 James Cone, A Black Theology of Liberation, Twentieth Anniversary (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 
2005), 23, 27. 




making that arise out of black artistic expression.23 Similarly, Paris’ ethical exploration 
led to his conclusion that the church “tea[ches] the race how to respond to racial hostility 
in creative and constructive ways.”24 Black Liberation Theology exposes the function of 
black churches and black church discourse as producing particular ethics among black 
people that are rooted in expressing and surviving in an oppressive society. The moral 
values of the black community are produced through theological thought, which in turn 
has an ethical bent. Both are responding to the complex realities of black experience and 
advocating for a renewed sense of agency amongst blacks. Paris’ and Cone’s work 
highlight the role that Black Liberation Theology has within black churches and the ways 
in which ethics is central to its frame.  
 In his first text, Black Theology & Black Power (1969), Cone is very clear about 
the audience and focus of his book but also those he hopes to incite. Cone writes: 
This is a word to the oppressor, a word to Whitey, not in hope that he  
will listen (after King’s death who can hope?) but in the expectations  
that my own existence will be clarified. If in this process of speaking  
for myself, I should happen to touch the souls of black brothers  
(including black men in white skins), so much the better.25 
 
Cone is very clear that this book is an indictment of whiteness and an acknowledgment 
that Christianity professes the power and the radical blackness of Christ. As he says in the 
twentieth anniversary preface to this text, “‘Christianity is…Black Power.’”26  Cone is 
attempting to collapse the space that white and black churches created between the Civil 
 
23 Ibid. 
24 Paris, The Social Teaching of the Black Churches, 7. 
25 James Cone, Black Theology & Black Power (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1997), 3. 




Rights Movement, the realities of oppression, and Christian theology. Cone starts this 
text by defining Black power, stating that “[it] means black freedom black self-
determination, wherein black people no longer view themselves as without human dignity 
but as men, human beings with the ability to carve out their own destiny.”27 Cone 
continues, noting that “[B]lack [P]ower…is an attitude, an inward affirmation of the 
essential worth of blackness. It means that the black man will not be poisoned by the 
stereotypes that others have of him.”28  
 Cone repeatedly demonstrates the ways in which his notion of blackness refers to 
black masculinity, and black men specifically. Cone’s theology intended to liberate black 
men, and its conceptions and experiential exploration were meant to mirror those of black 
men. Delores Williams, in a twentieth anniversary edition of Cone’s second book, A 
Black Theology of Liberation (1970), admitted that as she read the text in 1990, she saw 
that it ignores “the horrible sexual exploitation” and oppressive particularity of black 
women.29 Williams recognizes the gap between the book’s publication and her reading, 
i.e., from 1970-1990, as well as the strides and shifts that Cone has since made in his 
work, including his corrections to his gender exclusive approach to blackness.30 
Regardless of whether Williams is entirely convinced by Cone’s inclusive efforts in his 
1990 “corrected” edition, the fact remains that in order for Cone’s theology to speak to 
black cis women, let alone black trans women, it must bear them in mind. Simply 
 
27 Ibid., 6. 
28 Ibid., 8. 





because the language shifts does not mean that the centrality of black masculine interests 
has changed. Cone makes palpably clear in his texts that his primary audience as a black 
theologian is black men. These early black theological explorations do not speak to the 
particularity of black trans women and are not intended to do so.31 
The theological thought of J. Deotis Roberts, like Cone, is rooted in Black Power. 
Roberts’ book Liberation and Reconciliation (1971) intentionally pushes back against 
some of the separatist ideological leanings rampant in political discourse at the time. 
Roberts instead encourages reconciliation, which he describes as coming about “through 
humaneness and liberation, and…[it] must be between equals.”32 Roberts understands 
black separatism as “a ‘strategic withdrawal’ for unity and empowerment, and not as 
permanent.”33  This notion of reconciliation is akin to equity, which “assumes that all 
human beings are naturally equal” and “belongs to the time of Black Power—black pride, 
awareness, and self-determination.”34 Roberts considers Black Power to be foundational 
to black theological thought and finds that the kind of “psychological, sociological, 
economic, political, and religious implications” of such black consciousness and self-
determination beget an ethical imperative to communicate and encourage the cultivation 
of such consciousness within one’s theological frame and the liberative project. Roberts’ 
work, like Cone’s, finds Black Power foundational; but Black Power was both culturally 
 
31 It is worth noting that while Cone has been more mindful and somewhat more inclusive in his 
later writings, just as I am looking at the earliest and most noted black theologians, so to I am 
commenting on the earliest moments of the field, which have proven profoundly influential in the 
continued development of the field. 
32 J. Deotis Roberts, Liberation and Reconciliation: A Black Theology, Second (Louisville: 
Westminster John Knox Press, 2005), 7. 
33 Ibid. 




profound and still “a deeply masculinist project.”35 These Black theologies were deeply 
black masculinist, as well, undervaluing and overlooking black womanhood and feminine 
expression.  
Attempts to reclaim black masculinity and Black Power came within the 
particular context of the publication of “The Negro Family: The Case for National 
Action” in 1965 by Daniel Patrick Moynihan, an American sociologist serving as 
Assistant Secretary of Labor. Discrimination against blacks, economic injustice, 
substance abuse, and ineffective government aid programs were linked by the report to 
the dissolution of the family unit in black communities. This report touched off an wave 
of research on civil rights, poverty, and the black family. “In the second half of the 1960s 
and throughout the 1970s, more than fifty books and five hundred journal articles 
addressed the effects of poverty and discrimination on black families,” and much of this 
discourse centered around the black male and the issue of manhood.36 This discourse 
focused on the “psychological emascula[tion]” of black men that began during slavery 
but continued in contemporary issues of the black family unit.37 While some scholars 
agreed with this reading and understanding, others, like Robert Staples, Angela Davis, 
Carol Stach, and Deborah White considered this to be an “assault on black 
masculinity.”38  
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Rolland Murray’s Our Living Manhood: Literature, Black Power, and Masculine 
Ideology (2007) explores the role masculinity played within Black Power discourse. 
Murray notes that George Jackson, an activist and political prisoner in the 1970s, 
observed “that the black male body at risk enunciated the new radicalism” and that such 
an enunciation was reinscribed and “reinforced by fellow Black Panthers.” Black Power, 
that is, centered itself around asserting black masculinity.39 At the outset of Murray’s 
work, he draws on Ossie Davis’ eulogy for Malcom X, in which he decries “that 
Malcolm ‘was our manhood, our living black manhood!’”40 Murray notes that “the 
eulogy equates the racialized national community with the reconstruction of masculine 
identity[,]” and moreover, that Eldridge Cleaver in his most notable work Soul on Ice 
(1968) “cites the eulogy to legitimate its[/his] own agenda.”41 In much the same way that 
Murray charts this trajectory, he demonstrates the ways in which this “alchemy of 
nationalism and masculine affirmation” pervades the Black Power movement. This 
proves particularly true even in the writings that undergirded and sustained black 
nationalist thought, like those from James Baldwin, Clarence Major, and more.  
This is the context in which “black queer writers in the 1970s and 1980s [were] 
attempting to write themselves into the black literary canon, [and] were rebelling against 
nationalist rhetoric that marginalized black queer existence as a by-product of white 
supremacy,” writes Roger Sneed in Representations of Homosexuality: Black Liberation 
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Theology and Cultural Criticism (2010).42 Sneed claims that within black queer writing 
there was a strong undercurrent of resistance; however, based on the inclusion of Baldwin 
in Murray’s commentary, we can see that regardless of his writing of queerness a 
problematic, masculinist politic still proved pervasive. Queerness is wrongly perceived as 
a by-product of white supremacy, rather than merely a symptom of its progenitor, 
patriarchy and patriarchal control. As a result, Sneed does not accurately identify the 
broader issue impacting black queer writers (not unlike others enveloped in Black Power 
rhetoric): black patriarchy as the actual “by-product” of white supremacy. Furthermore, 
black queer writers in their adapted/reconstituted notions of black queerness further 
propagated the centering of black masculinity, creating an inability to deconstruct the 
actual problem at the core, the overwhelmingly patriarchal lens. This continuous strain of 
black masculinist thought is foundational to Black Power and black radical thought, and 
that means that much of Black Theology, particularly that which is rooted in Black Power 
rhetoric and steeped in this politic, disregards the realities and experiences of black 
women. The black masculinist nature of Black Power shapes Roberts’ text as it did that 
of Cone. Neither bore black women in mind in their construction or, consequently, their 
conception of liberation. 
The hyper focus on black masculinity, arising from Black Power rhetoric, shaped 
important early foundations of Black Theology, but that does not mean that the field as a 
whole held to the same masculinist politics. More integrationist and feminist-aware 
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works were written, as well. Major J. Jones is a prime example of a shift that occurs 
within black theoethical thought. From his Christian Ethics for Black Theology (1974) 
where he details the values bound up with the “black man’s liberation struggle” to The 
Color of God (1987), his rhetoric shifts.43 In The Color of God, Jones challenges the 
“one-sidedness” in Cone’s claim that “there can be no theology of the gospel which does 
not arise from an oppressed community.”44 Jones asserts that this notion and thought 
process prevents Black Theology from being “wholly Christian theology.” For Jones, 
“the gospel in focus must speak to the oppressor as well as to the oppressed…otherwise 
[messages to the oppressor] los[e their] cogency.”45  
This integrationist perspective comes from a consciousness that Jones has 
developed out of his consideration of feminist theological critique, though he describes it 
in a somewhat dismissive fashion. Jones explains, 
Seeing God’s color is analogous to seeing God as female. The feminist 
tendency is to decry the sexist language in most traditional expressions of 
theology written by male theologians. One might ask in response, ‘Is it not 
in order for males to refer to God in terms that reflect their relatedness to 
God as beings?” Taking turns, one would hope that, rather than being 
overcritical of male theologians who use language pertinent to their 
gender, female theologians would address God as ‘She,’ in terms that 
authentically reflect how God relates to women as female beings…The 
issue, indeed, is not so much gender or color, but oppression. When the 
oppressed no longer accept the God of the oppressor, then the process of 
liberation has already begun.46 
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Jones wants to give credence to feminist tendencies, yet also feels the need to make a 
caveat, encouraging feminists not to be “overcritical.” He justifies the use of male 
language in reference to God as a tool of relationality. One might question what it is 
about female language and symbolism in relation to God that makes it so unrelatable, 
particularly given that it takes an anti-oppression posture; the type of attempt to squelch 
oppression that he explicitly states foregrounds this theology and the prioritization/lifting 
of “otherness.”47 What is most disturbing about this claim that Jones makes is the way 
that it betrays his underlying expectations that black masculinist politics deserve to 
prevail. In making this caveat, Jones wages a particular kind of hegemonic control. He 
asserts the right to continue his uninterrupted usage of masculinist language, which in a 
decidedly patriarchal society holds deeply oppressive implications.  
This kind of hegemonic control does not allow Jones to recognize his own 
complicity in oppressive structures or the multiplicity of ways in which oppression 
functions. This same complicity is revealed in Jones’ assertion that “the issue indeed, is 
not so much gender or color, but oppression.”48 This is wrong, and a blatant 
demonstration that Jones’ work cannot encompass the complexities of intersectionality. 
In fact, Black Theology is about gender and color, as well as sexual orientation, ability, 
class, and more. There is no understanding, resisting, and/or dismantling of oppression 
without a nuanced understanding of its reach and a multifarious approach. Beyond any of 
that, Jones shows in a different, and I would argue more dangerous, way the centering of 
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black masculinity and the incapacity of his theoethical perspective to speak to the 
realities of black women and their experiences. 
Black Trans Women in Womanist Ethics/Theology 
Having explored the explicit and implicit ways in which Black Theology does not 
and cannot speak to black trans women’s realities, I turn to womanist theoethical thought 
as a field founded upon intersectionality that might speak to the realities of black trans 
women and that certainly guides the methodology of this project. Katie Cannon’s Black 
Womanist Ethics, a foundational text for womanism, acknowledges black women as 
powerful moral agents. Cannon herself identifies three primary tests for her work, 
One test will be whether those who know this literary tradition find that I 
have done justice to its depth and richness. The second test is whether 
Black women recognize the moral wisdom that they utilize. The third test 
is whether Black feminists who have given up on the community of faith 
will gain new insights concerning the reasonableness of theological ethics 
in deepening the Black woman’s character, consciousness and capacity in 
the ongoing struggle for survival.49  
 
I want to explore the second test most explicitly; specifically considering to which black 
women is Cannon speaking? I want to explore this question through both the moral 
wisdom that she draws and her general address.  
 Cannon’s work attempts to address issues that reflect the lived realities of all 
black women. Cannon’s text “show[s] how Black women live a moral wisdom in their 
real-lived context that does not appeal to the fixed rules or absolute principles of the 
white-oriented, male structured society.”50 This ability to circumvent the hegemonic 
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control by which they are subsumed is indicative of a unique moral capacity, which is 
true for all black women. Cannon recognizes that “the capitalist political economy in 
which Black people are commodities combined with patriarchal contempt for women has 
caused the Black woman to experience oppression that knows no ethical or physical 
bounds.”51 This assertion, too, reflects the realities of all black women, who understand 
what it means to live at the intersections of and subject to racism, gender discrimination, 
and economic exploitation. In fact, Cannon speaks eloquently to the fungibility of 
blackness as it is impressed upon and defines black women’s lives.52   
Cannon’s exploration of moral wisdom understandably draws parallels as the 
intersectional reality of black cis women overlaps with that of black trans women. 
However, the trans experience extends beyond Cannon’s discussion to a particularity 
shrouded in a notion of passing that depicts transness simultaneously as the negation 
and/or defilement of black womanhood through infiltration and the destruction of black 
masculinity. The claim of trans deception that pervades the narrative of passing is central 
to the particularity of trans fungibility, though still bound up with the intersecting forms 
of oppression Cannon identifies.53  
More fundamentally, Cannon’s vision is limited when she conflates the black 
woman and the black female, signaling a kind of biological essentialism in her 
understanding of womanhood. Towards the beginning of the text, Cannon makes clear 
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that “the history of the Black woman in the United States generates the conditions for the 
patterns of ethical behavior and moral wisdom which have emerged in the Black female 
community.”54 In this sentence, we witness what Judith Butler, in Gender Trouble 
(1990), parses as the complications that arise when mapping gender and sexuality onto 
one another. Butler notes that “the presumption of a binary gender system implicitly 
retains the belief in a mimetic relation of gender to sex.”55 Rather “gender ought not to be 
conceived merely as the cultural inscription of meaning on a pregiven sex; gender must 
also designate the very apparatus of production whereby the sexes themselves are 
established.”56 Butler, here, notes the problematic nature of societal conceptions of sex 
and gender and the ways in which they inform and propagate disconcerting socially 
constructed categorizations, like binarism. Specifically, Butler is pushing back against the 
distinction drawn between gender and sex, claiming that even when gender is deemed 
nonbinary, the narrative that sex/nature is fixed in some capacity still holds. While 
contemporary acknowledgements of gender, and its fluidity, as separate from sex intend 
to ease the grip of hegemonic controls on gender identity and expression, it has become 
another way of reinforcing binaristic thought that comes to constitute our notion of truth.  
Cannon’s conflation of woman, the gender marker, and female, a sex marker, 
maintains the link between gender and sex, unintentionally excluding the possibility of 
the black trans woman. It implies that gender and sex correspond in such a way that they 
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have a mimetic relation. Cannon employs this correlation throughout her text, extending 
it to her methodology, as well. Her sources of moral wisdom come from African 
American literature and its female characters. Cannon reminds us that black artistic 
expressions,  
articulate possibilities for decision and action which address forthrightly 
the circumstances that inescapably ‘color’ and shape Black life. As the 
bodily, conditional and psychical representatives of the majority of the 
members of the Afro-American female population, Hurston and her 
characters…[call] Black women forth…[to]break away from the 
oppressive ideologies and belief systems that presume to define their 
reality.57  
 
Despite the fact that this is a seemingly innocuous nuance in Cannon’s work, it partially 
writes black trans women out of black womanhood. Despite the fact that the text more 
broadly speaks to many of the overlapping issues, experiences, and moral agency of the 
population, Katie Cannon’s work fails to speak to black trans existence.58  
That no writer can speak to every possible audience and facet of black 
womanhood is a given, of course. In fact, in a response to Monica Coleman’s article 
“Must I Be Womanist?” Cannon clearly states that she and other first wave womanists, 
like Delores Williams and Jacquelyn Grant, built the foundation, “the first part of the 
building, in some ways the hardest part, though the least accommodating and least 
elegant…[that] establishes the basic footing for future construction.”59 Cannon continues 
this metaphor asserting that “now it is time for Coleman’s contemporaries…to furnish the 
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interior, to provide supportive objects that indicate a readiness for occupancy.”60 It is 
possible to acknowledge the foundational work of Katie Cannon, while recognizing that 
its reach is not all-encompassing. Cannon shares a methodology that is rooted in the 
moral wisdom of black women’s lived experiences, which affirms the moral agency of 
black trans women even if the text itself does not explicitly reference the population. 
Three of the works that have built on that foundation specifically target the issue or 
question of sexuality explicitly: Kelly Brown Douglas’ Sexuality and the Black Church 
(1999), M. Shawn Copeland’s Enfleshing Freedom (2010), and a series of writings by 
Monica Coleman.  
Douglas’ Sexuality and the Black Church is widely lauded as one of the first in 
womanism to address sexuality explicitly as a necessary topic of conversation and central 
facet of the human being. Douglas’ argument offers a general acknowledgement that 
exploration of sexuality was not, at that time, a significant topic of conversation within 
womanist discourse. Douglas begins with an indictment of that discourse, quoting from 
Renee Hill.  
Christian womanists have failed to recognize heterosexism and 
homophobia as points of oppression that need to be resisted if all Black 
women (straight, lesbian, and bisexual) are to have liberation and a sense 
of their own power.61  
 
Douglas reflects on the introspection that Hill’s thoughts inspired in her, calling her to 
question why it is that a field so committed to “providing one of the most holistic visions 
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for human life and freedom…” was simultaneously “so silent on sexuality.”62 She notes 
that her text is intended to respond to that silence and that  
its purpose is threefold: (1) to understand why sexuality in general has 
been a ‘taboo’ subject for the Black church and community; (2) to advance 
womanist discourse on Black sexuality; and (3) to promote the kind of 
theological discourse and analyses that might nurture healthier attitudes 
and behaviors toward sexually related concerns within the Black church 
and community, especially concerns about homophobia/heterosexism.63 
 
Douglas offers us several ways in which she is tackling this conversation and, given the 
ground that she is attempting to cover does so in a relatively short book. She begins with 
a definition that comes from James Nelson, a Christian ethicist who specialized in 
sexuality. He saw sexuality as  
a sign, a symbol, and a means of our call to communication and 
communion[;]…[Sexuality] is who we are as body-selves who experience 
the emotional, cognitive, physical, and spiritual need for intimate 
communion—human and divine.64 
 
This expansive notion is a guiding force throughout the text as Douglas urges readers to 
“keep in mind this comprehensive understanding of human sexuality.”65 Nevertheless, the 
idea of sexuality is often flattened to explore primarily sociocultural sexual politics and 
sexual orientation. Still, Douglas’ text is invaluable for how it explores the dynamic and 
complex relationship between perceptions of black sexuality and its function in black 
church politics and ethics. 
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Like Cannon, Douglas tends to conflate gender and sex, leaning toward biological 
essentialism. In her conversation around establishing a sexual discourse of resistance, she 
states that “Black women [were] uniquely humiliated and violated. They were considered 
other than ‘females’ and hence available for White male rape and debauchery.”66 Douglas 
makes a case for black women and points to their erasure and objectification in black 
church discourse; but in so doing, she conflates black womanhood with female sex. This 
seems to be a recurring issue in womanist texts, but is not surprising for the time in which 
early womanist texts were written. Gender theory, which expanded understandings of 
gender and what constituted it, emerged in the 1990’s and did not impact religious studies 
for roughly another decade after that. In examining whether these texts speak to black 
trans women, however, I would say that Douglas’s examination of sexuality and sexual 
discourse in black churches fails to explore gender expressions/identities and their 
overlap with sexuality. Since Douglas explores a more circumscribed understanding of 
sexuality that assumes an essentialist understanding of gender, it is not designed to hold 
the realities or experiences of black trans women.  
Copeland’s Enfleshing Freedom (2009) approaches the black woman’s 
circumstance with a deep exploration of sexual violence and objectification of black 
women. For her, embodiment, sexuality, sexual expression, and the flesh in itself are key 
to accessing/communing with the divine. Copeland comes close to an exploration of 
gender as she is particularly interested in the gender expression of Christ. She argues that 
“gender expectations” were a facet of Christ’s life as a human being and states that “to 
 




refuse to speak about [Christ’s] sex and gender…leaves us unable to speak well and 
compassionately about sex, about gender, about sexuality, and especially, about 
homosexuality.”67 Copeland, like Douglas, references James Nelson, reasserting his line 
of thought that “sex refers to biology, sexuality to ‘our self-understanding and way of 
being in the world as male and female.”68 Nelson himself makes this conflation between 
sex and sexuality as he names male and female as if they are an understanding of gender 
roles. This also seems to be Copeland’s interpretation since she affirms that “sexuality, 
then, includes our formation in and appropriation of gender roles with their designation as 
masculine or feminine.”69 Copeland continues in this conflation of gender and sex, noting 
that “Jesus performed masculinity in ways that oppose patriarchal expressions of 
maleness.”70 Copeland certainly moves us closer to the complex intersections of black 
trans women’s lives as she draws us to really important questions about the nature of 
gender expectations and gender performativity, pushing us to consider the implications of 
performativity as a kind of embodiment of sexuality. Although we do not fully avoid the 
conflation of gender and sex, Copeland does demonstrate the sacred capaciousness of 
bodily expression, including performativity, but still does not offer a text that speaks to 
black trans women.  
Monica Coleman’s work takes a distinctly different approach to issues of 
sexuality. Coleman begins her foray into womanist discourse on sexuality by way of 
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critique. In Coleman’s previously mentioned “Must I Be a Womanist?” she argues that 
the definition of Womanism “gives a primacy to the sexual love between women, 
something that womanists have often failed to do.”71 Coleman indicts both the lack of 
response amongst womanists to sexuality and their failure to tackle heteronormativity. 
She claims that “womanist religious scholarship is typified by a silence about 
homosexuality” and that despite significant leaning on Audre Lorde’s discussion of the 
erotic as power, womanist scholarship overlooks “Lorde’s personal expression of the 
erotic.”72 Coleman pushes a step further and finds that womanist scholarship is not 
simply silent on sexuality or slow to discuss heteronormativity but that it actively avoids 
such discourses. Highlighting an example, Coleman notes that  
womanists discuss Baby Suggs’s sermon in Toni Morrison’s Beloved’s 
Clearing without including the perhaps-sexual relationship in Morrison’s 
Sula…[they] frequently cite Celie and Shug’s conversation about God in 
Walker’s The Color Purple, while omitting the passionate love Celie finds 
in Shug’s arms.73 
 
Coleman offers an even harsher indictment stating that this void around issues of 
sexuality, especially if rooted in a fear of rejection from black churches, “is 
understandable, but it quickly becomes complicity.”74  Coleman’s concerns promoted 
discourse and conversation from other womanist scholars about trans women and the 
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complicated, intersecting realities that befall that particular population, but the 
conversation is often little more than a mention.75  
Coleman also references queer populations, specifically gays and lesbians, in her 
subsequent works as she challenges the detrimental, hegemonic powers of 
heteronormativity and heterosexism; however, transgender populations are barely 
mentioned in Making a Way Out of No Way: A Womanist Theology (2008) or her 
collection Ain’t I a Womanist, Too?: Third Wave Womanist Religious Thought (2013). 
Often when the trans population is mentioned, it is in conjunction with other sexual and 
gender minorities, specifically  Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, and Intersex 
--  LGBTQI. The use of LGBTQI, however, does not actually speak to the realities of any 
of these populations, least of all the trans community. For trans women this acronym is 
the equivalent of paying lip service, an empty gesture. It is a passing mention of a 
population and a simultaneous demonstration that they are not sufficiently valued to 
warrant a full exploration of their death-dealing realities. Each of these womanist 
discussions of sexuality deal with issues that are related to those of gender identity, but 
rarely broach the topic. They talk about sexuality without addressing the distinctive set of 
intersecting realities that impact the daily lives of black trans women. This is particularly 
true if it is undergirded by the conflation of sex and gender. The full wisdom of womanist 
ethics requires a continuing conversation that includes the complexities of sex and gender 
that are apparent in black trans women’s lives.  
 





Black Trans Women in LGBT Ethics and Queer Theology 
 Coleman’s discussion of trans populations as an unexplored additive in the queer, 
or LGBTQI, population is one that sends us into a review of queer theological texts. Here 
I will focus on theological texts that address the queer community in some respect, 
assessing their focus on trans populations in particular. LGBT theologians and ethicists, 
like Marvin Ellison in Erotic Justice: A Liberating Ethic of Sexuality (1996), often 
include trans populations alongside other sexual minorities without directly speaking to 
the population itself. Ellison discusses sexuality broadly, exploring a notion of eros that 
focuses on love and justice yet bundles trans experience with that of lesbian, gay, and 
bisexual populations.76  
Similarly, most queer theological texts utilize a broad anti-normative approach 
rather than focusing on a particular community of sexual minorities, only occasionally 
addressing trans populations. In contrast, Marcella Althaus-Reid’s Queer God (2003) is 
an example of queer theological work that makes the trans community and trans 
experience a paradigm through which one is able to understand anti-normative 
possibilities. Susan Stryker discusses this as an aspect of transgender studies as it takes 
after its progenitor queer studies. Stryker explains that trans studies takes  
as its purview transsexuality and cross-dressing, some aspects of 
intersexuality and homosexuality, cross-cultural and historical 
investigations of human gender diversity, myriad specific subcultural 
expressions of ‘gender atypicality,’ theories of sexed embodiment and 
subjective gender identity development…[and] is concerned with anything 
that disrupts, denaturalizes, rearticulates, and makes visible the normative 
linkages we generally assume to exist between the biological specificity of 
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the sexually differentiated human body…and the cultural mechanisms that 
work to sustain or thwart specific configurations of gendered 
personhood.77 
 
Stryker demonstrates that trans identity becomes a paradigm through which anti-
normative understandings can help to reimagine hegemonic forces. Althaus-Reid utilizes 
this conceptual frame, noting that “there are many forms of political and theological 
aspiration written from the body of the excluded. Amongst Christians, Queer metaphors 
like these may express the truth of searching for a Bi/Christ as a Christ for diversity, for 
instance, or a Transexual Christ who might also be opposed to transnational 
corporations.”78 Trans identity becomes a paradigm through which one is able to 
conceptualize new gender possibilities that disregard binarism as the sole construction. In 
turn, such reimagining extends to other material realities and the undoing of hegemonic 
forces as well. Regardless of the powerful deconstruction and reconstituting of 
hegemonic ideals in which Althaus-Reid participates, trans theory does not directly speak 
to or about trans populations. In fact, some have argued that such use of trans identity as 
a tool for exploring paradigmatic possibilities proves exploitative. Ki Namaste has argued 
that such theoretical uses of trans identity turn trans people into “the chosen objects of the 
field of queer theory.”79 It is important to acknowledge, then, the ways in which this 
queer theological approach not only rarely acknowledges trans individuals and their 
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intersectional realities but also exploits and objectifies trans bodies and relegates trans 
realities to paradigmatic opportunities.  
Susannah Cornwall in Trans/Formations: Controversies of Contextual Theology 
(2009) uses a similar approach in her chapter “Apophasis and Ambiguity: The 
‘Unknowingness’ of Transgender.” Cornwall argues that “the doctrine of revelation can 
be understood in terms of apophatic (or negative) theology, in which our knowledge of 
God—like our understanding of the category of ‘transgender’—is always in a state of 
transformation and unknowing.”80 Cornwall is trying to trouble the relationship between 
queer theology and trans studies and complicate the relationships between social identity 
and the full unknowability of embodiment. Cornwall contends “that bodies are known 
and unknown, that they are wholly irreducible yet at the same time wholly mysterious,” 
while also trying to speak to the unique self-understanding that arises in community for 
the individual.81 Despite the balance that Cornwall tries to strike, it does not speak to the 
material and experiential realities of trans women and certainly not of black trans women 
given that queer theory and some trans theory assume white identity.82   
Unlike Cornwall, Virginia Ramey Mollenkott and Vanessa Sheridan in 
Transgender Journeys (2003) speak directly to trans experiences, retelling stories, and 
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drawing theological lessons and possibilities from them. In one section though, we can 
still see the Whiteness of trans theology. Mollenkott and Sheridan reference Delores 
Williams’ Sisters in the Wilderness (1993) and its use of Hagar as a relegated and exiled 
individual whose experiences of suffering, surrogacy, and survival are comparable to that 
of black women. Mollenkott and Sheridan offer a brief synopsis of Hagar and her role 
before arguing that “Hagar [is] a transgender paradigm not only because transgender 
oppression stems from the same mind-set that oppresses black women,” but because “like 
Hagar, [those] who are gender-variant discover [them]selves to be wanderers in the 
wilderness of Christian nonacceptance.”83 In the comparison of trans and black 
experience, Mollenkott and Sheridan demonstrate the way in which their theological 
perspective flattens both trans and black experience. In comparing these two oppressive 
experiences, they ignore the possibility that these two experiences might be mounted on 
one another, and they also obscure the unique reality that each oppressive experience 
bears under the weight of hegemony. Mollenkott and Sheridan fail to delve into the 
nuanced intersectional oppression that harms black trans women’s lives, and they 
therefore also fail to offer theological or ethical possibilities. 
Black Trans women in Work at the Intersection of Identity 
Finally, there are a few intersectional theological and ethical projects that 
intentionally speak to the realities of black queer life, specifically the anthology Loving 
the Body: Black Religious Studies and the Erotic (2004), Pamela Lightsey’s Our Lives 
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Matter: A Womanist Queer Theology (2015), and Nikki Young’s Black Queer Ethics, 
Family, & Philosophical Imagination (2016). Loving the Body offers profound new 
conceptions of eroticism, its function, and the possibilities it opens for black 
communality and relationship. It collects essays from and creates conversation across 
fields within religious studies; but the authors unfortunately use the same language as 
some LGBT theology, speaking to the queer community at large but not specifically to 
the unique intersection of oppressive realities that constitute black trans women’s lives. 
Victor Anderson is remarkably honest about this when he writes that in narrowing the 
focus of his particular essay, his “intent is not to discount the experiences of transgender, 
bi-sexual, and transsexual members of the Black community[;] rather, it is merely a 
means of maintaining focus on an otherwise insurmountable topic.”84 Anderson’s honesty 
is valuable, but it further demonstrates the difficulties. This valuable expansion of erotic 
conceptions does not offer us distinct recognitions of black trans women’s experiences or 
ethical example.  
Lightsey’s Our Lives Matter is the first text here to explicitly focus on black trans 
women and take an opportunity to theologically explore the connection between 
transformative possibility and trans identity. Lightsey focuses on the creation story and 
likens it to the creative aspect of transitioning, or what is more accurately a kind of 
reconstituting.85 While Lightsey calls attention to the divinely creative nature of trans 
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identity and ongoing trans journeys, she maintains a hyper focus on the “shaping of their 
bodies,” which can be invasive.86 However, Lightsey responds to this concern, noting that 
trans identity is varied and is not “a matter of surgery [as much] as a matter of self-
understanding.”87 She rejects the reduction of trans identity to little more than “corrected” 
bodies or gender performance that “necessarily” conforms to gender expectations. 
Lightsey’s focus on the creation story as ongoing draws trans populations into a narrative 
of sacrality and utilizes the words and thoughts of black trans women. It is but a brief 
theological foray, but it is a great start that helps us understand and recognize both the 
void and what can be gained in extended and pointed focus on the experiences of black 
trans women in theoethical discourse.  
This void in theoethical discourse meets another possibility in Young’s Black 
Queer Ethics. Though Young does not talk about the realities of trans individuals 
explicitly, she does provide a valuable theoethical methodology that is foundational for 
this project. The use of queerness seems to point to the trans population, and unlike 
others Young’s project includes those who self-identify as sexual minorities and/or 
genderqueer.88 Young uncovers the ways in which black queer populations resist 
hegemonic forces through non-normative ethical values and how they offer powerful 
ethical examples of “getting by.” Young helps us get to a point of ethical discussion that 
confronts problematic gender constructions by reasserting the agency of black queer 
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populations and intentionally amplifying the voices of her participants. Young’s work 
does not fill the gap in existing theoethical discourse, but it does acknowledge the unique 
realities of black queer folk and offers an alternate methodological launching pad for this 
project.  
The canon as it stands, including the texts named above, constitutes a Venn 
diagram of intersecting realities that overlap with the particularity that this work centers, 
namely black trans women’s experiences. What I will suggest is that this particularity and 
what we learn from it can be captured through the metaphor of ploughing. This notion of 
ploughing plays with and re-forms the idea of “passing,” which has been central to 
narratives about trans existence. Passing narratives equate trans existence with deception 
and focus on one’s ability to conform to normative gender expectations. Trans lives are 
subsumed in an effort to be undetectable, or unclockable, perpetually Other. Passing can 
be compelled as a way of ensuring one’s social intelligibility through gender conformity 
and bolsters the narrative of transness as “performing something one is not.”89  
Black trans women, however, are not pretending, but being. I am making the 
claim that rather than passing black trans women are “ploughing.” Ploughing describes 
the ethical postures that arise from black trans women’s being and denies these claims of 
trans duplicity. I take seriously here the definitions of ploughing as active and laborious. 
To plough means to “move forcefully into or through something; proceed[ing] 
steadily.”90 In a world that seeks to squelch and erase black trans women’s existence, 
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ploughing recognizes the weight of each step yet it unsettles the earth at the same time.91 
Ploughing bears witness to the exertion of existence in a death-dealing world and the 
possibilities of clearing a path in light of that reality. Black trans women seem to move 
forward, finding avenues of survival and flourishing in community and creating resources 
as they go. This notion admits to a particular kind of labor that notes the complexity of 
black trans women’s existence without disavowing the hardship of such realities. Finally, 
ploughing acknowledges the ways in which black trans women undo the very earth (i.e., 
the fixity of social perception and hegemonic possibility) as they move through the 
world. It does not assume either a conspicuousness or inconspicuousness; rather it asserts 
that black trans women undo the moral topographies of the world by nature of their very 
existence and movement therein. Consider the words of Lourdes Ashley Hunter, the 
national director of the Trans Women of Color Collective, stating that “every breath a 
black trans person takes is an act of revolution.”92 Ploughing offers nuance to 
understandings of black trans women and their experiences without giving way to 
essentialism; it addresses their particularity.  
Laying the Groundwork for the Road Ahead 
This project builds on the work of Black Theology, womanist ethics, queer 
studies, queer theology, and more, while addressing a population and set of anti-
hegemonic possibilities that have largely gone unmentioned. By directly addressing the 
experiences of black transwomen, it uncovers ploughing as an ethical framework. 
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Chapter 1 of this project explores Black (Christian) Religious Ethics. This chapter will 
provide a brief synopsis of the history of African Americans in the United States with a 
focus on sexuality. Especially from the late nineteenth century onward, it will outline the 
context and key norms and values of Black (Christian) Religious Ethics, showing how 
religious discourse guarded against black, sexual stereotypes. I will explore the ways in 
which a particular ethic was reaffirmed and demonstrated through the respectability 
politics of sociopolitical figures as well as black artistic expressions that glorified gender 
normativity.  
Chapter 2 then shows how that sexual ethic is imposed and perpetuated within the 
broader hegemonic structure, what I call Black Sexual Panopticism (BSP). With an 
exploration of Jeremy Bentham’s panopticon as well as Foucault’s philosophical shift 
from the structure to the disciplinary system, this section discusses the methods by way 
of which forms of “deviance” and criminality, specifically black trans women, are 
relegated to stereotypes and controlled through constant surveillance and isolation. This 
chapter uncovers the modes of control of black bodies and black understandings of 
sexuality and the ways in which the disciplinary society enforces that control. Naming the 
mechanisms of control necessarily uncovers what the ethic itself is.  
Chapter 3 begins with a detailed exploration of the distinction between sexuality 
and gender. While the two concepts are not the same, they are deeply interconnected, and 
sexual ethics fundamentally inform our conceptions of “proper” gender performance and 
the “necessity” of gender binarism. This chapter clarifies the ways in which sexuality and 




sexuality is inseparable from the discourse and understanding of gender that impacts 
black trans women. The guiding question of Chapter 3 is, “How does BSP affect this 
population in a way that is unique in comparison to other sexual minorities, or others 
expressing queer gender identities?” This chapter also reaffirms the function of Black 
(Christian) Religious Ethics in the lives of black trans women, by examining their self-
described, lived experiences through blog posts and memoirs. We see in their 
descriptions the remnants of the ethic imposed by the disciplinary system. Responses to 
black trans women’s bodies highlight the way the system is built into every aspect of 
everyday life.  
This examination of first person narratives for black trans women’s lived ethic is 
at the center of Chapters 4 and 5. These final chapters identify their lived ethical postures 
as ploughing, which offers a necessary lesson and possible corrective to the current 
sexual ethic functioning within the black community. This project deconstructs the 
realities at play, showing the detrimental and dangerous impacts of some ethical systems 
on black trans women. It attends to their particular intersecting realities by suggesting an 
alternate ethic arising from the very population impacted. While the ethical road being 
embarked upon is uncharted, it is also an ethical necessity and will prove to be a 
trajectory worth exploring. This project ends with a brief conclusion discussing the 





Chapter One: The Social and Historical Ground 
Introduction 
“There is all sorts of theories around the history of black male comedians 
doing drag and that needing to be a rite of passage. There is a history of 
black men in America being painted as hypermasculine and almost 
predatory in relationship to white womanhood, and there’s a history of 
emasculating black men in this country.…And I do feel like the 
relationship that a lot of black people have had to me is about that legacy 
of trauma around the historic emasculation of black men in America. 
Putting a black man in a dress, in some people’s minds, takes away the 
threat. I can’t even tell you how many times I have been in public space, 
particularly early in my transition in New York City, when I would walk 
into a subway car and people would just burst into laughter as if my 
existence on that subway car was just a joke, and I think people have been 
trained to have that reaction.”93  
                                                                                           —Laverne Cox 
In the midst of the physical and mental unrest compelled by a global pandemic, 
the systemic injustice that foregrounds race in the United States was once again 
highlighted. With COVID-19 disproportionately affecting communities of color, 
highlighting the longstanding inequities within healthcare systems, the weight of 
subjection and the implicit death that it yields exploded into widespread protests. Many 
of these protests have taken to uprooting and “defacing” statues, undoing the narratives 
that have rested on hegemonic myths, and expanding understandings of what was, which 
consequently means a redoing of the archive. The deconstruction of narratives and 
symbols of colonization and hegemonic rule are also encounters with history and 
acknowledgements of its proximity.  
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Laverne Cox’s comments acknowledge the way that narratives constituting 
blackness and black masculinity impress upon her lived experiences. She points to myths 
that have reverberating effects, creating new media representations that dehumanize and 
make blackness readable in a dichotomized way, as either monstrosity or joke. She also 
speaks to the way that social exposure teaches, imploring us to abide moral imperatives 
that make us socially passable and comprehensible. These oughts are just as socially 
constructed as gender and race though functionally they shift our behavior, self-
understanding, and social capacity. Cox reminds us that the past is inseparable from the 
present, particularly when talking about race and sexuality. According to Saidiya 
Hartman, to adequately broach and eventually undo the systemic powers that contribute 
to antiblackness and anti-transness “requires a disfigurement and denaturalization of this 
history of the subject as romance, even if a romance of resistance.”94 Rather than 
inserting the fantasy-laden reconstructions of times past, we must engage the depths and 
speak to historical constructions in ways that expose the archive without extending 
beyond it. This chapter reaches into the annals that comprise American understandings of 
black sexuality and speaks to the foundational, antiblack myths that came to justify black 
subjection.  
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The exploration of lived ethics is the art of navigating moral space, of reading the 
lines in-between. This mining of moral space examines practices that signify values that 
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are established and can be “legitimized” (in the most neoliberal, hegemonic sense) in 
community, informing individual self-discovery and ways of being. This project 
approaches social history and sociocultural discourse as necessary background that 
contextualizes the descriptive and deconstructive work of uncovering socioethical 
investments and their political function. For the purposes of this project, the sociocultural 
backdrop offers information about the political and ethical strategies developed and their 
codification into broader moral systems. This chapter demonstrates the ways in which 
black sexuality is depicted as “deviant” and/or “criminal” and looks toward the creation 
of alternate narratives to write blackness into personhood.  
This historical background primarily concerns itself with the postbellum period. 
That postbellum system of control, however, was largely a re-inscription of previous 
tactics. Under slavery, there are “direct and simple forms of domination, the brutal 
asymmetry of power, the regular exercise of violence, and the denial of liberty that make 
it difficult…to direct one’s own conduct.”95 This system is one of many utilized to 
establish racial control, and we can see its (re)production numerous times throughout the 
course of history in an effort to maintain control over black people.96  That is, perceptions 
and belief systems produced and protected in the postbellum time period were created 
antebellum. Therefore, this section will begin with some minimal exploration of what 
notions/stereotypes were established antebellum in an effort to expose the forms through 
which they were protected and maintained postbellum. 
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Introducing the Image: Antebellum Slave Woman as the Seductress 
 During the centuries-long enslavement of black people in the United States (US), 
several powerful images of black women’s sexuality were produced and have since been 
subsumed in American culture writ large. Rather than dissipating, these stereotypical 
constructions of black women have expanded. However, the two that dominated 
antebellum and postbellum discourse, acting as progenitors for the rest, are Jezebel and 
Mammy; both of these archetypes are productions of perfect submission that arise out of 
the prioritization of white supremacist investments.  “The Jezebel,” portrayed black 
women as agential mistresses that seduce the master, partially undoing his moral 
fortitude. The Jezebel “ha[s] an insatiable sexual appetite, being extraordinarily 
passionate, and being sexually aggressive and cunning.”97 However, the Mammy is the 
nurturing mother: the virtuous that opposes the vice. Mammy “was the perfect 
counterbalance to Jezebel—she demonstrated the benefits of maintaining the color line 
and how Black women behaved under proper White control.”98 Jezebel and Mammy 
were antebellum (and postbellum) constructions of black women’s sexuality underwritten 
by technologies of power like scientific racism.99 These depictions represented the 
dualistic understanding of black femininity. If the Jezebel depicts the animalistic lechery 
to be controlled, then Mammy epitomized submission and the value of submission in 
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taming blackness towards societal benefit. The “wanton” behavior of the Jezebel as 
reified through scientific racism, which declared the inherent nature of black 
lasciviousness, was a foreboding depiction of the impending conflation of seduction with 
social narratives of submission. 
The banality of violence antebellum led to the conflation of violence and pleasure, 
and the sexual violence regularly visited upon black women was subsumed under a clear 
prioritization of white cis men’s pleasure. In an effort to produce an understanding of 
white masculine pleasure as benevolent (i.e., mutually beneficial) white masculine 
“acquiescence” of black women’s hypersexual nature was depicted as perfect 
submission.100 This concept “of ‘perfect submission’ reconciled the violence and the 
claims of mutual benevolence between master and slave as necessary in maintaining the 
harmony of the institution.” 101 This narrative sought to constitute black women’s sexual 
subjugation as submission due to its “symbiotic” biological/social function that weds 
Jezebel to Mammy. Therefore, the Jezebel and Mammy as “submissive” in vastly 
different ways underscored the benefits that arise out of white taming of supposed black 
immorality/lack of civility and black acquiescence to white demands.  
The paradoxical construction of black subjectivity as transient always functions to 
the benefit of White cis heteropatriarchal interests in the social economy. Black existence 
would vacillate in proximity to subjectivity to meet the white expectations of the moment 
though it was never guaranteed; Hartman alludes to this brand of “slave humanity” that 
 





sometimes allowed for black subjectivity, most notably through its availability to white 
desires, without assuaging the brutal subjection and objectification of black people.102 
This recognition of black humanity exclusively as for Whiteness is indicative of the 
fantastic hegemonic imagination, i.e., the systems and expectations that arise as 
“imagination…‘plays’ with history and memory to spawn caricatures and stereotypes that 
[perpetuate and] continue to have profound influence in our social order.”103 These 
hegemonic constructions require the constitution of moral economies of sexuality and 
racial control. Moreover, such systems are established through the imagined (or that 
which is fictive and socially constructed); though they are reified through different “ports 
of meaning” in different “legitimated” institutions, such as higher education, science, etc.  
The “fantasy” of seduction (as a form of “perfect submission”) feeds the narrative 
of “its complementary relation [of Whiteness] to blackness and by the desire to 
incorporate and regulate black excess.”104 Ultimately, then, the images did their work of 
control. I offer this theoretical frame as a way of understanding the narrative of white 
beneficence that permeates social myths about blackness, but also to draw attention to the 
narrative that reconstitutes the function of black sexual subjection to a notion of supposed 
submission. This frame recognizes the hegemonic structure that rewards black women’s 
subjugation through sexual violence as compliance to social “normalization.”  
Furthermore, I introduce this antebellum narrative to underscore the centrality of 
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submission to black women’s access to subjectivity and social mobility in postbellum 
United States.  
Sexual Violence and Vulnerability of Women Postbellum   
The overwhelming lack of concern for black women’s bodies and/or desires as 
maintained under the white supremacist enterprise has been reproduced through 
narratives that privilege the economy. The postbellum South re-established practices of 
containment and subjection through violence in a national (read: White) effort to 
maintain economic advancement. By stoking white fears through exhortations against the 
“predatory threat” that was black people, the use of violence against black women’s 
bodies became always already acceptable. This violence was also a function of white 
desires to reassert their dominance over blackness and black bodies.105 Myths of the black 
rapist were exploited by suffragettes attempting to leverage a space for White 
womanhood in US political discourse.106 Through the waging of hypersexualized 
stereotypes as indicative of blackness, a social and political premium was placed upon 
upholding the ideal of “proper” womanhood and masculine protection thereof.  
In the postbellum context, Southern whites would have to live alongside black 
people who were ostensibly free, but black liberty proved to be untenable for white 
people and social economies in the South.107 Nor were they eager to give up the previous 
economic system that had provided unpaid labor. To assuage their fears, new strategies 
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for racial control were cultivated. A major fear of black men’s indolence fueled the desire 
to manage black workers and the creation of stringent vagrancy laws.108 However, this 
concern with idleness was also tied to the moral economy and rooted in the image of 
black men as sexual predators as well as the imagined devastation, resulting from black 
people’s unsupervised and unstructured time. Missionaries, teachers and the Freedmen’s 
Bureau stepped in to respond to this need for moral cultivation. They sought to correct 
the perceived moral deviance towards idleness by “replac[ing] the love of leisure with the 
love of gain and supplant[ing] bawdy pleasures with dispassionate acquisitiveness.” The 
textbooks offered lessons on how to be “good Christians, and dutiful citizens.” Good 
citizenship meant economic productivity. The presumption of an ethical deficit within 
enslaved people justified and later sanctioned state control of their behavior. Such control 
resulted from two concerns: (1) the mobility of freed slaves – resulting in the Black 
Codes and anti-vagrancy laws because of (2) assumed “animalistic, predatory” nature of 
black men – leading to anti-miscegenation laws.109  
This growing fear of uncontained black masculinity was particularly prominent 
during the Civil War when white masculinity was militarized and absent, supposedly 
leaving womanhood subject to sexual violence.110 The myth of the black rapist 
normalized white fears of sexual violation and became a tool for white women’s political 
navigation.111 In the minds and rhetoric of elite, white women, the imagined sexual 
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violence during the Civil War produced a cultural platform for Southern, white women to 
assert the value and necessity of their political voice. The myth of Southern white 
womanhood and that of the black male rapist had tautological cultural functions each 
being justified and simultaneously reproduced within the narrative of the other. This 
newfound political terrain cultivated an atmosphere of fear with which Reconstruction 
was charged with dealing.  
This sexual violence only registered as intentional moral and cultural violation 
(and possibly negation) when impressing upon Whiteness since “a white woman’s virtue 
represented her most valuable commodity.”112 The social choice to overlook black 
women’s sexual exploitation though revolved around how it signaled fragility of white 
women’s safety and called into question white men’s ability to protect their families and 
property. Even when Union soldiers sexually assaulted black women, black bodies were 
an objectified symbol of the ongoing danger to white womanhood.113 Black femininity’s 
subjugation was a symbol of chaos and loss rather than a torturous encounter with social 
objectification, supporting the notion that Whiteness was always already prioritized. 
In Southern states, Black Codes were passed and enacted “in the two years 
following the war’s end…[and] could be enforced by county or voluntary militia 
units.”114 Black Codes functioned as a systematic way of limiting black liberty as states 
sought to regulate black economic mobility, thereby ensuring sustained black 
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involvement in the labor force.115 Black Codes structured society both socially and 
morally, outlawing black participation in  political office, suffrage, and the public 
sphere.116 The Black Codes were tools of racial control, essentially rolling back the 
recently ratified Thirteenth Amendment and significantly hampering black accessibility 
to full American citizenship. The use of year-long labor contracts confined black men and 
women to particular spaces and “made it a criminal offense to be without a contract, to 
break contracts, or to act improperly.”117 These stringent laws coupled with 
sharecropping meant that black men and women were often tied to the land; they were 
“contained” and could be easily surveilled.118 
Miscegenation and Black Moral “Cultivation” 
 The Black Codes featured anti-miscegenation laws that ensured the protection of 
Southern white women, whose purity and virtue were fundamental to Southern culture, 
from the mythic hypersexuality of black men. While sexual violation was a major 
component to social and political discourse, the emphasis was on the sexual behavior of 
black men , likely, because if masculinity (read: white Southern masculinity) meant 
unlimited access to women’s bodies, then the fear was that black men might assert their 
masculinity, endangering white womanhood. 
Many of the white population’s fears and anxieties in the postbellum context centered 
around the dangers of full equality with black people and its implications for 
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miscegenation.119 Miscegenation became a societal “fixation on imagined sexual 
trespasses [that] revealed the degree to which the integrity and security of whiteness [was 
dependent] upon black subjugation.”120  
Ultimately, these anti-miscegenation laws functioned “to prescribe the terms of 
conduct and contact between the races.”121 These terms of conduct and contact were 
moral prescriptions. Hartman uses Jared Waterbury’s Southern Planters and the 
Freedmen (1866) to offer some insight as to the mindset and intentions of white 
populations at the time.122 Waterbury’s text was published by an evangelical organization 
established earlier in the century to promote godly living.  Their widely disseminated 
publications espoused “proper” actions and behaviors and moral claims about goodness. 
Waterbury’s text, like many others at the time, was prescriptive, identifying the need for 
control over the newly emancipated blacks as central to the nation as a political and 
economic project.123 The text prioritized “the production of servile and dutiful laborers,” 
and was a microcosm of a larger cultural investment that assumed the necessity of moral 
cultivation. 124 The immorality of emancipated blacks was understood as a physical threat 
rooted in moral disorder.125 The text describes the need for black acculturation in order to 
ensure “safety and comfort.”126  
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I want to draw attention, here, to the use of terms like safety and comfort because 
the transhistorical political trope of safety is discursive.127 This trope of safety is regularly 
shared under the guise of protecting the societal or national whole; however, it is about 
the protection of the hegemonic ‘us’ over the vulnerable ‘them’ and feeds the 
necropolitical reality of democracy. Waterbury’s use of the term comfort alludes to White 
unwillingness to endanger its access to privilege, and in response, recognizes that 
“equality” would require moral cultivation. The understanding of emancipated blacks as 
inherently morally inept ultimately inures moral guidance as a divinely constituted need 
for blacks and upholds the notion of white complementarity to blacks. Complementarity 
as part of the moral economy, in turn, lends justification to violence and exploitation. 
Virtuous whites exercise physical admonishment or sanction for “improper” moral 
conduct, as an imperative to their responsibility to regulate the behavior of emancipated 
blacks.128 In this narrative, white individuals become pinnacles of moral guidance 
qualifying their control over black sexual behavior. 
In Response to the Fear of Blackness 
Enhanced literacy rates, greater involvement in the legislature, heightened access 
to education were all signs of emancipated blacks and their greater sociopolitical footing 
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during Reconstruction in the South.129 Witnessing the gains of emancipated blacks, 
Southern whites “turned from legal to extralegal measures to reassert control over their 
former bondsmen: they resumed patrolling, this time as vigilantes.”130 This leaning 
towards vigilantism led Southern whites to organize in ways that assured their economic 
dominance, e.g., establishing militia clubs and the creation of vigilante groups like the Ku 
Klux Klan -- all allowing for continued surveillance.  
Two themes represent the complex relationships between legal authority and 
moral discourse: memory and vigilantism. Memory acts as an incendiary imagining of 
the past with both temporal and moral consequences, and White vigilantism demonstrated 
the ease with which extralegal measures confuse moral righteousness with legal 
justification. These themes produce narratives that support the reconstitution of 
technologies of power and an ethical atmosphere of ongoing domination over black 
people. Vigilante policing was in keeping with a self-help culture founded on moral 
principles at the center of Southern culture and its dependence on masculinity. Like 
honor, it relied more on community policing than law enforcement.131 The violence and 
brutality of the Klan consciously produced a “psychological terror” that it then reinforced 
through physical brutality.  
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Lynching: A New and Uniquely Torturous Form of Control  
It was toward the end of Reconstruction that the frequency and number of 
lynchings rose dramatically. The period from 1880 to 1930 was known as “a frenzy of 
lynching.”132 Echoing Reconstruction era narratives around black sexuality, lynching 
scapegoated black bodies with the intention of controlling their movement and 
conduct.133 During this frenzy, lynching became “a routine and systematic effort” to 
control black comportment in relation to whiteness.134 Sexuality was central to the social 
and political discourse since roughly twenty five percent of lynchings were based on 
claims of sexual assault and sexual harassment.135 Sexuality was a palpable example of 
moral degeneracy. The end of the nineteenth century was a continuation of 
Reconstructionist thought that understood black populations as in need of White moral 
remediation, and lynching served as a dramatic admonition that aimed to dictate moral 
conduct. Lynching was a form of popular justice that many white people found to be a 
comforting way to “counte[r] the black threat”136 Lynching as a technology of power 
centered black violations of Whiteness, intentionally dismissing white violations and 
invasions of blackness. However, the archive depends on the construction of blackness as 
uncontrollable and undesirable such that White institutions “rejected the idea that a white 
woman could or would willingly consent to sex with an African American man.”137 The 
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narrative focused on circumscribing black masculinity to reaffirm white entitlement and 
to avoid pointing towards white culpability in black women’s ongoing sexual 
exploitation.  
While black men, women, and children were lynched for serious offenses such as 
‘murder, rape, theft, or other felonies,” they were also punished for seemingly “trivial 
violations of the moral order.”138 The unpredictability of mob violence and lynching were 
part of its successful function as a controlling mechanism of black life. The uncertainty 
around which social transgressions might provoke brutality and lynching created an 
atmosphere of terror. This assumed fear of black masculinity invading Whiteness or 
white space “extended to any action by a black man that could be interpreted as seeking 
or desiring contact with a white woman.”139 This could be emphasizes the imagined 
reality that establishes such mythic threats. Moreover, the could be assumes the need of 
defense as it describes a society on the precipice of chaos. I am highlighting the could be 
because it speaks to the supposed stakes of each action and encounter no matter how 
inconsequential; it undergirds the uncertainty as well as the combustible nature of 
Whiteness. Blackness writ large embodied that could be, which found retribution and 
“resolution” through popular justice.  
 There are numerous records of menial exchanges that resulted in lynchings. 
General Lee, a black man, [who] was lynched by a white mob in 1904 for 
merely knocking on the door of a white woman’s house in Reevesville, 
South Carolina…[or] Keith Bowen, who was lynched for “allegedly 
tr[ying] to enter a room where three white women were sitting[.]140 
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The insinuation and imposition on black existence through this system is predicated upon 
hypersurveillance. Those being surveilled must assume that the slightest breech of 
“proper” moral conduct could result in mob violence and/or torturous death, producing 
and reproducing a panoptic regime. While black mobility and conduct was already 
limited by Jim Crow, “popular justice” ensured that White control over black behavior 
extended beyond the legal recourse of state and federal authorities, establishing a 
precedent that Blackness ought to always already be available for White subjection and 
control.  
The myth of black men as hypersexual and predatory became so prevalent that it 
functioned as a valuable cover for white exploitation of black bodies. Lynching was not 
only a tool of social and sexual control and domination used against black people but also 
a fail-safe for white male supremacy, its uninhibited sexual violation of black women, 
and a continuation of a problematic narrative around black sexuality. Ultimately, this 
time of heightened lynching communicated that the presumed moral turpitude of black 
people was tied to sexuality in a distinctive way. Furthermore, lynching confirmed that 
the very survival of black people required their conformity to normative (read: white) 
moral conduct in terms of sexuality, such that the day-to-day existence of black people in 
the New South was determined by their ability to assimilate to White, Christian 
understandings of sexuality.  
Fears about racial mixing of black and white populations relied on sexual myths 
that assumed black moral deficiency and this belief was further legitimated by legal and 




legal segregation.141 It attempted to assuage white fears without preventing the sexual 
exploitation and violation of black people, indeed perpetuating white terror, intimidation, 
and control.142 The premium on white female purity increased, while the unencumbered 
“access that white males had to black women,” continued.143 Such sexual exploitation 
deeply informed the sexual ethos of Southern blacks.144 Social and cultural systems made 
for the prioritization of white masculinity, its pleasure, and sexual comportment.  
The Beginning of Black Social Resistance: The Politics of Respectability 
During the Progressive Era, women (white and black) resisted their depictions as  
“objects of racial and gender anxieties[,]” choosing instead to advocate for their own, 
self-determined public space.145 “Lynching…symbolized white men’s violent attempts to 
maintain sexual and racial power over women—black and white.”146 This form of 
popular justice (particularly the lynching of women) had a profound impact on women’s 
political choices, voices, and presence, and women mobilized in response to the extreme 
violence and their ongoing sexual subjection. 
Black women’s public presence and advocacy for social and political reform 
arose towards the end of the nineteenth century.147 The emergence of the black women’s 
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club movement and the National Association of Colored Women’s Clubs (NACWC) 
featured a prominent sociopolitical platform that focused on suffrage and anti-lynching 
campaigns.148 One of the primary functions and purposes of  these clubs was “the 
development of its women, mentally, morally, and industrially, as well as along civic 
lines” with a decisive commitment to community and community engagement.149 Even in 
the midst of the changing political landscape and social engagement, morality and moral 
refinement was central to establishing the validity of one’s political voice and a social 
platform.  
The investment of women’s clubs in moral propriety was rooted in their ties to 
religious institutions. Organizations like the Women’s Christian, Social and Literary Club 
in Illinois donated money regularly to local black churches, and Tuskegee Women’s Club 
actively did temperance work and held regular Bible study. Sociopolitical work in black 
spaces at the outset of the twentieth century was a staple of black religious community 
because “black churches had historically sought to address both the spiritual and social 
condition of their people.”150 Women’s clubs avoided compartmentalizing the work and 
roles of black women, recognizing the overlap between different spheres; these spaces 
understood that the social and political was also religious.  
With platforms that included prison work, education, temperance, and anti-
lynching, the commitment of the women’s club movement was to organize for the black 
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community and to overcome the relegation of black women to limited responsibilities in 
churches and the broader community. Black women used this opportunity to establish 
their political voices and to negate social portrayals of black women “as immoral, 
childlike, and unworthy of respect or protection.” To showcase black women’s moral 
fortitude, the women’s club movement effectively enacted ethical ideals in keeping with 
Victorian ideals. The women’s movement in the Black Baptist Church unknowingly 
came to “appropriate [traditional] discourses as they infused concepts such as equality, 
self-respect, professionalism, and American identity with their own intentions and 
interpretations.”151  
The “politics of respectability” represented an intentional strategy to change 
social perceptions of black womanhood. While respectability advocated for comportment 
that negated “immoral” depictions of black women, it was also a tool to police behavior 
and morals within their own community.152 Respectability was strategically beneficial 
and demonstrative of a clear investment in enhancing opportunities for black social and 
economic mobility that required the conformity of black women to the morality system of 
White society.153 Respectability politics create a paradoxical opportunity that forced 
black people to enact the same value systems used to denigrate black humanity and 
value.154 As we will see in subsequent chapters, respectability politics as a tool of 
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assimilation became a technology of power. It produced a system  to discipline and train, 
assuming constant surveillance, and imposing ethical values and the expectation of 
compliance.155  
Respectability prescribed morally judicious conduct around sanitation, work ethic, 
sexual propriety, and more.156 The women’s club movement became a space of response 
and community while simultaneously offering a sociopolitical platform and opportunity 
for resistance. The goals and commitments of the club movement, and even respectability 
itself, was always undergirded by the salience of collective compliance to their efficacy. 
These social responses counter the narratives of the “sympathetic white press,” whose 
reports “justified…and perpetuated the deadly stereotype of African American men as 
hypersexual threats to white womanhood.”157 Respectability as a byproduct of the 
atmosphere of terror created by lynching was a vehicle for the expansion of Victorian 
morality to subsume black communities. It is important to note that insofar as the 
function of respectability was to counter negative images, like that of the black 
seductress, it was a tool of conformity that presumed hypersurveillance and black 
precarity. More than an assimilatory project, respectability was a survival strategy that 
allowed black people to qualify for (some modicum of) humanity, but it also signals 
black absorption into the surveilling machinery of hegemony. 
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Respectability and Black Women in the Civil Rights Movement 
 While there was distinct decline in numbers after the 1920s, lynching continued 
well into the 1950s and was one of the driving forces for the Civil Rights Movement. 
Segregation in the Jim Crow South was a response to public concerns about white purity, 
and myths about black sexuality. The ongoing narratives about black sexual prowess 
produced a pattern in which “rumors of black-on-white rape conveniently surfaced 
whenever African Americans asserted their humanity or challenged white supremacy.”158 
This noted pattern speaks to how deeply codified the fear of black sexuality was in 
society, and sexuality became a tool to reinforce Blackness as Expendable,  a concept 
metonymic with Blackness as Threat. Black women’s choice to report their experiences 
of sexual violation represented a social and political desire to lay claim to their personal 
dignity and to participate in activism that benefitted the community.159 This deliberate 
rewriting of the archive sought to subvert the narrative about blackness as deviant. 
Respectability as a moral frame and a political tool would eventually underscore 
the activism and organizing of the Civil Rights Movement. The Montgomery bus boycott 
in 1955 continued the work of the women’s movement, upholding the “dignity, respect, 
and bodily integrity” of black women.160 Recognizing the importance of this movement 
and its connection to the organizing practices of the women’s club movement uncovers 
that a core imperative of the Civil Rights Movement was the protection of black 
womanhood. Black women attempted to conjure a new understanding of blackness and 
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black femininity and did so, in part, by orienting black womanhood toward 
heteronormativity and Victorian ideals of delicacy.161 
The protection of black womanhood became a driving force in the Civil Rights 
Movement, and women’s clubs rallied in support of the movement and this particular 
ideal. Black women understood the social weight of their moral and political efforts to 
affirm “the full dignity of Negro womanhood.”162 They recognized, too, that this aim was 
intertwined with their broader goal: the undoing of white supremacy. Black women’s 
involvement and inclusion in the Civil Rights Movement embodied respectability and, 
specifically, this new understanding of black womanhood as requiring protection. 
[P]resentation of [Rosa] Parks as a woman worthy of protection enabled 
African-American ministers and male leaders…[to] fulfill their manly 
duty to defend black womanhood, a role that white supremacy had denied 
them for centuries. 
 
The notion that womanhood needs to be protected presumes a delicacy and a sense of 
duty or masculine responsibility. This presumption of complementarity feeds into 
Victorian understandings of heteronormativity, thereby setting a precedent for the kinds 
of gender (and consequently sexual) roles that allowed for black respectability and black 
belonging. Even then, it was clear that only certain women constituted a “proper” 
instantiation of womanhood; one that working class and darker skinned black women did 
not fit despite their integral role to the movement and its success.163  
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 In the midst of organized efforts like the Montgomery bus boycott, myths around 
predatory black sexuality were promulgated by stark segregationists. Much of the 
argument for segregation demonstrated an ongoing preoccupation with black sexuality, 
which incited fears of miscegenation and ultimately the “dilution” whiteness. To allay 
such fears, the Civil Rights Movement was founded upon the notion of the “New Negro,” 
who replaced self-pity with self-respect and self-doubt with dignity.164 It is worth 
acknowledging that the New Negro and her newfound sense of dignity, was tied to the 
moment in which black conceptions of gender begin to parallel white understandings of 
gender.165 The New Negro had a greater sense of purpose and value and actively used 
civil disobedience as a primary form of confrontation and resistance. However, black 
women’s pertinent role in the Civil Rights Movement was denied and diminished in a 
heteropatriarchal retelling. Women were made secondary while attention was given to 
men who embodied heteronormative ideals.166  
I am making two claims here: religion was a sphere through which respectability 
was disseminated and that black women’s bodies act as a battlefield on which 
respectability was played. Black women were the objectified grounds on which white 
men asserted their own entitlement and unhindered access and were accordingly the 
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subjects through which black men proved their masculine capacity to protect.167 While 
black women played exceedingly integral roles during the Civil Rights Movement, as 
organizers, boycotters, freedom riders, etc., socially and politically, they were often 
treated as tools in a patriarchal and imperialist framework through which normalcy by 
way of heteronormativity and moral propriety was affirmed.168 
This complex positionality is why black women were subject to personalized and 
highly invasive attacks that functioned as broader statements of control, power, and 
unchanging assertion of black bodies as less than human. Just as black demonstrations of 
respectability included black masculinity protecting black femininity, the sexual violation 
of black women was part of the construction of an atmosphere of terror that sustained 
White supremacy. Die-hard segregationists used economic intimidation, sexualized 
violence, and terror to derail desegregation. These uses of power underscore the centrality 
of sexuality to hegemonic discourse. “Sex was ‘the principle around which the whole 
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structure of segregation…[was] organized.’” This explains why much of the work in the 
late 1950s Civil Rights movement established a political network and brought significant 
attention to the sexual exploitation and violence inflicted by white men.169  
Religion and respectability are connected by the concept of morality and its 
ongoing role in the conversation about black humanity and citizenship. In a world rooted 
in heteropatriarchal politics, women’s bodies are at the heart of the conversation as moral 
expectations of control are mapped onto their bodies. This is not to disavow the agency of 
black women or the women’s club movement, but to say that a strategy of respectability 
was both enacted by and enacted on black women. This use of black women’s bodies to 
signify belonging or entitlement is foundational to the racial history and political and 
social progress of the US. Respectability is strategic posture weaponized on black 
women’s bodies, shaping their moral conduct socially, domestically, and spiritually, 
and their role and responsibility in relation to black masculinity. 
From Civil Rights to Black Power170 
Despite the gains of the Civil Rights Movement, its nonviolent principles were 
called into question by organizers and activists. The tone of the Civil Rights Movement 
was “adapted to an audience of middle class whites,” appealing to “the Protestant Ethic 
of Work and Achievement.”171  This ethic promotes the continued participation in 
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hegemonic systems of capitalism by asserting their moral righteousness; it draws on the 
ideals of the Progressive Era, opting to mold black folks into “productive and dutiful 
Christian citizens” rather than addressing the system itself as a structural problem.172 The 
Civil Rights Movement was rooted in a strategy that acquiesced to white investments and 
moral value systems. However, the value of these strategies to black social and economic 
mobility primarily benefitted the black middle class more than the black community writ 
large. Moreover, these technologies of power use religion, e.g., a Protestant Ethic of 
Work and Achievement, to advocate for productivity as central to humanity, good 
citizenship, and the gendered social order.  
The Moynihan Report and Black Family  
Mid-century perceptions of black families were largely driven by the “Moynihan 
Report.” Published in 1965, the report, formally titled “The Negro Family: The Case for 
National Action,” brought the black family to the forefront of American political 
discourse. The purpose of the report was to address the lack of social and economic 
mobility of black people in America.173 Moynihan found that “the Negro family…[was] 
crumbling.”174 Using statistical analyses to paint a picture of the Black family home, the 
report underscores the centrality of gender conformity to black subjectivity.175 The report 
asserted that “Negro families headed by females” produced a matriarchal structure that 
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stunted black social, economic, and political development, especially within patriarchal 
society.176 Moynihan painted a picture of black women as dominant and culpable for the 
“crisis” of black deficiency, abject even when present. Such that when black women were 
out of the home working  
This matriarchal structure was also responsible for black emasculation, 
“impos[ing] a crushing burden on the Negro male.”177 The report found that development 
of black men was stunted by  historical circumstances, but black masculinity is also 
confounded by the dualistic assumption that black men were primarily absent, though 
emasculated when present.178 While this portrayal of black men as weak and inadequate 
was somewhat empathetic, it vividly described the emasculating black woman, who 
exists over and against him. This construction of black women as defined by their 
emasculation and social takedown of black men communicated that black women within 
their homes and communities were destructive forces. Here again, the individual behavior 
of black women has collective implications and consequences; therefore, the destructive 
force in the home is the destructive force for the race. Black women are only described as 
having positive value when they play their properly gendered roles -- submissive and 
secondary. The Moynihan report is part of a larger patriarchal narrative that defines black 
womanhood as something to be controlled and managed and as a potential threat to black 
flourishing in the US.  
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Moynihan gave little direct attention to the sexual behavior of blacks as an 
important factor and possible point of intervention. I want to be clear, however, that to 
discuss family in a heteronormative society is to speak about sexuality and sexual 
behavior. It assumes proper moral comportment, sexual behavior, and specific gender 
roles and assumptions that extend into sexual space. I argue, then, that Moynihan’s 
construction of the very character that co-constitutes black men and women is a sexual 
intervention in itself, making moral adjudications as to where, when, and how sexuality 
ought to occur.179 Moral adjudication is at the forefront of Moynihan’s heteronormative 
and family-driven assumptions of reproduction; the report directly addresses black 
women’s fertility and the problem of overpopulation, but the concern is not that the black 
family overproduces but that they do not properly reproduce.180  
The report finds that “nonheteronormative relations were the impediment” to 
black citizenship and success.181  The report is founded on the implicit notion that liberty 
requires active, individual participation and effort, and sexual and gender compliance is 
part of proper cultural participation.182 The corrective to black familial structures requires 
handling the black, heteronormative cis woman and dominating the disruptors of 
masculinity, who are portrayed as a danger to black subjectivity and an impediment to 
black citizenship. The black family became a manifestation of black femininity as failure 
and the requisite need of masculine control for success.  
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New Controlling Images and Black Nationalist Constructions of Masculinity  
 The family unit functioned as a readable social structure, a synecdoche for 
broader social structures. American norms of gender and sexual relations are ultimately 
determined by white cisheteropatriarchy and the American enterprise that privileges it.183 
In fact, the “Moynihan Report draws on a notion that masculinity is innate to men and 
biologically driven, declaring that…this masculinity is integral to American national 
character.”184 Here, we can see a common theme between the Civil Rights Movement, 
with its reliance on black masculinity as protector, and Black Power’s interest in 
accessing categories of masculinity (read: personhood) that often included dominating 
black women.185 
While Black Power disavowed the more Eurocentric and classist notions of 
respectability, leaders often failed to shed patriarchal understandings of sexuality and 
gender. Historian Jeffrey Ogbar writes that the movement “lionized black men as hyper-
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macho leaders, fighters, and defenders of black people.”186 The predominance of 
masculinity and machismo brings us back to the function of heteronormativity and 
gendered realities in the assertion of black subjectivity. Masculinity intrinsically cannot 
exist in a vacuum; it exists in part through the constitution of hierarchy and its imposition 
on femininity. Therefore, the ability of black masculinity to challenge public perceptions 
of black families and the black community can happen through the domination of black 
women, again marking black femininity as the ground upon which black subjectivity is 
founded. 
The lionization of black men was part of a vested interest in re-establishing black 
men as masculine and makes clear the available categories of citizenship and humanity 
for black men.187 While black masculinity was “stunted” in the hierarchy of white 
supremacy, it had also been endangered by black femininity. This report and its 
implications were hotly contested and clearly impacted the social narrative around black 
existence in the US. The Moynihan Report condemned the black matriarch, or “the ‘bad’ 
Black mother.”188 Black matriarchs were “overly aggressive, unfeminine women,” and 
their emasculation of their lovers and husbands meant that men “understandably, either 
deserted their partners or refused to marry the mothers of their children.”189 The report 
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birthed two images: the black matriarch, a working mother who is consistently absent in 
her own home, and the welfare mother. While the matriarch remains an active and 
productive member of society, it is her absence from home that harms the black family 
and the black community. However, the regular access to the welfare mother does not 
ensure that she is capable of mothering “properly,” rendering her physical presence 
irrelevant. These images give voice to the impossibility of proper comportment for black 
women, particularly the working class; she was always already doing womanhood wrong.  
Within this discourse, transness is wholly outside the realm of moral possibility. 
The recognition of black womanhood as palpably incapable of moral propriety reinforces 
the impossibility of black trans femininity. At the very least, black, middle class, cis 
women are perceived as in proximity to the standard, i.e., they are deemed capable of 
compliance; however, the feminine standard is idyllic by nature and wholly out of reach 
of black compliance. Black middle class, cis women that attempt to comply through 
respectability are not in a position to trouble the system as the aim for strategic 
legitimation, and despite historic and social claims about black women’s indolence, 
animalistic impulsivity, etc.. However, black transness does not hold the same “potential” 
as black cis womanhood or the classist possibilities.  In addition, black trans women 
simultaneously function as signifiers of the black emasculation Moynihan warned of. 
The Moynihan Report and the controlling images it affirms reinforce claims about 
black social immobility and the failings of black existence. The myth of the absentee or 
deadbeat dad is a vestige in social discourse about black communities. The cultural 




of poverty and blames the victims themselves.”190 The problem that is black women is 
one of economic and political concern that speaks to the evolving narrative around 
blackness, black intentionality, and black belonging. If the matriarch speaks to the 
inability of the black woman to “properly” mother while being a productive citizen, then 
the welfare mother is unconcerned and disinterested black citizen, i.e., the citizen that 
refuses to participate. The welfare queen undermines the state with no intention towards 
moral propriety. These images are distinct examples of what it means to be outside of 
respectability, to be morally deficient. These shifting constructions put gender at the 
center of the moral and political conversation about race and belonging within the US, 
situating the transgressive thrust of Black Power to disavow Eurocentric norms. 
Gender and Gender Violence in Black Nationalism 
Black Power, as a political movement dedicated to black empowerment and 
advancement, necessarily responded to depictions of black people as inferior and 
assertions of black emasculation, taking up the claim that the black man “had never been 
able to make his woman get down on her knees.”191 Black masculinity was again 
depicted as being dismantled by black womanhood rather than by white supremacy. 
Movement messaging attempted to rewrite heteronormative relationships in the black 
community, encouraging black women to “remain basically unquestioning of the black 
man’s authority” regardless of what that might mean for black femininity.192 As Michele 
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Wallace recalls in her memoir, this patriarchal claim included masculine domination of 
femininity, even through violence and violation.  As is pervasive in American society, 
masculinity is shown through exertions of control and power. This perception of 
masculinity was embedded in early Black Panther Party (BPP) discourse where the “early 
organizational culture was decidedly masculinist.”193 In this context, women’s bodies 
were tools for black advancement with the capacity to be weaponized for the 
movement.194 This movement, then, produced an image of black men as hypermasculine, 
one that “codified a masculinist construction of the revolutionary figure in the popular 
and political imagination”– ironically reproducing white masculine standards.195 In the 
context of government-sanctioned criticism of black masculinity, assertion of black 
masculine prowess is an understandable response. Once again, however, patriarchal 
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models of the way masculinity is heteronormatively enacted on the bodies of women, 
whether through the management of their roles or behaviors, prevail.  
 Despite claims about the inaccuracy of the Moynihan report and its findings about 
black emasculation, some black men simultaneously capitulated to the patriarchal 
realities that had previously led to black masculine subjection purporting and enacting 
sexist and misogynist ideals.196 The vestiges of conformity and stringent roles emerged 
through assumptions that black women were available for sexual and social use or 
function. My claim here is not that women had no role or power within BPP, but that the 
founding organizational culture responded to social images of black masculinity through 
women’s objectification and occasional subjection. This investment and enactment, even 
in the midst of later organizational shifts, produced the lasting image of black radicalism 
that reaffirmed normative gender hierarchy and utilized a significant political strategy 
wherein black women were deemed sexual objects available to be effectively 
weaponized.  
With each social and political response to the dominant narrative, hegemony 
provoked doubt as to black belonging and devised new modes of black expendability. 
Systemic gender and sexuality conformity was compelled, in part, through the moral 
connection made between gender and morality, such that, the right femininity and the 
right masculinity would produce the right familial and social results. 
 




Controlling Images into the Twenty First Century 
Controlling images, then, are the tools of power through which society makes the 
intersectionality of black womanhood and black queer and trans life comprehensible. 
Black women are expected to be feminine and ascribe to a gender normative frame that 
implores their silence, sexual objectification, and unquestioning devotion. As recently as 
2013, the editor of Ebony, Jamilah Lemieux, started a hashtag, 
#blackpowerisforblackmen. Lemieux and others used this hashtag to express their 
continued frustration around the devaluation of women and lack of concern for black 
women’s issues. I would add black queer and trans issues. This hashtag references the 
resurgence of black power as a way of showing black pride, yet black women and their 
particularity go unacknowledged. Masculinity has become the paradigm through which 
blackness is understood and discussed, leaving black women and black queer and trans 
folk siphoned out of social discourse about blackness.  
Despite the evolution in discourse and the forms of resistance that seek to undo 
images, hegemonic interests keep them in place. These images, Jezebel, Mammy, Black 
Matriarch, etc., flatten the realities of sexual expression and individual behavior in an 
effort to coerce compliance. “Each image transmits distinctive messages about the proper 
links among female sexuality…and U.S. Black women’s placement in social class and 
citizenship hierarchies.197 The “positive” images, like the Mammy, are deemed asexual, 
while the “negative” images, like the Jezebel or the Welfare Mother turned Welfare 
 




Queen violate sexual propriety.198 To the benefit of white supremacism, “positive” 
images, are devoid of sexual desire while the most sexed images either put culpability for 
black women’s sexual violation on black women themselves or justify the continued 
intervention of control of black women’s bodies, most commonly by the state.  
These images are defined by abnormality, and this deviance from the norm 
underscores the inability of black women to subscribe to heteronormative gender roles. 
Controlling images create limiting structures that confine black womanhood and produce 
a narrative that black femininity is only readable if corrected. The hegemonic discourse 
established stereotypes and biased constructions of black womanhood that depict it as 
extreme moral and social impropriety. This investment in identifying and correcting 
black deviance uncovers the ways in which these images are bound to respectability 
politics and the lasting effects of sexuality as a primary vector of white supremacist 
rhetoric. 
Conclusion: Black Churches and the BCRE 
The politics of respectability emerged as a way to demonstrate that black people 
could be included in categories of personhood, and moreover, that they were persons of 
moral propriety, characterized by civility, gentility, and citizenship.  An exploration of 
the historical experiences of black people within the US uncovers an ongoing 
preoccupation with black sexuality. This preoccupation was rooted in scientific racism 
but also understandings of masculinity as having unencumbered access to femininity. The 






white masculine invasion, sexual and otherwise, and the exploitations of mythic 
constructions of black predation for political leverage offer examples of the way that 
these depictions of blackness as lascivious and uncontrollable produced narratives for 
hegemonic advancement. As black people gained more liberty and opportunities for 
mobility post-Emancipation, the narratives continued through new constructions of 
popular justice as an increase in lynchings maintained white domination over black folks. 
The increased lynchings through Jim Crow era constituted an atmosphere of terror that 
heavily utilized myths about black sexuality as justification and speaks to the depth of 
white fear around black proximity and equality.  
Black (Christian) religious spaces began to cultivate responses that both affirmed 
blackness and black moral righteousness while also refuting the social perception of 
black men and women. While the ensuing respectability will be discussed in greater 
detail in subsequent chapters, the church, as a space for praise, meaning-making, and 
organizing, and its ethical investment in respectability were foundational to the success of 
social and political movements that developed out of such communal spaces. The 
emergence of these movements was rooted in the production of an image of blackness as 
citizen, as productive, as righteous, and respectability became a central framework to the 
success of such movements. Public discourse and interest in blackness as sexual deviance 
was not assuaged despite the political and social gains of the Civil Rights Movement. The 
development of Black Power called for a deliberate disavowal of Eurocentric ideals, 




heteronormativity of respectability though remained untouched and became central to 
new understandings of blackness.  
The investment in heteronormativity reinforced the dichotomized conception of 
gender, but also meant that respectability as a politic that advocated particular 
comportment played out in the lives of black women, who were always seen as 
responsible for domesticity and moral enrichment. In many ways, black women were 
charged with playing the same role in black life as they had in White homes during 
enslavement; however, in the complicated climate of limited economic mobility and 
segregation, black women became scapegoats for black “failure” despite the structural 
realities that stunted them. This chapter explored the history of social and political 
discourse regarding the black community and the intentional strategies cultivated in 
response. Moreover, it argues the trappings of these systems and respectability as a 
response is a political reality that is navigated on the bodies of black women. Under the 
weight of a system defined by patriarchy, black women become more fertile ground for 
proof of black men’s personhood rather than agential allies towards subjectivity. Black 
womanhood was proven to be hotly contested and problematized in relation to its value in 
black mobility and success. While black women’s capacity as moral agents has not been 
wholly defined by this social perception, womanhood was made inaccessible for black cis 
women and the exploitation of black womanhood was portrayed  as salient to black 






Chapter Two: Ethical Boundaries and Black Sexual Panopticism 
Introduction 
As I sit in an Alabama specialty coffee shop, I am deeply aware of the 
complications of hyper-surveillance that pervade all of society. Despite the all-white 
interior and the hipster man bun behind the counter, I am sitting behind a white cisman 
with a pistol on his hip as another white male, working at another table, wears a shirt that 
touts “keep calm and carry one” with the image of an automatic handgun. The language 
of gun advocates claims the rights that some bodies in the United States have to protect 
themselves. It also evokes the reality of unnecessary black deaths that have arisen out of 
vigilante justice or the fallacies of self-defense. It is a sign and reminder of the societal 
nature of surveillance, that is, the ways in which policing black bodies is not solely 
maintained by the state. Rather we have created a disciplinary system in which safety is 
the myth by which the death of black bodies is justified. The myth of safety is one of the 
greatest creations of the self-perpetuating disciplinary system in the United States (US); it 
dictates which individuals are viewed as citizens, which bodies have the right to protect 
themselves, and which bodies are expendable in the national enterprise. The ongoing 
police brutality against black bodies and the violent homicides of black trans women are 
undergirded by socially constructed “threats” that simplify the marginalization of certain 
populations and the control constituted through the expansion of state-sanctioned 
violence to a socially maintained system. 
Blackness is always already determined and understood through a politics of 




already, as existing in the afterlife of slavery, because enslavement was the conditional 
reality through which blackness was determined. To live in this condition, in the wake of 
slavery, is “to occupy and to be occupied by the continuous and changing present of 
slavery’s as yet unresolved unfolding.”199 The mainstays that determine the American 
national enterprise, i.e., justice, equality, and basic rights, were all written through black 
exclusion and expendability, establishing a necropolitic that made blackness synonymous 
with death and criminality. This condition of blackness is a lens through which blackness 
is comprehensible, such that the “inheritance of a non/status is everywhere apparent now 
in the ongoing criminalization of Black women and children.”200 The spatial and 
temporal world in which we live is defined by black death and trauma and thereby 
necessitates it. The construction of the national project is such that blackness exists to be 
abject or for the sake of social denial. This position is the wake, produced in the 
aftermath of black enslavement, and has informed our social understanding of blackness. 
At the center of this chapter, then, is a recognition that the wake produced a frame 
through which blackness is made ethical project and thereby socially acceptable.201  
In this chapter, I argue that systems of surveillance and punishment were created 
and practiced on black bodies during slavery, and its corporal reproductions thereafter 
(i.e., its afterlife) are symptoms of a disciplinary system cultivated to delimit 
understandings of sexuality and gender. This chapter will show that the afterlife of 
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slavery witnessed the production of Black Sexual Panopticism (BSP), a disciplinary 
system through which respectability politics were disseminated. BSP ultimately 
advocates for the surveillance of black people for sexual and social assimilation, and 
consequently, called for black people to surveille one another. This system and its 
required compliance wrote black people into United States citizenship and moral 
personhood, by excluding and condemning black people who were outside of the 
possibilities of conformity. While several populations are outside of conformity, perhaps 
no population was further from the pale than black trans women. As a result, they are 
uniquely targeted, and black trans death and trauma are central to the national 
exclusionary politic. This is not an attempt to write black trans women into a kind of 
enslavement, rather it is an acknowledgement that black trans women have been depicted 
as objectified symbols of black shame.  
I will start by discussing Black (Christian) Religious Ethics, which is an ethical 
system through which individuals can be disciplined, or encouraged to comply. While 
this ethical system spoke to all facets of life, including domestic virtues, polite 
comportment, and modest dress, I will focus on the ethical values that address gender and 
sexuality. These norms resisted myths about black sexuality by dichotomizing gender 
roles and circumscribing sexual expression. After discussing this, I will explore the 
construction of BSP as a disciplining system evinced through BCRE though it pervades 
black society as it is policed in-community; lastly, this chapter speaks to the particularity 
of black trans women within a system that understands blackness as a moral project. A 




black culture provides necessary context for subsequent chapters, namely how the stories 
of black trans women offer images of a different moral project -- ploughing the soil so as 
to uproot systems of oppression and prepare the way for new moral ways of being in the 
world. 
Black (Christian) Religious Ethics 
The Details of Respectability Politics 
 As discussed in the previous chapter, respectability arose during the start of the 
women’s club movement, in the early twentieth century. This strategy lifted modesty and 
moral fortitude over depictions of black women as wanton and lascivious and allowed 
black people sociopolitical access to respect and equality. Having discussed the role of 
rhetoric and respectability in the women’s club movement of the 1890s through 1920s 
and the Civil Rights Movement, this chapter offers an examination of the ideals promoted 
and sacralized, i.e., the social and sexual norms that came to constitute the politics of 
respectability and its link to Christian understandings of moral righteousness. While 
respectability is about social and political conduct, BCRE is about the resulting ethic that 
confirms such righteousness and produces a gender ideal through the Christian theology 
and social life of the. 
Black churches sought to prove that “they were capable of ‘manhood Christianity’ 
and responsible citizenship…[and saw such striving] as a means to the desired goal of 
being treated justly by whites.”202 In an effort towards greater national and political 
 





equality, then, “black churches…made most of the prominent causes of the white 
churches their causes.”203 Gender, gender roles, and concerns about sexual laxity were at 
the center of white and black ethical interests. Moreover, heteronormativity ensured that 
implicit within “manhood Christianity” is womanhood as secondary, deferential, and just 
as dutiful. The choice to acculturate to White standards was strategic. Insofar as White 
culture equated morality with Christianity, morality, too, became synonymous with 
American citizenship.204  
At the turn of the twentieth century much of the women’s movement, including 
black women activists within the women’s club movement, “agreed with the fundamental 
premises of the Victorian ethic…[although] they opposed its racist and classist 
implications.”205 Black women understood that they wanted to be “ladies.” The 
circumscription of womanhood as a social and ethical category required black women to 
“to make apparent their ‘undisputed dignity.’”206 Black women were placed under an 
unrelenting social specter of surveillance that followed them constantly, bearing down on 
their lives and comportment in both the private and public sphere. They were encouraged 
to “careful[ly attend] to their dress and to discard ‘gaudy colors and conspicuous 
trimmings.”207 Bright colors and ornate dress represented an excess deemed “unladylike” 
likely because of its extravagance.208 One thing that is clear is the importance of 
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womanhood’s invisibility or, at least, deferential presence, such that if women were 
present, they ought not be audacious or bold. The kind of dress its color, fit, and modesty 
were all indicators that expressed moral acuity and also impacted moral development in 
itself. Black churches became regulatory spaces for behavior, and the institutions 
themselves a tool for the dissemination and codification of moral values 
“against…dancing, divorce, sexual promiscuity, and breaking the law.”209. 
 Black churches became a training ground for the public nature of moral 
discourse. Public sanctions around a range of behavior spoke to the way  such “vices 
militated against the race’s moral and religious uplift.”210 Couples having premarital sex 
or women “inappropriately” dressed were used as subjects of public admonishment 
before their congregations.211 Respectability was espoused through “sermons, Sunday 
school lessons, and home missions,” such that it came to constitute moral goodness. 
While these institutions themselves required heteronormative gender performativity, 
moral expectations extended into the world beyond the church.212 It is important to note 
that this conception of moral goodness was rooted in collective responsibility; just as 
condemnation occurred in community, so too mutual surveillance to ensure constant 
compliance was a burden taken up by the whole of the black community. Individual 
moral propriety was not sufficient; the case of black success and personhood depended 
on each black person assuming responsibility for the moral compliance of others. 
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The role of collective responsibility is in keeping with the deeply rooted value of 
oral tradition within black communities, or the informal passing of wisdom through 
communal networks within Christian communities. Moreover, it is about “creat[ing] a 
congregational culture;” one that recognizes the kind of fictive kinship that binds 
everyone in the space.213 This notion of fictive kin, of taking care of, loving, and advising 
one another is both significant to the flourishing of black churches and to the 
dissemination of respectability. It is why the Bible studies, Sewing Circles, prayer 
breakfasts, and in-between pews were powerful sites where such ethics are shared and 
reinforced. It is not just by hearing, but being inundated with references to the practices 
around modesty and chastity that they are understood and internalized. While dress codes 
were established and codified in COGIC (Church of God in Christ) and American Baptist 
traditions, it was being seen in town and chatting within church walls that established 
them as everyday practices.214  
Although the congregation was present for the admonishments, these moral 
expectations were taught and promoted in the regular Sewing Circles. Here church 
mothers would teach new converts how “to fix the split,” while preaching the power and 
moral righteousness of temperance, chastity, and proper femininity.215 Respectability is 
promoted in the random exhortations of an elder to “‘keep your mind open and your legs 
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closed!’”216 It was through magazines like Hope, a popular COGIC magazine that taught 
Biblical literacy, that black women were led to scriptural references for the dangers of 
worldliness and how its sin is reflected in outward appearance.217 Black churches, and 
particularly their sexual ethics, were informed by a “Christian conservativism buttressed 
by a literalistic view of the Bible,”218 explaining why so many black women  drew their 
understandings of moral righteousness from scriptural admonitions. 
Ideals of modesty and moral goodness were thoroughly internalized by most 
black church women, some for political reasons and others theological. For many pious 
black women, their commitments to “Christian principles of piety and purity…seem[ed] 
not to have been primarily about the politics of respectability but largely about serving 
God.”219 Regardless of intention, the resulting ethic called for modesty, devotion, and a 
sexual prudence that produced the image of a morally judicious black woman. Anthea 
Butler’s historical account details how practices of modesty amongst COGIC women 
meant that they “were expected to be fully covered, showing little or no skin.” This 
“holiness dress” expressed chastity and a particular kind of self-reformation. Modest 
dress was seen as having transformative possibilities that aid in sanctification via spiritual 
cleansing. This spiritual cleansing intentionally also offers a physical and spiritual 
referent for gender normativity, divinely reifying it in the process. Proper dress meant 
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gender-conforming dress because “the Spirit could not move into a body that was 
‘confused’ about its gender identity.” 220  The dress was about determining one’s 
belonging through their spiritual development, moral fortitude, and willingness to submit 
to God through complete participation in the gendered system. The disciplining of dress 
was a way to discipline and regulate sexuality, worship, and gender, and managed to 
reproduce the notion that social behavior is indicative of (or cultivates) moral 
propriety.221  
The Sanctified Church is undergirded by a sense of moral or divine superiority; 
however, it is also understood in community as a “sense of ethnic kinship and 
consciousness underlying the black religious experience.”222 To be in community is to 
conceive of oneself in relation to others and in complementary and functional roles. For 
women, that meant specific expectations and social responsibilities. These social 
responsibilities within respectability had one clear aim: obedience and duty in one’s 
responsibility to God. These roles and expectations were aware of social realities and 
were consequently rewriting them. So, while “white Americans were calling black people 
a nation of ‘thieves, liars, and prostitutes,” Sanctified Church members were calling each 
other ‘Saints.’” These church members “perceived themselves to be set apart for sacred 
purposes; these men and women were confident that God ‘had raised them up’ for a 
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special calling.”223 Respectability among the Saints, particularly as motivated by their 
divinely gifted position, created a religious imperative to treat and be present with one 
another in a way that reflected God’s investment in and love for themselves. 
Respectability is founded upon a notion of community that was morally dissonant from 
social portrayals of blackness and black women. This ethical system spoke to the way 
that black people were rewriting themselves socially and morally from the inside out, 
offering proper comportment without negating the recognition of their intrinsic goodness 
and humanity. 
Morality within the United States, and consequently these Black church 
communities, is indelibly linked to sexuality because of the way that subjectivity has 
become synonymous with heteronormativity. Sexuality as policed in black spaces—
particularly churches -- was understood primarily through the lens of gender and gender 
normative behavior, but there were also stringent expectations for individual sexual 
activity. Black understandings of marital relations were deeply informed by claims about 
the supposed complementarity of gender, part of heteronormativity. Major figures within 
black women’s club movement, like Josephine Turpin Washington cautioned that ”the 
true woman takes her place by the side of the man, as his companion, his co-worker, his 
helpmate, his equal, but she never forgets that she is a woman and not a man.”224 This 
ideal of gender complementarity is a clear precursor to the shifting norms that took hold 
in Black Nationalist rhetoric. Moreover, it communicates that submission and deference 
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are definitive of black womanhood, permanently calling into question the ability for a 
black woman to be constituted as her own subject, or even a complete subject.  
Respectability was about comportment, which also includes sanitation and 
organization. Proper decorum called for women to be demure and quiet and for attention 
to cleanliness of both the individual and her space. Black women were expected to do the 
public work of “repairing broken fences, clearing debris, and improving lawns” as part of 
upholding positive perceptions that garnered “the respect of whites.”225 Black women 
were tasked with performing a kind of belonging, though it still had ethical and 
theological value. Those who did not maintain these enactments or behaviors were 
perceived to be “enem[ies] to the race.”226 The collective responsibility, in both praise 
and admonishment, is central because noncompliance endangers all black people within 
that community. Black women were trained as to proper dress and house cleaning habits, 
with biblical sources and commendations of such behaviors.227 The strategy of 
respectability, then, was an efficacious social and political tool. Black churches 
intentionally and strategically integrated White cisheteropatriarchal hegemonic interests 
in an effort to gain access to civic privileges withheld from the black community: respect, 
citizenship, humanity. 
These distinctive efforts, such as women wearing “appropriate” clothing, 
“present[ed] a version of the black community more palatable to whites.”228 As a 
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communal effort towards uplift, modest dress also functioned to curb sexual desire. It 
was believed that “women’s buttocks, when visible, were sexually enticing, inevitably 
producing feelings of lust.”229 This meant that it is COGIC women’s responsibility to 
control men’s sexual behavior by controlling their own attire. Demonstrating the 
patriarchal ethos of this system, black women were made culpable for the sexual 
propriety of men. While this was a great responsibility, it was in keeping with the 
gendered role of woman as helper, and it demonstrated an image of black femininity as 
chaste, prudent, and morally resolute. Black women who covered their bodies so as to 
inhabit categories of civility and social propriety were, I would argue, fending off 
advances and sexual desires from all men. Even the most minute of pleasures warranted 
public admonishment because the goals of respectability were not individual but 
collective. Respectability politics was codified through “repeated references to negative 
black Others [making them] central to, indeed constitutive of, the social identity of the 
respectable black American.”230  But even as respectability, expectations, and moral 
fortitude undo the narrative of the black seductress, their base in “Christian conservatism 
buttressed by a literalistic view of the Bible” reproduced images of ideal (read: white) 
gender normativity.231 
Respectability pervaded Christianity, moral discourse, education, and habits of 
cleanliness. It offered evidence of the uplift of the race, while leaning into more 
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conservative understandings of moral propriety.232 The ethical ideals that constituted 
“ladylike” behavior, however, siphoned black working class women out of categories of 
womanhood. Working women were seen as those that gave in to worldly pleasures, 
listening to blues music and frequenting dance halls; they took “their sensuality and 
sexuality out of the private and into the public sphere.”233 Labor was always incompatible 
with notions of femininity, and while feminine expectations of cleanliness, sophisticated 
dress, and more required financial security, the reality was that labor was traditionally 
associated with masculinity. If women were in a position to labor, they were expected to 
“rend[er] invisible every sign of that work.”234 Such feminine expectations underscored a 
historic connection between the labor economy and sexuality forged by “dirt.” A notable 
“poetics of surveillance [was] deployed increasingly to police the boundaries between 
‘normal’ sexuality and ‘dirty’ sexuality, ‘normal’ work and ‘dirty’ work.” Working class 
women were often understood as on the precipice of the normal -- polluted by “dirt” in a 
way that extended from the economic to the social and sexual.235 Because working class 
women embodied labor, the social perception highlighted their sensuality and depicted 
them as easily falling prey to moral laxity and primal instincts. Accused of “laziness, 
parading in the streets, drunkenness, sexual promiscuity,” it seems that black working 
class women and their regular embodied participation in labor left them irredeemably 
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outside of womanhood.236 Such talk about the ungodliness and moral deficiency of black 
lower classes was espoused in black churches as “preachers frequently drew upon 
anecdotes, metaphors, and gestures that vividly portrayed the contrasting behavior of 
lower- and upper-class blacks.”237 
Black churches helped to draw rhetorical lines to yield more morally and socially 
palatable perceptions of blackness, thereby making a pointed ethical claim as to what 
blackness ought to look like. Moreover, the narrative maintained by religious figures 
made productivity righteous and social mobility tantamount to moral goodness. Many of 
the behaviors endorsed in the politics of respectability were driven by the intention to 
assert the dignity of black women.238 Even in confrontational situations, the respectable 
woman’s demeanor must be above reproach. Mary Church Terrell called this posture 
dignified agitation. This form of response led to “the shifting of public opinion by 
unapologetically calling attention to the violation of rights and the preponderance of 
wrongs.” Terrell believed in “present[ing] facts in a forceful, tactful, attractive 
manner.”239  It is impossible to ignore the strategic nature of Terrell’s language. She 
advocates for intentional messaging that is clear and palatable and appealing to whites. 
Her language concerns itself with actively practicing one’s agency and sharing one’s 
voice in a way that borders on stepping outside of “proper” gender conformity but does 
not. Her definition of dignity identifies a worthiness and inclusion, and it also secures a 
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political and social platform, which assumes legitimation through political recognition. 
Furthermore, this agitation presumes that one’s existence need not be corrected or 
questioned, although it can still be protected. I am arguing that just as blackness had to be 
respectable, dignity had to be an ethical modifier, a way of describing a kind of 
personhood, a kind of black, that paralleled Whiteness because Whiteness (and 
consequently complete gender normativity) itself is unattainable. 
Terrell’s dignified agitation was a strategy akin to civil disobedience. Black 
women became more and more aware of their activist capacities, community resources, 
and their “undisputed dignity,” and while sexual violence and exploitation of black 
women still represented a significant issue, respectability allowed black men to act as 
defenders of their dignity. Black men were able to live into what had previously been 
named a major characteristic of white masculinity: the protection of womanhood. That 
required, however, that black women be perceived as delicate, quiet, dignified, and weak 
-- worthy of and requiring protection. The Civil Rights Movement would later employ 
exactly this sort of dignified agitation to great political success. Civil disobedience was 
respectability itself. Protestors would literally invade white space through sit-ins, 
Freedom rides, and such. When they were met with violence, they responded with 
intentional disengagement, avoiding the perception of blackness as brutish. Nonviolence 
is a refusal to reconstitute the tools of oppressive society that violated black bodies for 
centuries. As a social and political tool, it produced images of black men, women, and 
children being brutally attacked while dressed “properly” in suits and dresses. These 




attempt to confer a human experience of suffering onto dehumanized bodies. The 
nonviolent imagery of “properly” dressed black people being assaulted with high 
pressure hoses, dogs, and the police, established an image of blackness as dignified. It 
also reinforced “respectable” gender performance, drawing black men into a notion of 
gentility and black women into the fold of Southern womanhood.  
Beyond the black churches, other images were emerging. In the mid-twentieth 
century as Black Nationalist rhetoric became popular, Amiri Baraka’s commentary on 
women in the revolution was a microcosm of masculinist views at the height of the 
Movement. Baraka wrote that “if Black women kept producing babies, Whites would 
have to either kill Blacks or grant them full citizenship.”240 This thinking relegated black 
women to a limited capacity, or exploited their bodies as available for the use of the 
movement, and was a point of contention. Involved activists, like Kathleen Cleaver, 
“noted the ‘violence…the brutality, the hostility, the bitterness’ that Black men directed 
toward women, [and] postulated that colonialism, not men, was to blame.”241 The 
realities of violence and problematic rhetoric led Linda La Rue to note “the irony of ‘the 
rebirth of liberation struggles in the sixties with a whole platform of ‘women’s place’ 
advocates who immediately relegated Black women to home and babies.”242 Such 
rhetoric was viewed as a “reflection of ‘Puritan-Americanism,’” but it also led to the 
understanding of black women and their activism as “unfeminine.”243 As black 
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masculinity asserted itself, blackness, and radical thought in blackness, were deemed 
masculine; to be black, then, was to be a black man. 
However, the same attributes devalued among black women activists were praised 
in church matriarchs. Within black churches the model of womanhood was characterized 
by “independence, autonomy, self-reliance, and strength,” but also unquestioning support 
of black men.244 While this certainly harkens back to the image of the black matriarch, 
the Church Mother is “an example of spiritual maturity and morality to the rest of her 
congregation.”245 The Church Mother helped to support and lift the church, maintaining 
its programs and supporting its participants.246 These women are also the ones Jacquelyn 
Grant refers to as “the backbone of the church[;]” however, while this “may appear to be 
a compliment…most of the ministers who use this term are referring to location rather 
than function.”247 The notion of the black matriarch exists as a role model to support the 
uplift of the community, and she is the ideal woman ever-present in church spaces, 
consistently modelling good, Christian behavior, and silence about sex.248 The 
respectability of the black woman is her silent, over-burdened, unspoken labor, hyper-
gendered as a Church Mother and concurrently asexualized.  
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Today, the silence in black churches around sexuality is a tool that maintains the 
political and social gains of black people. Most vividly put, “‘for blacks to discuss 
sexuality publicly is like eating a watermelon in front of white people.’”249 Even 
discussing sexuality would feed the myths of black hypersexuality. The silence around 
sexuality supports respectability and recognizes the historical context through which the 
myth of black hypersexuality has been proven to endanger black life.250 Put another way, 
the silence around sexuality in black churches means safety. This silence around 
sexuality makes discourse around gender and gender normativity an impossibility 
because sexuality and gender are inseparable in the frame of the black sociohistorical 
context.251 I am arguing here that silence is the alternative to a conditional impossibility 
that has stifled black femininity and black womanhood. The rigid categories for black 
femininity and its most palatable forms are rooted in White ideals that exclude black 
women.  
The double bind of black womanhood, which is never quite “right,” signifies the 
growing complexity in contemporary understandings of gender and sexual expression and 
the power of self-determination. New understandings around normativity, social 
expectation and hegemonic interest are beginning to show that respectability is untenable 
and unsustainable in its relegation of discourse about sexuality to silence.  We require 
new ways of expanding and engaging about gender, sexuality, and black femininity. This 
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is achieved, in part, by reconstructing what constitutes respectability and the ideal black 
woman, as well as the definitions of abnormality on which those ideals were built.252 I am 
claiming that this notion of abnormality, or otherness, was constructed primarily around 
sexuality and sensuality, which are heteronormatively tied to gender, such that sexual and 
gender deviance became definitive of moral impropriety.  The cultivation of a collective 
identity as respectable women, with the hope of connecting respectability with blackness, 
necessitated the construction of an Other within the black community. The Other could 
potentially threaten black life in the hegemonic national context and thus becomes 
leverage for protection. This construction of the Other exposed unproductive non-
Christians as “morally inept.” Using the adoption of (Christian) religious ideals as a 
symbolic barometer of moral fortitude, the in-community surveillance further reified an 
ethic through which black belonging, and thereby black citizenship could be affirmed. 
The Function of The Panoptic Regime 
With respectability encouraging particular codes of conduct that prioritize 
modesty and strict gender normativity, the (Christian) religious ethical project in black 
communities was a communal effort. This communal effort proved integral to black 
survival and advancement within social and political spheres and encouraged surveillance 
practices that fed the pervading dominance of hegemonic control within the black cultural 
context. The function of surveillance, the imposition of a specific code of conduct, and 
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the role of hegemony point towards the construction of a disciplining system, a 
panopticism that functions within the hegemonic imagination. While the recognition of a 
system at play, the systemic reality begins with a structure, or in this case, an idea that 
develops into imperialist opportunity. The Panopticon denotes the architectural structure 
and system of control that is comprised of a ring-shaped building with a tower at the 
center.253 The tower is occupied by a guard, who is hidden from view, and this 
obfuscation leaves the prisoners vulnerable and constantly visible.254 The guard is made 
invisible and the prisoners left to assume that they are always already being watched. The 
structure uses tools that are aided by its construction; the play of light lends itself to 
obfuscation, intentionally disorienting the prisoners. The play of light helps to produce 
the assumed (yet unverifiable) gaze from the tower, which ultimately assures individual 
behavioral compliance within the structure. The visibility of prisoners guarantees 
“proper” moral comportment because the structure is meant to reform, or to act as an 
ethical corrective.  
 While the architectural structure was later replaced with alternate designs, the 
panopticon became an example of how to structure society and wage large scale ethical 
correctives that benefit hegemony, shifting from a physical structure, the Panopticon, to a 
disciplining system, or panopticism. This system offers a schema that can be employed 
when one has “a multiplicity of individuals on whom…a particular form of behavior 
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must be imposed.”255 There are three mechanisms through which the panoptic schema is 
enacted each of which uses messaging that connects individual development with social 
flourishing. This system utilizes a “functional inversion”  wherein individuals are 
compelled to “play a positive role…increas[ing] possible utility” within the hegemonic 
machinery, rather than being punished for their non compliance.256 This method 
establishes and maintains an economy within which individuals are bred into useful 
social roles in society. These useful (read: productive) roles aid in constituting a kind of 
cohesion and an effective economy (i.e., the machinery).257 Second, panopticism 
constitutes itself by breaking singular institutions down into “flexible methods of control, 
which may be transferred and adapted.”258 This swarming, as Foucault refers to it, allows 
for a more expansive and varied kind of control and surveillance and one that extends 
throughout society; swarming is about the flexibility of the system.259 Swarming implies 
the division and pervasion of society by a series of systems that require social 
compliance. Lastly, Foucault describes “state-control mechanisms” as central to the 
panoptic principle. The role of the state, as, I argue, in the US, is inhabited by the police 
force.260 This police control is granted “permanent, exhaustive, omnipresent surveillance, 
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capable of making all visible [insofar as] it could itself remain invisible.”261 It is through 
these three aspects that panopticism continues to function in new ways, causing the same 
reverberating effects as its architectural predecessor, but in a more pervasive yet subtle 
manner.  
Practices of the Panopticon 
 The practices of the Panopticon are not independent of the intersection of race, 
gender, and sexuality, or the slave economy, which had already taught invaluable lessons 
about captivity, resolving fugitivity, and creating a class of people.262 Discipline literally 
constitutes a class of people (e.g. students, mentally unfit, prisoners, etc.).263 Just as the 
Panopticon sought to create the prisoner, it utilized methods established through the 
making of the slave.264  
Prefiguring [the Panopticon]….the architectural design, registration, 
documentation, and examination at slave trafficking forts …and on slave 
ships during the Middle Passage voyage from Africa to the auction blocks 
and plantations of the New World were subject defining[.]265 
 
While there are numerous ways the slave trade and lessons in captivity helped to create 
the Panopticon, I will expand upon three de/terminations, or tools, used to limit and deter 
action. Deter/minations create affective impressions upon the body; the body is changed, 
morphed, and/or molded anew under the weight and pressure of control and constriction 
of such tools. Furthermore, it alludes to an active and intentional recognition of the ways 
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in which the deterring of individual orientation and movement is inhumane and undoes 
the individual by siphoning off community or even communal possibility. Such attempts 
to limit an individual’s capacity, then, are a hegemonic investment in the eradication of 
one’s personhood. Lastly, this neologism identifies that the determination of another’s 
circumstance and life in ways that discourage self-determination, allowing the individual 
to be mined by the state, whether through productivity/labor or the very definition of 
personhood through contributions to the labor economy. The deter/minations of time, 
space, and the written word are enacted through emotional, physical, and systemic 
violence and have been foundational to the coterminous efforts of discipline and 
antiblackness. Building on the work of Simone Browne’s Dark Matters (2015), I will 
discuss each of these points while also addressing the ways in which the system denied 
blackness, determining it to be abject.266   
Deter/mination of Time 
 Deter/mination of time, or timelessness, is about disorientation and the use of 
light to establish control. This practice hearkens back to the middle passage because “the 
slave ship was ‘a mobile, seagoing prison at a time when the modern prison had not yet 
been established on land.’”267 The hold of the slave ship required great deprivation of 
life-sustaining forces (e.g., food, water, etc.), but specifically that of light. Deprived of 
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light for sixteen hours each day, slaves emerged from the cargo hold only for physical 
exercise and inspection.268 Light as a tool to establish dominance and allows for access, 
invasion, and free existence. The use of darkness that clouds much of the day 
problematizes even the few moments of light. Exposing its revelatory function, light was 
used to examine the cargo and to allow time for exercise; but denying the body its 
intrinsic biorhythms, its needs and self-regulation, denies thereby its subjectivity.269 The 
light becomes a tool of biopolitics that interrupts/resets the body to reclaim its 
biorhythms. The result is the assertion of the individual’s objectivity, thereby occupying 
the category of slave.270 
Deprivation of light, just like incessant light, is a feature of panopticism and most 
incarceral structures. “[P]rolonged isolation...[and the] constant exposure to fluorescent 
light and permanent illumination, living in ‘neither daytime nor night time. It is no 
time.’”271 In a world of living beings dictated by unique, circadian rhythms, this 
“deliberate disorientation of ‘no time’” is unnatural, producing emotional and physical 
stress that undoes the individual. It siphons off the natural, using it as a tool for 
domination  This effort that dictated life on the slave ship was renewed on the plantation, 
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where one would work “from “can’t see in the morning to can’t see at night.”272 If we 
think again about circadian rhythms, orientation is established through a pattern of 
transitions between light and dark. Overexposure to light rivals the absence light because 
both function to disorient and undo the individual. This is manipulation of light for the 
sake of control.  
Timelessness is particularly dehumanizing because time and space are 
constitutive of self-understanding and social location. To know of the past, and the way 
that blackness was made abject, is to understand pastness as a fundamental vector 
through which one constitutes the self. The past functions as a set of experiential markers 
that make it relevant to self-understanding and subject to accountability. Browne points 
to the aftereffects of constituting past events as “a wake.” The black self is always 
constituted as the afterlife of property and by the community of others marked by the 
same experiences. To lose time, then, whether by too much or too little light is to 
disorient and lose oneself. Extreme light deprivation, such as the cargo hold, or the 
flooding of light that occurs within the panopticon, becomes a controlling mechanism 
rather than an element of self-orientation and self-determination. The play of light 
employed within the Panopticon creates an unrelenting environment that undoes the 
individual’s subjectivity.   
Slavery saw the subsequent evolution of systems of surveillance that produced 
and reproduced notions of control. While light disorients, it is also employed for 
invasion, aiding surveillance and a sense of restlessness. Just as light obscures the guard, 
 




or the gaze, aiding in the exertion of power, so too slave patrols employed it to assert 
their unfettered access to black space and blackness; slave patrols, like the guard, were 
always there, the unshakeable gaze. Patrol demands that the enslaved “‘make lights’ 
when their cabins were searched” underscored the vast amount of power they held, and 
the seemingly arbitrary nature of patrol interventions emphasized the expectation that 
enslaved folk were to be shrouded in darkness and quiet in hours that were outside of the 
labor economy.273 Slave patrols represented unrelenting White control over black life and 
an entitlement that suggests that blackness is always available for White invasion.  
This system of control assumed that the enslaved were in a perpetual state of 
“can’t see.” Even on their own time, leisure and rest could be interrupted. From the slave 
ship to the slave cabin, the enslaved were consistently subject to the “conquering gaze 
from nowhere,” a gaze that Donna Haraway names as “unmarked, and therefore already 
markedly white and male[.]”274 Incessant surveillance obfuscates one’s own sense of time 
and uses the play of light to create a new orientational structure.275 This new orientation 
unsurprisingly leaves black women “standing in a crooked room…[trying] to figure out 
which way is up” in part because it obfuscates the self and orients one towards the gaze 
of white masculinity.276 This disorienting function places black women in a particularly 
complicated space that proves deeply invasive. As Haraway asserts, ”this eye fucks the 
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world.”277 There is an intentional penetration of the vulnerable individual. So, light, as 
linked to the gaze, became a tool of invasion. We see this invasion now in documented 
White interruptions of black space and leisure, i.e., Amy Cooper. These instances and 
encounters assume blackness as threat and White surveillance of black mobility at all 
times. Such instances utilize and manipulate light through their reproduction of the 
hegemonic eye, and moreover, they reconstitute and disorient by allowing for invasion. 
However, this play of light also rewrites the archive within the hegemonically given and 
conjured reality; time of leisure is reconstructed as time of imagined attack and inactive 
blackness is constituted as active threat. The choice to report instances of black existence 
seeks to disorient and to manipulate black use of time and national sense of belonging, 
assuming blackness ought to be confined, controlled, or managed. There is, then, an 
affective connection between temporal disorientation and spatial/performative realities. 
Deter/mination of Space 
Confinement makes the Panopticon a productive structure, and the limiting nature 
of the panoptic cell parallels the living conditions of the enslaved. In the hold, the 
enslaved had “only a height of 2 feet 7 inches between the beams and far less under the 
beams;” whereas, the Panopticon’s cells were “6 feet wide” with a “clear depth of…[ 9-
]13 feet.”278 Moreover, the structure of the cells, within the Panopticon were designed to 
isolate, mitigating social exchanges.279 While the amounts of space allotted are 
dramatically different from that of the slave ship, both structures limit space and do so 
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quantifiably (speaking to the fungibility of the method as well as its product). They point 
to what I refer to as the deter/mination of space.  
The control of space evolved over time, shifting from the plantation to prisons to 
the urban “ghettoizing” of redlining; however, regardless of the form, these systems work 
to contain blackness and black mobility and often use the trope of safety towards this 
aim.280 State violence and surveillance function as ways of controlling bodies, space, and 
the archive. Confinement of bodies as a method of isolation is employed often to further 
reify notions of social categorization, e.g. the criminal, the slave, the thug, etc. Being 
confined to a space defined by a single social category is a form of dehumanization, as it 
limits one’s capacity to access full subjectivity. The spatial control of bodies impresses 
upon the bodies themselves and results in social and moral invisibility. In order for one to 
be humanized they must be witnessed, or known. To siphon off some bodies from 
communication is to render them unaddressable, or to leave them beyond witness. To be 
flattened to a social category rather than a named individual is an investment in a 
population’s social death and dehumanization.  
Address is a way of thinking about this because categorization denies the 
particularity of individual, self-determined subjectivity, of being a named human over a 
fungible asset. As Judith Butler argues, humans are “constituted through the 
address…[making it necessary. Otherwise] the very possibility of being constituted as a 
human is foreclosed.”281 Isolation and its objective inhumanity siphons off a mass of 
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individuals, converting them into “objects of information.”282 Within the hold of the slave 
ship, address is made impossible because individuals are stripped of their names and 
quantified; there is no individual for reference, only a quantifiable selection from a unit. 
Deter/mination of space is about the function of space and confinement to the undoing of 
subjects, and it is integral to understandings of black life. Fungibility is the frame through 
which we comprehend blackness, understanding blackness as an obfuscated and 
conditional subjectivity that is of economic benefit. Captivity undoes personhood, 
relegating blackness to its flesh, or to skin that registers having been wounded, i.e., to its 
generational trauma. The reproduction of blackness as fungible has an ongoing impact on 
the humanization of Blackness.283 Today, the vestiges of this frame are why Blackness is 
synonymous with criminality or why black women are perceived as having higher pain 
tolerance than others; blackness is easily categorized though the subjectivity of black 
people is always in question. This social categorization is one of the palpable ways that 
deter/mination of space has an affective impact, reshaping the individual and uncovering 
the ways that limited space literally imprints itself upon the body.  
Deter/mination of Word 
 In the surveillance system of slavery, blackness was controlled by the written 
word. Because the enslaved required passes (i.e., written permission) to move off the 
property safely for any period of time. The deter/mination of words, or the written word, 
connects movement and space. Through the slave pass system, surveillance was extended 
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beyond the confines of the plantation. Slave patrols were “‘required to arrest all slaves 
found outside their master’s domain without a pass.’”284 The written word as a 
technology of power signifies an uncrossable territory of black freedom, and it holds 
hegemonic value as the written word was made inaccessible to enslaved folk yet 
necessary to negating fugitivity.  
To avoid the possibility of black fugitivity, the body needed to be known, 
described, and recorded in excruciating detail, as this description was used to create 
advertisements for available property or runaway slaves.285 This meant that slave owners 
were in a unique position to not only surveil but hypersurveil his property in anticipation 
of their deviance, fugitivity, or sail. Those who escaped enslavement were identified and 
tracked using detailed published descriptions that revealed the level of surveillance as 
they  
list[ed] their talents, occupations, and skills, vices, languages spoken and  
whether or not they could read or write, strategies they might have used to  
escape, and what they were wearing and took with them when they made  
their way. Also listed would be clothing, musical instruments, and other items  
that could be sold, traded, bartered, or used to support the appearance of being  
free.286 
These descriptions rely on the conspicuous nature of blackness such that its presence 
caused alarm.287 Black presence was always already out of place and unwelcome; 
therefore, the function and efficacy of these advertisements depends upon the inability for 
blackness to every be hidden or wholly out of view. The specificity of such descriptions 
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also demonstrate how controlling images were constructed. The naming in writing of 
black features, e.g., “blubber lips” or bulging eyes, circumscribed blackness, reducing 
black being to physical features. While these descriptions created an imagined blackness 
later reproduced through minstrelsy, the aim was to avoid address at all costs, to allow 
the whole to swallow the individual in the social category, to make blackness into a 
synechdoche of charicatured features. 
 The written word was a tool to determine black mobility and to aid surveillance. It 
marked blackness as outside of belonging. This technology of power was specifically 
capable of being manipulated by hegemony because of its inaccessibility to black 
interpretation. Even today, documents are used for surveillance keeping blackness within 
constrained social categories. The written word speaks to a kind of neoliberal freedom of 
choice and consumption that is just out of reach of Blackness; these ideals codify the 
categories of failure, making them repeatable.  
Contemporary reverberations of the limitations of the written word are witnessed 
in the manipulation of technologies of surveillance that displace White culpability onto 
black bodies -- Ahmaud Arbery, Rodney King -- blaming brutality on their fugitivity. 
The use of language that qualifies black experience and involvement as immoral or 
problematic and white behavior as always already admissible—the trope of the mentally 
ill, white mass shooter, or the writing of Kyle Rittenhouse as future law enforcement 
agent—demonstrates the media’s participation in constructing the archive and reinforces 
blackness as abject and Other. These written descriptions of blackness as threat create a 




be it actual identification or respectable conduct that proves belonging. The remnants of 
the written word are also witnessed in the synechdochic way that we reference and deny 
blackness -- for example, identifying natural black hair styles as ugly or unprofessional -- 
so as to mark and caricature blackness as Other. This reductionist reproduction of 
blackness feeds the social atmosphere of terror that leaves black folks contained and 
confined, socially, morally, and physically. These methods though ranging from the 
seemingly innocuous to unthinkable brutality are easily contrived tools of surveillance 
that deny black subjectivity. 
The Foundations of Black Sexual Panopticism 
While the technologies of discipline have historically been created on black 
bodies, Black Sexual Panopticism (BSP) is an example of the construction of a system 
that reproduces a Victorian sense of moral propriety within the black community. BCRE 
is one demonstration of how BSP is at work in black communal spaces. BSP recognizes 
the systematic claims—eroticism as dangerous or idyllic masculinity and femininity as 
the aim—were embedded within the black psyche and reinforced through social claims 
about black degradation or fears that blackness would become the necropolitical target. 
BSP calls for compulsory compliance and encourages black folks to surveil one another 
in an effort to access black survival and possibilities for black citizenship. Looking at the 
alternate economies established within black communities, this section explores the 
unspoken investment in heteronormativity, heteropatriarchy, and cissexism of BSP that 
depicts black trans women as abject and an impediment to the enterprise of black 




the system, this section addresses the focused function of each shift within black 
communities and economies as a technology for hegemonic sexual and gender 
conformity. 
Functional Inversion 
The emergence of the disciplinary system from the architectural structure depends 
on three primary shifts. The functional inversion of the disciplines marks a distinct 
rhetorical shift. Rather than focusing on how to fix or correct individuals within the 
system, the discursive focus is on inviting individuals to play more productive and 
generative roles within the schema, “increas[ing her] possible utility.”288 The driving 
force behind such discourse --  the desire to enhance the mechanized structure, its power, 
and strength, and to expand the scale of its reach -- does not in itself change, but the 
semantic reasoning for its value does. For gendered and sexed discourses, 
heteronormativity offers a constructive opportunity that reconstitutes the value of the 
machinery as well as the bodies it shapes for reproduction.  
The machinery in sexuality and gender is rooted in its binaristic construction 
which includes concepts of desire.  This machinery claims that “‘birth sex, gender 
identity, and the secondary sex characteristics that later develop will all be in alignment” 
through presumption.289 This myth about the necessary, or normalized, alignment of sex, 
gender identity, and sexual desire, is about the control of sexuality and constitutes a 
particular kind of order and structure. This order makes bodies readable/comprehensible; 
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it maintains an understanding of gender as dichotomously interconnected; and it 
maintains heteronormativity as a compulsory way of maintaining biological reproduction 
(a point that is not uncomplicated in itself). The binaristic nature of gender and the use of 
certain clothing, accessories, and physical features for gender expression creates 
readability. Complicity to conservative gender norms establishes a social comprehension 
that then reads onto one’s sex and sexual desire. Gender functions as the public 
expression of private realities. Compulsory heterosexuality guides assumptions that 
gender, sex, and desire align to present the “unity of the subject.”290 Furthermore, the 
claimed complementarity of the gender binary in heteronormativity assures that all bodies 
are readable in relation to masculinity, making compulsory heterosexuality and the 
gender and sex alignment that it assumes central to hegemonic functions, especially 
patriarchy.291 
 Functional inversion reproduces gender, specifically “proper” gender expression, 
as social necessity. Since one cannot know that which one does not understand, it means 
that a refusal to adhere to social comprehensibility siphons off the possibility of human 
connection. For black people this meant a re-gendering of the body which was made 
possible by highly conservative gender expression and strict control over public 
expressions of sexual desire. This move within respectability politics made bodies 
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readable as human and redefined the claims about sex as “private.”292 Shifts in 
respectability called for a recognition that the policing of gender expression was a 
communal project since it is a subject around which black people have often been 
shamed.293 Shame compels one to comply to socially acceptable behavior based on “real 
or anticipated social sanctions that punish violations of group rules.”294 However, within 
the black community, shame has a communal function, having learned that “individual 
behavior was linked to collective susceptibility.”295  
Nothing better exemplifies the role of sexuality and gender in collective shaming 
than the mid-twentieth-century Moynihan report. It had devastating impact on societal 
perceptions of black life and reinforced the state’s vested interest in surveilling black 
families. Moynihan’s report explained that the national enterprise was rooted in 
patriarchy; patriarchy is responsible for the constitution of a strong, grounded family unit 
and consequently the social and economic success within the US. Moynihan’s report 
focused heavily on the black family’s deficiency in large part due to its matriarchal 
structure; he attributed matriarchy, and the subsequent emasculation of black men, to 
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black struggles to gain social and economic mobility.296 In a functional inversion, 
Moynihan’s report suggested that black families attempt to create patriarchal family 
units, integrating American values and social structures, which would likely improve 
black social and economic opportunities. The suggested family structure was in line with 
an Americanized ideal of a White, heteronormative family that reproduces and raises 
children as dutiful Christian citizens that are productive members of society. What had 
been the insufficiency of black assimilation to US ideals needed to be rectified for black 
social and political advancement. Black acculturation in individual families was part of a 
black moral project to rewrite shame-inducing narratives about black sexuality.  
These mechanisms restructure the roles into which black people necessarily fit. 
They use a binaristic understanding of social relationality to facilitate social assimilation 
to Whiteness with the incentive of social/economic mobility. Therefore, the shifting face 
of black socialization and functional inversion was written into the microsocial units of 
the family though still tangled immutably with gender and citizenship. The Moynihan 
report reconstituted the Duboisian problem of the color line to connote the racialized 
nature of gender but also to “lovingly” identify a problem whose response would honor 
the troubled past of black life and draw them up into the American landscape of social 
mobility and possibility. However, there was more at stake for noncompliance than 
shame.  
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The black body became a testing ground for White expansion through gender 
conformity; what started as hypersurveillance and violent sanctions later turned into well-
meaning functional inversions. Over the past several centuries, black people have been 
regularly terrorized, shamed, and violated into learning what constituted “proper” 
comportment for survival. Functional inversion meant that the corrective to black 
deviance was White benevolence. This narrative about helping cultivate “good” black 
citizens, “hardworking” employees, and “moral” human beings is at the heart of BSP 
because Respectability and its acculturation to White values was strategic for the sake of  
black social and economic mobility and needed to be a collective project. Because the 
sanction for black transgressions was brutal violence, and likely death, individual sexual 
and gender transgressions put the collective moral and social project for black 
subjectivity and black existence at risk. Having been trained in a panoptic system that 
encourages surveillance, BSP is founded on the collective function of Respectability and 
its proliferation of self-surveillance within the black community for the benefit of black 
social mobility. 
If black gender conformity is a survival project that ensures black existence, then 
black trans people become embodiments of black inability to conform to norms. 
Blackness, however, is always already outside of constructions of gender because 
“blackness is trans/gender trouble.”297 The ungendering of black bodies employed during 
their enslavement in the US means that “blackness [in itself i]s gender 
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nonperformance.”298 However, the efforts toward black acculturation as examples of 
black potential highlighted black masculinity and black femininity is in proximity to 
Whiteness thereby supporting the overall hegemonic goal. This is to say that the 
proximity to Whiteness and support of hegemony distracts from the black inability to 
fully realize White expectations. Insofar as the social opacity of blackness covers over 
transness, so too does it mean that black trans people are unable to access subjectivity 
because they are beyond cultural intelligibility thereby rendering black trans people a 
threat to the collective project of black social mobility.299 Within BSP is particularly true 
for black women because even in the midst of their compliance to some sense of gender 
normativity, they at once highlight the black social anxieties about black emasculation as 
well as the intractability of the frame of femininity for black womanhood; they are 
always already outside of compliance. Within BSP, black trans women are perceived as 
threats to the promise of citizenship and humanity upon which functional inversion 
hinges. Instead, black trans women become embodied manifestations of that which is 
already fact: the impossibility of black compliance to gender normativity.  
This lack of compliance factors into the evolving function of a biopolitics of 
disposability. There are newfound risks in a world in which black transness is 
hypervisible. The very function of visibility is to lift up “proper,” meaning socially 
palatable, embodiments as voice and exemplar. BSP is part of the reason why “the height 
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of trans visibility…also [breeds] the height of trans violence and murder.”300 The danger 
and violence against black trans women is especially brutal and is representative of a 
BSP-driven response that invests in disposing of the embodiment of the noncompliance 
that calls black life itself into question (granted within the national enterprise). 
Swarming of the Disciplines 
 The swarming of the disciplines structures perceptions of sexuality through the 
use of compartmentalization. Swarming occurs when “the massive, compact disciplines 
are broken down into flexible methods of control.”301 The production and reproduction of 
gender now happens in a variety of spaces and industries such that its “normativity” is 
established; its fixedness becomes reified through many social vectors, thereby 
complicating its undoing. Therefore, its function is so ubiquitous that it goes 
unquestioned. Medicine, fashion, public accommodations, legal identification, language 
etc. offer a good sampling of the varied social circumstances regularly mediated by 
gender. For example, non-identification or ambiguous gender siphons off the possibility 
of sociality, specifically because of the limitations assigned to grammar,302 which 
ultimately make address impossible. Language, then, is one social sphere in which gender 
as binary is reinforced as central to address and thereby humanity.  Similarly, medical 
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professionals conflate sex and gender, foreclosing existence for people identifying 
outside of binaristic constraints.  
Sexuality and gender are implicit in the function of the state. As we have seen, 
femininity is read as vulnerability to invasion. Sodomy laws sought to determine the 
validity and moral propriety of sexual engagement, and sexual solicitation is outlawed. 
Lax laws against rape and the difficulty of obtaining a conviction for those accused of 
rape allows the continuation of privileging of cis men’s pleasure. Indeed, in many ways 
white masculinity can never be viewed as criminal. White culpability is often written 
onto the bodies of others. As discussed in the previous chapter, black women’s sexual 
exploitation at the hands of white cis men was historically archived as the story of the 
insatiable black seductress. The reticence of the state to criminalize Whiteness, especially 
white masculinity, undergirds the way that gender itself is racialized in ways that are 
enforced by the state.  
However, this tethering of sex and gender is codified through a host of other 
social modalities. It is constituted through fashion as well, wherein “biological” sex 
markers alongside cultural markers of gender expression foreground the binaristic 
distinctions between clothes for men and women. For example, women’s pants are 
designed to have smaller pockets and to allow for wider hips; both of which reaffirm the 
conflation of femininity, womanhood, and femaleness. Womanhood, then, is witnessed in 
the biological markers of wider hips as well as the cultural marker that smaller pockets 
will be inevitably accommodated by the purses that women traditionally carry. Fashion 




and gender are cultural productions undergirded in a variety of economic and social 
industries. In every sector of life, social encounters call us to identify and rename our sex 
and gender allegiances.303   
For black people, this swarming had a particularly notable influence as they 
attempted to establish their own cultural autonomy and push back against hegemonic 
investments in the late twentieth century. Black people produced their own economic and 
social structures and hierarchies during the Jim Crow era and thereafter out of necessity. 
These economic opportunities came to function as spheres, independent economies, 
which allowed for black social and cultural development while also propagating 
problematic understandings of gender. 
“Informal” economies were established to create a functional society committed 
to black interests for the sake of survival; they allow individuals to gain economic or 
social stability by means that are not always socially or legally legitimated, even as they 
concurrently used and promulgated sexual and gender identities that were lodged in the 
economic realities of the United States. The glorification of black consumerism stood 
alongside informal economies, such as gang culture, that provided what United States 
society would not and could not provide for black people. The Video Vixen (an 
adaptation of the black seductress) within Hip Hop symbolized the most desirable 
construction of femininity and its social role as existing to prioritize masculine desires. 
Because “misogyny [was] often fetishized and celebrated,” the controlling images 
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connected with Hip Hop culture, the Hoochie and the Video Vixen, were hypersexual 
images of femininity that were defined primarily in proximity to masculinity. Moreover, 
“criminal lifestyles become glamorized spectacles of consumption” likely because they 
produced seemingly attainable visions of black economic stability and success. 
Permeated with hypermasculine images connected “to existing American mythologies of 
race, gender, and class,”304 these images had a pernicious function, reinstantiating old 
shame-inducing notions of black sexuality. They allowed black men to affirm their 
masculine identity and to combat “feelings of inferiority because the new measuring stick 
for masculinity was economic accumulation.”305 Masculine identity, defined by providing 
primary forms of physical and economic security, became relevant in the strategic use of 
informal economies that were later demonized and used as tools to conflate criminality 
and blackness.  
Illegal economies like drug dealing and sex work became tools of power that 
ignored the structural functions of poverty. Those who engaged in them were condemned 
in ways that justify perceptions of blackness as deviant. For example, gangs establish a 
sense of collective identity built on an understanding of collective memory, yet they also 
represent “a problematic urban masculine identity…that has been shaped by certain 
social, political, and economic forces throughout American history.”306 This masculine 
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identity is “threatened by weakness.”307 It is rooted in an understanding of masculinity as 
superior to femininity, and even advocates for a hypermasculinity that takes control, 
exerting one’s power by using it to dominate women. Within this paradigmatic shift, 
“women—conceived as the opposite of men---are disdained, considered weak, and 
subjected to domination and abuse. Similarly, weak heterosexual men and homosexuals 
are perceived as being more like women than men…and are therefore also subject to 
abuse.”308  
These cultural expressions emphasize masculinity to the point that it requires the 
objectification and subordination of the feminine. The use of violence becomes a tool 
through which to literally combat weakness in an effort to establish one’s reputation and 
maintain respect. Such respect is also earned through overstated displays of strength, such 
as “bragging about acts of violence or crimes” to “gain notoriety.”309 Such machismo 
requires an overt showing of continued domination, and calls for the surveillance and 
active physical and social degradation, evasion, and, at times, erasure of femininity in its 
various showings. Therefore, the creation of alternate industries and outlets that became 
definitive of or established space for black economic independence and black cultural 
expression re-instantiated the same hegemonic notions of masculinity and femininity and 
the same conflation of sex and gender that have historically mapped onto race. 
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Black trans women as threats to masculinity are signifiers of what American 
culture has done to black men. Perceived as embodiments of weakness, BSP rewrites 
black trans femininity as the weakness of black masculinity, relegating it to a joke. 
Furthermore, the heterosexism of such hypermasculine expressions makes black men’s 
attraction to black trans women unacceptable. BSP functions under the heteronormative 
premise that black trans women are deceptively concealing their masculinity, a 
masculinity that is immutable. A black man’s attraction to black trans women is 
perceived falsely as indicative of their queerness and evidence of the weakness of black 
masculinity. The possibility that black trans women might endanger black masculinity 
encourages hypersurveillance of and brutality towards black trans women. In a 
patriarchal society and in this panoptic conception of gender and sexuality, there is no 
black subjectivity without black masculinity. Therefore, the hypermasculinity produced 
within numerous informal economies seems to create an atmosphere that feeds our 
necropolitical reality; blackness mediates disruptions to the system by neutralizing 
threats. 
State Control of the Mechanisms of Discipline 
 Foucault notes the state’s involvement in the constitution of the disciplinary 
system. Foucault claims that while religious groups and institutions were previously in 
charge of the disciplinary structures,  the role of the state itself transitioned to dominate 
the system.310 This shift from structure to system witnessed the expansion of the role of 
the state as it took “over a number of pre-existing functions—the search for criminals, 
 




urban surveillance, economic and political supervision.”311 Within panopticism, the state 
and law enforcement become “the instrument of permanent, exhaustive, omnipresent 
surveillance, capable of making all visible, as long as it could itself remain invisible.”312  
This notion of exhaustive power depends upon the anonymity, the facelessness, of 
power. This means that the gaze of the state is ambiguous such that it is innately marked 
as white and masculine. I argue, as well, that state surveillance and state control require 
inhumanity of the objects of control. This argument builds on the Levinasian 
understanding of intrinsic humanity as engaged through social encounters with the ethical 
“face.” The face is central to the ethical encounter because it gives a command  that asks 
the other to recognize its humanity.313 In this exchange the ability to register the 
humanity of the other is rooted in the face and the ability to bear witness to is rooted in 
the vulnerability of an Other.314 Keeping this in mind, the facelessness of the state 
apparatus, requires a detachment from humanity and the unrecognizability of human 
dignity within its paradigmatic frame. Without this encounter with the face, the state is 
emboldened to act in ways that deny the intrinsic human dignity of another human being. 
Facelessness makes clear the overarching and unceasing gaze of the state, it also helps 
clarify the callousness with which the state disregards the humanity of some. The 
deliberate facelessness of the state functions as a way of dehumanizing all that it 
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encounters and weighs particularly on individuals of color, especially black bodies, who 
already exist in a state of social death. 
State surveillance invites and needs individuals to surveil one another. “If you see 
something, say something” is a reminder that runs through federal spaces like airports 
and subway stations. This method of empowering other members of the public to scan 
one another for suspicious behavior depends on the biased subjectivity of the individual, 
and it pushes us further towards the kind of vigilante energy that drove slave patrols. The 
recent string of police violence against black lives, and the ease with which black bodies 
‘out of place’ are perceived as a reportable threat, demonstrates the unreadable nature of 
blackness as anything other than criminal.315  
Gender within the faceless gaze gets obfuscated and made incomprehensible on 
raced bodies except through hyperinvasive processes. While sex and gender through 
avenues of moral propriety are subject to state control, the function of such control is 
outweighed by the opacity of blackness itself. Therefore, the ability to extend 
facelessness to the general public inspires a vigilantism that encourages individuals to 
either involve the state arbitrarily or to become the state.316 The general public is invited 
to become faceless. This facelessness, then, is especially problematic for black trans 
women, given that their very existence and gender “unreadability” relegates them to a 
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position that is always already under suspicion. BSP is a mechanism within the fantastic 
hegemonic imagination, producing an image of black trans women as “abnormal” 
manifestations of blackness and black masculinity to be “handled.” The purported 
killability of black trans women arises out of the unique “risk” they pose to the ongoing 
project of producing and re-producing black masculinity and the ways in which faceless 
black men are unable to be recognized by the face of the Other, and thereby, unable to 
register its command. 
Conclusion 
BCRE is an example of the reach of white, racist, and classist, notions of gender 
as they continued to extend through black-defined spaces. Women that lean into their 
sensuousness, drawing their private pleasures out into the public sphere, perhaps even 
prioritizing their own temporary pleasure or joy, were seen as abandoning the cause of 
the community. BCRE identified a womanhood that could only be maintained by middle 
class black women, making it dependent upon the creation of an excluded group and 
circumscribing the possibility of respectability.   
The collective nature of respectability meant that public admonishment 
necessarily participated in individual compliance to BCRE; personal issues become a 
matter of public discourse and public enforcement. Black churches strategically 
perpetuated a system of public admonishment in order to ensure communal compliance, 
and the positioning of respectability in media depictions of the black community added to 
this impulse. However, as respectability receded into the background and new controlling 




personified by the Church Mother, the self-sacrificing and fierce black matriarch, a strong 
black woman who simultaneously signals the newfound subtlety of respectability. BCRE 
made respectability an unspoken expectation, drawing it into a seemingly Foucauldian 
kind of incitement to discourse that arises out of the supposed silence. We speak of 
sexuality and social expectations even through the silence, reinforcing a moral propriety 
around certain kinds of gender, gender expression, and sexuality.  
BCRE becomes the ground for a disciplining system. While the BCRE was an 
intentional strategy, it cultivated a way of existing and encouraged collective 
responsibility and thereby collective condemnation to maintain and proliferate this moral 
value system. This chapter builds on the sociohistorical narrative that depicted black 
sexuality as deviant or shameful, noting that this led to the creation of a system that 
called for collective surveillance. That panoptic schema wields deter/mination of time, 
space, and words to ensure constrained black understandings of sexuality and gender. 
Through functional inversion of the system, proper sexual comportment and gender 
normativity was implored through claims that it would make possible black subjectivity. 
Through the swarming of the disciplines, norms of gender and sexuality found expression 
throughout the culture and economy. The creation and constitution of informal economies 
bolstered opportunities for black mobility and success but heightened black cultural 
investments in hypermasculinity. Lastly, the state and its control of sexuality and gender 
expression uncovered the necropolitical realities of the national enterprise. Black people 
were disciplined to propagate the system, leaving black trans women uniquely 




eventually disposable. This form of panopticism speaks to the dangers of the fantastic 
hegemonic imagination and the ways that we are unknowingly drawn into a pernicious 




Chapter Three: Interstitial Performativity and Ethical Possibility within the Black 
Aesthetic   
Introduction     
 In 2016, I found myself driving through Clarksdale, Mississippi, inundated by 
landmarks of the Delta Blues that commemorate the ordinary. From the Crossroads to 
Muddy Waters’ cabin, each landmark acts as a reminder that the blues was influenced by 
and gave voice to the everyday realities that comprised black life. In the death-dealing 
world of the early twentieth century, the seemingly ordinary, the survival of black life, 
from one day to another, was (and still is) extraordinary. More than that, the pleasure that 
black women were espousing through the blues proved to be in relative opposition to 
respectability. The allure of the blues is in the deep and profound emotion; it is in the new 
and unparalleled “popular culture of performance” that the blues established.317 The 
performativity of the blues, physically, vocally, and lyrically, was foundational to the art 
form. These same performative gestures and energies are central to a lived ethic within 
black churches that offers a stark contrast to BCRE. Utilizing a womanist methodology, 
this chapter examines the similarities between blues and gospel performativity and what 
this tells us about the moral capaciousness of black churches. 
 Womanism offers a methodology, or a way of engaging work, that pushes back 
against the given epistemic frames produced through hegemony, advocating for new 
canons and ethical sources in the process.318 This chapter (and the project broadly) is 
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guided by womanist principles that value black artistic expression, investigating an 
existing ethic rather than prescribing one.319 Katie Cannon’s acknowledgment of “Black 
women’s literary tradition [as] a source in the study of ethics” demonstrates that black 
literary expression, and those that comprise it are “recorders of the Black experience.” 
Black artistic expression, like black literature, speaks to the realities of black life, 
“convey[ing] the community’s consciousness of values.”320  
This chapter applies a womanist methodological mining of black artistic 
expression to the blues in an effort to examine the blues as ethical source. Kelly Brown 
Douglas in Black Bodies and the Black Church: A Blues Slant (2012) also exculpates the 
blues, commending its ethical value over and against the moral commitment to 
respectability, or black civility, uplifted in black churches. The blues is central to this 
chapter because of its use of performativity -- an affective queer notion that demonstrates 
the emotional and cultural function of gesture. This chapter will use the blues to probe the 
question of performativity and its centrality to black experience, specifically the black 
aesthetic. The essential nature of performativity in both the blues and spirituals (or 
gospel music) within church spaces points to an ethic that puts embodiment and its 
valuation in a place of reverence.  
Rather than an understanding of the body as something to be controlled and 
handled, the blues names the ways in which the body acts as a powerful and 
indispensable ground for erotic, ethical exchange. Put differently, the blues demonstrates 
 





the moral goodness and potentiality of the body and the erotic, denying that bodies are 
something to be managed and the erotic resisted. For blackness, the body determines 
community, ethical existence, and humanity, such that even the performative realities of 
black (Christian) religious spaces can revere the body in much the same way as the blues. 
This power comes from the intermittent engagements that I call interstitial 
performativity, which harnesses and subverts black abjection through the use of affect. 
This is to say that this chapter is about the performativity that defines the black 
aesthetic. Moreover, this chapter explores the ways in which the black aesthetic 
uncovers ethical postures that privilege the body.  
I begin by explicating the blues and its value, specifically why it can be viewed 
and understood in the same vein as the black literary tradition. I will then explore 
performativity, its relationship to gesture, and its centrality to the blues. This exploration 
of performativity will take a detailed look into two black women artists, Gertrude “Ma” 
Rainey and Ida Cox, both their performances and lyrics. I will then explore the way that 
interstitial performativity promotes a black aesthetic, before situating this same kind of 
performativity and its enactment within black (Christian) religious spaces. In keeping 
with the womanist ethical frame, this chapter uncovers a lived ethic of the black aesthetic 
to speak to an alternate ethical reality alongside respectability politics in black (Christian) 
religious spaces. 
Blues as Womanist Canonical Resource 
 The great value of black artistic expression is that it deftly speaks to black 




that underlie Black history and culture.”321 This accountability means that the black 
literary tradition is beholden to the realities of the black experience and is not dictated by 
individual desire or interests. Black women writers within the black literary tradition  
“delineate in varying artistic terms the folk treasury of the Black community[,]” including 
“sex as an act of love and terror.”322 Cannon identifies certain components that constitute 
black literary work as an ethical source, and I will use the same tenets Cannon lays out to 
address the ethical value of other forms of black artistic expression. Black artistic work 
must  (1) be reflective of black experiential reality, (2) be held accountable as to the 
honesty of said reflection (likely by the black community itself), (3) draw on black oral 
culture, and thereby, black cultural expression, and lastly, (4) be based on an 
understanding of sex that upholds the moral value of pleasure and subjectivity.  
The blues as an art form “emerged from a music, the work song, that [existed] as 
a strictly empirical communication of some part of the black slave’s life.”323 It is 
important to note that scholars make a distinction between two kinds of blues: primitive 
blues and classic blues. The origins of the art form are rooted in the holler as it was used 
to maintain work flow and rhythm, while the classic blues bent more towards universal 
appeal.324 While the functionality of the blues and its audience shifted, its cathartic 
necessity has not; the blues “arose from the needs of a group.”325  
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The blues was founded on the intimate relationship between particularity and 
collective experiences of oppression.326 Blueswomen “preached about sexual love, and in 
so doing they articulated a collective experience of freedom[.]”327 These individual 
experiences reflect collective realities and desires because the blues both mines, 
describes, and lifts black experience and cannot be understood separate and apart from its 
denotation of black sociocultural realities. Moreover, the blues spoke to a readiness 
among blacks to express a new set of brazen realities and/or desires, which in themselves 
state a claim to subjectivity, agency, and personhood as an intentional “expression of 
socially unfulfilled dreams.”328 The blues featured expressions of the erotic and praised 
the moral aesthetic pleasure of blackness, black bodies, and black sensuality. At a time 
when such proclamations about sexual love seemed to confirm social perceptions and 
social claims about black primal tendencies, the blues enacted black subjectivity and its 
possible subversion of hegemonic frames through moral investments in the black 
aesthetic. In keeping with the spirit of self-determination, the blueswomen took up the 
apposite task to assert her right to sexuality and pleasure, primary themes in the blues.329  
The prominence of sexuality and pleasure within the art form highlight an 
unabashed exploration of sexuality that emerged within the black community’s 
sociocultural context. In a post-emancipation context wherein shifts around black sexual 
expression and community were made possible, burgeoning art forms named the ills of 
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oppression and described the process of learning what black liberty could look like. Black 
people, then, were both acknowledging that an alternate set of possibilities around 
sexuality was on the horizon and attempting to understand how such a new perspective fit 
into the current paradigm through performativity.  
Interstitial Performativity 
Performativity is a term, coined by Judith Butler, that allows us to speak to the 
function of gender. Gender is “an expectation that ends up producing the very 
phenomenon it anticipates.330  
In the first instance…performativity of gender revolves around…the way 
in which the anticipation of a gendered essence produces that which it 
posits as outside itself. Secondly, the performativity is not a singular act, 
but a repetition and a ritual, which achieves its effects through its 
naturalization in the context of a body.331  
 
Performativity, then, has a repeated and ongoing function, meaning that it includes 
behavior and lasting gestural realities that are later associated with gender identity. 
Therefore, performativity is founded upon the externalization of an affective reality. 
Performativity uncovers the way that gender establishes itself by creating an anticipation, 
or an expectation, of its own existence but also its function as an identity and order-
producing mechanism in social contexts. This idea depends on the way that hegemonic 
constructions of gender show up knowingly and unknowingly on our bodies. It is actively 
performed, subconsciously enacted, and consistently naturalized in ways that 
tautologically affirm gender as Truth. 
 






Interstitial performativity merges this Butlerian idea with a phenomenon in 
performance art that engages the transformation of black women to become art (through 
the work of performance). Conceived through an exploration of black feminist art, this 
conceptual frame understandably extends to black-identified performance spaces, like the 
blues. When a person is able to traverse the space, she is able to harness the hegemonic 
expectations of blackness and womanhood, subverting them in the process. This  
‘stylized repetition of acts’ … rescripts how black female bodies move 
 and are perceived by others[,] circumventing prescribed limitations on black  
women in the public sphere while staging art and alterity in unforeseen places.332 
 
The intentional, individual manipulation of objecthood can thrust the subject into spaces 
otherwise made inaccessible to blackness. The term objecthood, here, is to make clear 
that this object status is still agential, which it must be to harness the narrative and defy 
black abjection in these moments. Interstitial performativity draws on the repetition that 
is central to performativity; this repetition alludes to a doing of hegemonically valued and 
compelled behaviors that grant her access to space in which her subjectivity would 
otherwise be unwelcome. This measured and strategic capacity is itself an extension of 
the subject into alternate spaces that make permissible black presence in exclusive and 
white heteropatriarchal fine art spaces.   
Interstitial performativity involves the conversion of the subject to objecthood and 
describes a phenomenon that does three basic things: creates intimacy (through 
liminality), uses gesture, and affirms the black aesthetic. While this performativity creates 






must happen; they represent intrinsic and intentional functions of this possibility within 
the blues. This performativity grants the individual access to an “otherwise,” expanding 
her moral imagination.  An otherwise connotes a kind of liberation that is not dependent 
on neoliberal notions that require black complicity to fantastic hegemonic images. This is 
not a performance for a freedom333 that is something to be given by others, but a 
performance of a freedom that is a moral entitlement. These performances create 
opportunities that allow black people to determine, ideate, and actualize their own 
freedom separate and apart from a nationalist, and necessarily hegemonic, interest (i.e., 
citizenship).  
Interstitial Performativity: Liminality, Gesture, and Black Aesthetic 
 This form of performativity is partially defined by its transience and that it occurs 
in the liminal space, or the spaces between “law, custom, convention, and ceremonial.”334 
This performativity happens in the space between subject and object, or the shared space 
between the individual and the community that harbors connection. Such space is 
“ambiguous and indeterminate” yet full of potentiality.335 Liminality marks the space as 
set apart; it creates an alternate space that is suspeded from reality but still aware of it. 
This liminality is an alternate space that is generative and communal, inviting connection 
and the dissolution of distinctions between the performer and the audience. The 
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performer and audience enter into an as if that pushes back against hegemonic ideals and 
the constrictions upon which they depend. Liminality offers a way to think about 
transitory realities as not just temporary moments in time, but as spaces that have 
physical impacts on the body and a unique moral capacity, leading this definition to the 
term interstitial.336 Liminality sits within spatial and temporal interstices and is unbound 
by social structures, making it intrinsically a space of ethical possibility for black queer 
flourishing. Liminality is central to interstitial performativity and its promotion of black 
aesthetic.  
Performativity is enacted through gesture, that is “movements of the body that 
express an intention.”337 While gesture involves the physical movement, it also 
recognizes the symbolic (at times affective) reality that undergirds said movement; 
gesture bridges the physical and the affective realms, making emotion and cultural 
impressions legible through the body. Because interstitial performativity happens within 
performance spaces, it is important to draw a distinction between the performance, the 
intentional, and the performative, the unintentional cultural referents written onto and 
into us. Gesture is at the core of both, linking the performative and the performance, 
thereby acting as foundational to interstitial performativity as a phenomenon, or an 
experienced phenomenon. Gesture constitutes the performance through embodied 
consciousness, and it shows up in the repeated and reproduced instances foregrounded by 
cultural experience.  
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 Gesture acts as a resource, allowing us to understand the affective nature of 
movement and its culturally metonymic function. Because “gesture signals a refusal of a 
certain kind of finitude[,]” it speaks to the capacity to signify a cultural or social 
connection.These gestures within interstitial performativity also act as a disidentification, 
pushing back against hegemonic categories.338 As active attempts to resist  hegemony, 
these gestures undo the notions of structure and the sense of order cultivated by 
hegemony. This project focuses on the ethical significance of gesture as the physical that 
speaks to some kind of affective reality or engagement. Within this chapter, gesture is 
expressed through physical movement, vocal tenor, lyrical expression, dress and more -- 
any expression that makes legible the weight of emotional experience. Gesture, as a 
central building block to performativity, offers a physical and verifiable phenomena that 
defies White cisheteropatriarchy and creates space for new ethical imaginings. Therefore, 
interstitial performativity finds black women performing objecthood to undo hierarchy, 
transforming space. Interstitial performativity describes blues performativity and engages 
ideas, ethics, and gesture central to the black aesthetic.  
 Black aesthetics is linked intimately to gesture and refers in fact to an ethic 
paradigmatic to blackness through its affirmation of Afrocentric beauty. This ethic is 
enacted through gesture as an extension of black cultural expression. Black aesthetic 
marks the intersection between morality and cultural experience such that it praises the 
moral frames and black style that hegemony makes abject. Black aesthetic, as a concept 
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was introduced by Amiri Baraka; but I extend his discussion by pointing to the black 
aesthetic as constituting its own subversive moral value system. The black aesthetic 
honors “the material historical and psychological [as] source” because this materiality is 
founded on the situatedness of African American life and experience.339 This 
situtatedness is about the experiences that comprise blackness and the inevitable double 
consciousness of black existence in the US. It is also about the diasporic experience that 
has a tempered Afrocentric leaning, creating euphonious percussive art forms. Most 
importantly, this situatedness is also about self-love despite ongoing social abjection, the 
centrality of community for survival, and patterns of sharing abundance. It is about the 
ethic and moral accuities that arise out of generations of finding joy and hope in the midst 
of trauma and finding one’s inherent divinity despite messages about blackness as 
immoral.   
This aesthetic reveres its diasporic roots emotionally and culturally without 
disavowing the Western context in which black folk live. In an effort to strike this 
balance, black aesthetic dives into the depths of the cultural matrix that defines it. This 
paradigmatic blackness is tied to “the particularized yet constantly altering changing 
form” of black music and art. Black aesthetic reflects an African Aesthetic and expresses 
Eastern thought, including a kind of Animism that acknowledges “the continuity, the 
endlessness, the myriad multiformed expressiveness…that underlies all things.  This 
belief in the connectedness of all life and an understanding of divinity that grounds all 
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life recognizes intimacy in the strength of community.  However, this worldview lends 
itself to an understanding of each individual in intimate relationship with the divine; it 
supports an eschatological understanding of the divine as for you and within you. This 
notion of blackness and black people as sacred directly subverts hegemonic claims about 
black morality and blackness in itself. Animism also expresses a “fundamental 
relationship as in [the] call and response form” where “the one and the many” cannot be 
disconnected or undone. Call and response is one way of reinstantiating that invisible 
bond at the heart of  the dialectic nature of black artistic expression.  
Interstitial performativity reflects the transformative possibilities of enacting the 
black aesthetic in performance because the black aesthetic has an active function dictated 
by an affective element. Black aesthetic is done, which makes gesture central to its 
enactment. It speaks to the dialectic—the back and forth, or the call and response that is 
intrinsically dialogical—as necessarily embodied in the breath, ecstasy, and sexual 
experience.340 These gestures create or build on historical and cultural referents that are 
made comprehensible because their reception acknowledges a deeper affective reality or 
connection. Such a dialectic can be seen in the African polyrhythms, call and response, or 
the relational inferences of the community and individual in black spirituals.341 This 
particular ethical posture requires communality and mutuality, and the dialectic attempts 
to capture the emotional complexity of black life by way of the body. 
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Interstitial Performativity: Rainey and Cox 
Rainey Embodied and In Community  
Gertrude “Ma” Rainey and Ida Cox are each celebrated for different aspects of 
their work, artistry, and performativity. Their lyrics offer another cultural text for ethical 
exploration. As one of the most popular performers in the TOBA (Theater Owners 
Booking Association) circuit, the vaudeville circuit for black artists in the early twentieth 
century, Rainey’s singing and persona became a significant draw.342 She had a “deep and 
rich contralto voice, sometimes softly moaning, sometimes a roaring shout,” though 
always with a solemnity and reverence for suffering.343 Descriptions of her voice 
underscore the intensity and relatability in her voice as it “capture[d] the mood and 
essence of black rural southern life” with ease.344 The tenor of Rainey’s voice and her use 
of fashion for self-adoration pointed toward a cultural familiarity and affective sense of 
longing. In an astute and powerful contrast, Rainey’s “earthy, powerful” tone was 
strikingly distinct from her more extravagant dress.345 She was often pictured in “a lamé 
headband, necklace and earrings fashioned from gold eagle dollars, and a heavily beaded 
dress draped over her stocky torso.”346 Rainey’s love of extravagance represented a ritual 
that shows reverence for her body. Moreover, she intentionally walked a line of social 
ambiguity wherein she is black (object) yet ordained her body as worthy, a human 
(subject). Her gesture assumes that her blackness ought to be celebrated. The gestural 
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affect in her voice offers a point of cultural recognition. And the gesture of her ornate 
doing of her body subverted and shifted the image of blackness. 
Rainey’s work is indelibly linked to the black experience, her experience, and she 
would unabashedly produce music that was socially conscious and “constituted an 
aesthetically mediated community-building.”347 Rainey’s voice and its emotional depth 
speaks to the constructive, loving community-driven nature of her performances. The 
community-oriented image of Rainey was rooted in her “compassion, her tenderness, and 
her willingness to share her money, time or experience with others.”348 The demonstrated 
generosity of self and the honesty of living performatively meant that Rainey’s 
performativity ethically extended into her everyday actions, exposing the moral 
authenticity of her performative persona. In other words, Rainey’s access to interstitial 
performativity depended on her authenticity or affective sincerity, which, in itself, was 
foundational to the connections forged. This also meant that when Rainey spoke to the  
“drudgery, pain, and joys of her folks” she communicated with the same candor and 
sincerity.349 Rainey was deeply bonded to her audience; she “understood their lives and 
[how] to interpret them[,]” giving voice to their experiences.350 Rainey was able to meet 
audiences, to see them and their complex realities that constituted the black experience 
with empathy; she bridged the gap and melted the distinction between performer and 
community. 
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Audiences felt akin to Rainey and her understanding of the complexity of black 
life; she knew and communicated its sadness and pain, as well as the undeniable need to 
find humor to get through the sociocultural and structural complications of black life. Her 
singing emphasized “characteristics most admired by Africans and Afro-Americans—
buzzing sound, huskiness, satirical inflections[,]” reflecting Rainey’s dynamism and 
empathy.351 Rainey’s style clearly stands on a gestural familiarity that speaks to the 
beauty of blackness. She revels in the flesh-driven extravagance that would seemingly 
affirm the presumed wanton idleness of black women. This lavish investment in the body 
is met with a transparency that invites connection by exposing the truth of the individual. 
While one might think that the gaudiness of Rainey’s ornate dress was in constrast to the 
stripped bare, raw honesty of black, rural life, the balance and tension of dressing up and 
undressing reveals the vast reach of black life and sensuality.  Her unrelenting honesty 
drew back the covers on the kind of affective complexity central to black life and 
blackness itself.  
Rainey’s Performative Tools: Humor and Lyrics  
The blues spoke to the seemingly paradoxical reality of finding humor in the 
complicated and interwoven emotional realities of black life. This protest and resistance 
driven posture was part of a “specifically African-American social consciousness.”352 
Humor became a tool through which black life filters and understands how to embrace 
ambiguity, or wade through the paradox. Humor speaks intentionally to social 
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circumstance and hegemony; it allows us to see “the contradiction between the character 
and the frame the character cannot comply with.”353 Stripping the hegemonic frame of its 
power, humor invites us to question social mores and conventions by which we are 
confined; humor uncovers the frailty of the frame and our perception of it as 
intractable.354  
The blues recognizes that the oppression that impresses upon black life is not the 
end of black folk’s social and cultural story. The blues proclaims the absurdity of the 
frame through humor and allows for subversion. By sitting with the inevitable anguaish 
of oppression,  “the expression of [humor] creates…a kind of joy."355 This kind of 
affective multiplicity arises in Rainey’s performance and is central to the blues. This 
ability to hold seemingly disparate emotions at once is familiar (i.e., reflects black 
realities) to a black audience and requires gestural deftness. The moral approach of the 
blues, then, encompasses this methodology of humor. It showcases the ability to capture a 
multiplicity of emotions/experiences and translate them with simplicity and clarity. This 
capacity is an ethical tool that functions as protest; the humor calls out the issues of the 
hegemonic frame to subvert it. Humor and its exposure of affective complexity is the 
antistructure that flips and uncovers the absurdity of the hegemonic structure.  
Rainey’s songs like “Oh My Babe Blues,” “Hustlin’ Blues,” “Prove It On Me 
Blues,” and 
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“Slow Driving Moan” are a helpful sample for ethical exposition and to delineate her 
performative style. In Oh My Babe Blues, Rainey sings “tell my dad/I won’t be home 
tonight, oh my babe/My heart aches and I’m not treated right.”356 Rainey espouses a 
notion of “proper” treatment that ought to exist in relationship with one another. 
“Hustlin’ Blues” tells the story of a sex worker who chooses to leave the flesh trade after 
reporting her pimp to the police.357 Rainey writes “if you hit me tonight, let me tell you 
what I’m going to do/ I’m gonna take you to court and tell the judge on you/…I ain’t 
made no money, and he dared me to go home/Judge, I told him he better leave me alone.” 
Rather than condemn sex work, Rainey advocates for a black woman’s prerogative to 
refuse to accept any kind of behavior/treatment from those in her life, regardless of 
consequence. She disregards the personal and professional contexts that might excuse 
less than positive exchanges. She “articulat[es]…the possibility that women could leave a 
condition of sexual and financial dependency, reject male violence and end sexual 
exploitation.”358 This message assumes the agency of black women to determine the 
terms of their relationships and to disavow the power structures at play over and against 
them.  
These forms of political protest enact a kind of “tragic incongruity." Rainey and 
her audience would have understood that the black woman is “stand[ing] between a white 
male symbol of power and repression and a black male purveyor of abuse and 
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exploitation.” They would understand that the system is built on privileging her pimp.359 
Rainey does two powerful things here that show the interstitial performativity in her 
work: She imagines a new world and black women as moral subjects within it. Rainey 
writes/performs as if she is living in her own moral imagination wherein sociopolitical 
structures function as they claim to, that is, based on fairness and an interest in protecting 
the public. In this world, black women become moral subjects with agency and the ability 
to be heard, seen, and respected as such. Within Rainey’s moral imagination, black 
women can completely disavow the societal structures that bind them and thereby their 
own objectification. “Oh My Babe, Blues” and “Hustlin’ Blues” uniquely lay claim to 
moral subjectivity while holding that reality in tension with the emotions of sorrow, pain, 
and disorienting sadness that coincide with such a shift of circumstance or a realization 
that such a reality is possible.  
Rainey’s performances reckon with tension, holding her strength and agency in 
tensions with her “weakness,” her humanity and compassion. In dealing with and 
embracing this tension, Rainey offers an ethical lesson that undoes controlling images 
like the strong, black woman.360 This embrace of tension extends to black expressions 
and celebration of sensuality. Given the sociocultural discourse that demonizes and 
problematizes black sexuality, this posture of honoring embodiment necessarily confronts 
the tension between personal ethic and social discourse. Rainey embraces her sensuality 
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and sexuality in “Prove it On Me Blues” where she discusses her romantic entanglements 
with women. Rainey describes going out late one night with another woman; “I mean to 
follow everywhere she goes/Folks say I’m crooked, I didn’t know where she took it/I 
want the whole world to know/ They said I do it, ain’t nobody caught me/sure got to 
prove it on me.”361 Rainey touts her love and affection for a woman and her gender 
nonconformity. While she makes a claim about her sensual interests in women, she also 
dares the systems of surveillance that surround her. She sets herself up in opposition to 
the systems in the early twentieth century that legally and morally adjudicate. Rainey 
advocates for moral agency to include sexual desire and pleasure that is self-determined 
whether or not it interrupts the hegemonic system. 
In “Slow Driving Moan,” Rainey disavows the notion that women’s 
circumstances and desires are wholly dependent upon the men in their lives, pushing back 
against gender normativity.362 As Rainey proclaims “I’ve rambled ‘til I’m tired, I’m not 
satisfied[,]” she makes a  claim that recognizes that her emotional and sexual gratification 
are a priority. This is akin to the tension named in another one of Rainey’s tracks 
“Walking Blues” wherein Rainey speaks to the unrelenting nature of life and labor, 
noting that she walks “’til [she] almost lost [her] mind” but can’t stop walking “’cause 
[she] might lose some time.”363 Rainey’s lyrics express the beauty and complexity of 
embodied reality as central to the human being yet limited by nature. There is a tension 
between desire and capacity within this as if that reflects reality. Interstitial 
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performativity merges the worlds of her moral imaginary and her current world. In so 
doing, Rainey adapts a reality in which black labor still exists yet allows for black 
women’s subjectivity rather than their objectification. In her performativity, sociocultural 
realities no longer define blackness or black womanhood.  
Cox Embodied and In Community 
 Like Rainey, Ida Cox enacts interstitial performativity as undergirded by an ethic 
of embodiment and self-determination. Cox, the “Uncrowned Queen of the Blues” was 
known for her particularly gripping presence on stage.364 Cox’s style, “her glamour, her 
sense of self-possession, her independence, her cool” affectively conveyed black cultural 
experience of Harlem to the masses.365 As the New Negro movement thrived in Harlem 
in the early twentieth century, the Harlem Cabaret gave credence to new depictions and 
representations of black experience and blackness itself.366 Harlem became artistic space 
enveloped in discursive exploration around constructions of blackness and what black 
futurity might look like.367 Black cabaret gave witness to the black aesthetic as it was 
built upon “intimacy, improvisation, and aesthetic movement [that] occurred both in spite 
of and by way of the crowded arrangements of these clubs[,]” i.e., community.368 These 
black cabaret spaces in Harlem were known for creating a kind of symbiosis and 
reciprocity between performers and audience members because of the intimate nature of 
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the space.369 These spaces tended “toward black sensuousness, exhibitionism, 
primitivism, and sensationalism.”370 Like the humor in Rainey’s work, this intimacy 
subverts white representations of blackness. Cox’s performativity rearranged space 
towards possibility; she irrupted space in ways that prioritize embodiment, black 
subjective expansion, communal value, and self-determination.  
 Cox’s style, while sophisticated, mirrored the pain and anguish of the audience.371 
She captured and transformed emotion using the blues and performance as an avenue “for 
counsel.”372 Cox’s “plain, robust, yet mellow style blended the country tradition with the 
sophisticated city elements.”373 Her style had a deeply sensuous nature, and a 
performative persona that exuded glamour and sensuality. Cox’s singing style and lyrical 
expression had just as much breadth and intrigue as her performative presence. 
Performatively, Cox “had a peculiar way of placing stress or emphasis on the verb, 
article, adjective, or junction rather than on the subject or object.”374 In finding different 
unexpected parts of speech, Cox’s style becomes predicated upon establishing an 
alternate center. She finds subtle ways to reorient her audience, centering and 
highlighting the traditionally marginal. When performing, Cox “‘said it [so] plain, and so 
clear, that you had to be affected by it in some way.’”375 Her unique yet rhythmic 
phrasing had affective depth without sacrificing clarity. Cox intentionally used “colored 
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diction,” engaging through the use of familiar, colloquial language that speaks to 
blackness. Vocal style, which is vocally enacted gestural choice, signals something 
beyond the physical. The lyrics, the communicative speech used, offer their own insight 
into Cox’s performativity because the “voice… exceeds mere speech,” it has a unique 
capacity to produce joy and “reveal the tension between the materiality of the body and 
the ineffable qualities of interiority.”376  
Cox’s Performative Tools: Affective Draw and Lyrics 
 Cox wrote songs that reflected honesty and black sensuality as central to black 
subjectivity. In one of Cox’s most famous songs “Wild Women Don’t Have the Blues,” 
she shares her routine with the audience, writing “I get full of good liquor/Walk the 
streets all night/ go home and put my man out/if he don’t act right.”377 Cox, here, refuses 
to allow domesticity to define femininity, opting instead to indulge her sensuous desires 
and declare her independence. Cox invokes a liminal space in which black women are not 
dependent upon black men, socially, financially, or otherwise, freeing them from 
accepting mistreatment or relinquishing their self-sovereignty. Cox offers an image and 
understanding of black women as self-determining. Moreover, Cox affirms that there is 
power in black wildness; that wildness intrinsically disidentifies with the structures that 
negate black queerness. Cox sees beauty in the discredited aspects of black womanhood -
- its unpredictability, sensuousness, and womanish nature -- and she praises it.  
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Cox offers a class conscious exploration of black life in “Pink Slip Blues.” She 
gives voice to embodied impact, or the physical strain that sociocultural circumstance, 
and its consequent suffering, yields.378  Cox notes that the termination of her employment 
“was the last ray of my only hope” since “Uncle Sam put me on the shelf.”379 Cox 
identifies the control that socioeconomic constraints exert on black life; she relates to the 
limitations of black economic mobility, acknowledging that her individual experience is 
proof of systemic injustice.380 Cox recognizes “the welfare check…[as a] controlling 
force in the life of a poor person.”381 Cox discusses the governmental control wielded 
over black life, particularly in the form of the patriarchal symbol of Uncle Sam. Even in 
the midst of joblessness and poverty in black life, her song ends with an understanding 
that one has to “go for [one]self.”382 Despite the complications of economic instability, 
hopelessness was not a viable or valuable recourse for black women. Inaction has never 
been an option. In many ways, Cox calls up a belief at the core of black life that black 
people “will take what [they] have to make what [they] need.”383 Black women’s capacity 
for flourishing is not determined by the economic suffering and inequality they 
encounter. 
 Lastly, Cox speaks to black women as sensual self-determining beings. Cox 
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as deserving of pleasure. In “One Hour Mama,” Cox offers a clear exposition of her own 
needs and sexual interests, writing “I want a slow and easy man/He needn’t ever take the 
lead/Cause I work on that long-time plan.”384 Cox is looking for a man to “love me like I 
like to be.”385 Cox exhibits her self-awareness, and unwillingness to settle because her 
“requirements ain’t no joke.”386 Cox assumes that the opportunity to be her lover ought to 
be earned. She reasserts her sexual agency as she sings “I may want love for one 
hour/then decide to make it two/takes an hour before I get started/maybe three ’fore I’m 
through.” She is in control. Cox reserves the right to determine what satisfies her and the 
privilege of changing her mind. Cox subverts the notion that black women simply 
acquiesce to the sensuous desires of others; rather she speaks to the subjectivity of black 
womanhood.  
Cox divests from the notion of “proper” womanhood; She undoes the notion that 
social propriety is desirable and instead performatively advocates for the wildness within 
each woman. Cox lifts sexuality, wildness, agency, and possibilities. She envisions and 
lives into a world in which she can speak freely about her fears, frustrations, and the 
tenuousness of black women’s existence. Cox performs a black womanhood that will not 
be mistreated; she manifests a black womanhood that is self-determined and deeply 
embodied, such that her sensuality and sexuality in part define her humanity. Cox’s work, 
both the songs she wrote and “those she chose to perform[,]…reflec[t] a sensibility 
concerning the lives of working class Black people in the earliest quarter of the twentieth 
 






century.”387 Cox recognized that the socioeconomic limitations imposed upon black 
women did not delimit black moral possibility or black women’s right to wildness, to step 
outside of “proper” femininity. 
An Alternate Ethic 
 The resulting ethic centers community and moral possibility in community; this 
ethic is not simply about the fashioning of a moral imaginary but about the recognition of 
an alternate moral horizon that impacts black existence. Lastly, the blues and these 
performers give voice to the black experience while establishing a progressive moral 
vision that implicates and defies existing hegemonic leanings. This performativity 
understood that black women’s subjectivity was not solely defined by the entrapping or 
stringent moral interests of integrationist politics. Indeed, interstitial performativity 
parallels an ethical frame that exists within black churches. Despite the dominance of 
respectability as a black Christian religious ethic, there are glimpses of gesture and 
performative style that prioritize embodiment and intimate connection concurrently in 
black (Christian) religious spaces. 
 The performative characteristics that constitute worship and behavior in Black 
(Christian) religious spaces iterate in ways similar to Rainey and Cox’s performative 
styles. Rather than focusing on the words used in church communities, we can glimpse 
the realities of black life more fully in the performative gestures of worship. Language 
may fill in the gaps of black life, but it takes on value and meaning only insofar as it is 
paired with gesture and speaks to a phenomenological reality that defines black life, and 
 




thereby life itself.388 The performativity reflected in black churches is important to 
understanding how paradoxical ethics are extensions of the affective ambiguity that 
pervades black life.  
 The centrality of action to black performativity emerges as a stopgap for 
communicating affectively and effectively in community. Action takes on new meaning 
in the black community, which historically communicated with the body and for whom 
language was historically limiting, as people came from disparate cultures and 
languages.389 The performative is a realm of black commonality and connection. The 
spirituals, then, are not “just songs…[but] unceasing variations around a theme.”390  
Spirituals speak to common and fundamental realities of black life such that they 
cannot be taught; they are about the affective realities that arise out of experience. The 
communicative potential of spirituals requires nuances written into black life and a 
community with whom to share them, whether as work songs or happenings. To sing 
these songs in black churches is not simply to provide a recitation but also to relive an 
experience in community. Because “religious service is a conscious art 
expression….[wherein] the artist is consciously creating—carefully choosing every 
syllable and every breath.” The performative nature of ritual gathering explores the 
emotional realities of blackness and community with intention. Spirituals engage gesture 
and affirm communal ties, building on cultural experiences and affective realities tied to 
 
388 Ibid., 49. 
389 Marshall Stearns and Jean Stearns, Jazz Dance: The Story of American Vernacular Dance 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1968), 29. 




blackness. These connections and ethical capacities are rooted in the performance, the 
doing, in itself.  
Gospel acts as an affective and performative frame through the gestures that 
comprise it, namely dialect, speech pattern, and breath. This differs only slightly from the 
frame within the blues, and the ethic that prioritizes and reveres the body and sensual 
expression is akin. It is possible, then, to look for the same affective exchanges within 
black churches as they establish a related ethic. Dialect and breath characterize the 
performativity of the blues and of black churches, both essential to their moral 
significance.  
Black aesthetic functions as a significant connector that ties together the 
performativity of these two art forms and spaces that have long paralleled one another. 
The arbitrariness of the distinction is apparent, even as musicians tout that there “ain’t no 
blues in gospel…Gospel is just uplifting. It’s the spirit.”391 Some artists attempt to 
circumscribe the gospel sentiment, keeping it within respectability, which necessarily 
reasserts the dichotomy. Even amidst this intended dichotomization, it is impossible to 
ignore the similarities, as the very sound, chord progressions, and tuning of one’s guitar 
for gospel might evoke the blues. The connection is rooted in the black aesthetic and the 
aural tradition that runs through the sonic construction and colloquial expressions, linking 
them through reference to Afrocentrism.  
The aurality of the blues alludes to the power of dialect, which was notable for 
both Rainey and Cox, and established a point of connection and community with their 
 




audiences. The same power of dialect is part of the hermeneutic frame of black churches 
that encourages community. “In the mouth of the Negro the English language loses its 
stiffness, yet conveys its meaning accurately.”392 There is a laxity in black expression and 
dialect, in particular, which points to humanity, to a regional or cultural worldview that 
makes for greater comprehension. Accents and regional dialect are part of the way that 
we frame words and produce lilting intonations that sound like home, speaking to our 
very souls. The dialect of spirituals is always pointing towards home, either in a mutual 
future or a shared past.  
The silences between the words are salient, as well. These spaces create the 
melody, allow for improvisation, and “the call and response” so characteristic of black 
churches. The silences are often filled with breath, and “the audible breathing is part of 
the performance.”393 This approach to breath identifies it as a physical and gestural reality 
that transforms and ultimately creates space. In turn, dialect is an expression not only of 
existential origin but also black aesthetic and communality. Both are demonstrative of the 
ways in which spirituals parallel the blues as a way of singing rather than simply a genre 
of singing. Spirituals, like the blues, exemplify interstitial performativity and the ways in 
which that style of performativity is an extension of black aesthetic.  
Conclusion 
Another gospel singer, Boyd Rivers, who started out playing the blues and began 
playing gospel in the years that followed, claims “I ain’t gonna play [the blues] no more. 
 
392 Ibid. 
393 Alan Young, Wake Me Up This Morning: Black Gospel Singers and the Gospel Life (Jackson: 




Not in public….[But,] [w]e ain’t read where the blues is a sin. We ain’t read it in the 
Bible—it’s not in there! Music’s music.”394 Rivers, here, offers a clear understanding of 
the blues that does not conflict with his singing of spirituals. Rather they each have a 
place and there is no theological reason why he ought to feel compelled to abstain from 
that kind of performativity. When Rivers says “music’s music,” more accurately, he is 
referring to the same kind of centrality and core performativity that grounds much of 
black music. Rivers’ unwillingness to offer a theological disavowal of the blues is his 
way of noting that the same spirit in the gospel music can be found in blues music.  
Rivers also acts as a reminder of the shame associated with the blues and, 
consequently, black aesthetic, in a culture whose livelihood depends upon hegemonic 
approval. Moreover, this shame-inducing hegemonic bent offers a clear, moral 
repudiation of the embodied and affective ethic that constitutes the black aesthetic. Black 
aesthetic is the ethical grounds that constitutes interstitial performativity, which core 
offers a new potentiality and moral imagination based on a blatant affirmation of black 
life. Both blues and gospel offered cultural spaces of origin and deep spiritual and moral 
value. A common performative aesthetic, however, can be paired with the intentionally 
shame-inducing function of hegemony to reject the ethical lessons of the blues. The 
lessons of blues and gospel point to the flourishing of black life and black ethical 
potentiality. It is the black aesthetic’s necessary investment in embodiment and the 
performativity that follows from it that creates an ethic to which we will return as we 
explore the lived ethic of black transwomen.  We will also see the way in which these 
 




two dueling ethics -- respectability and black aesthetic -- have pragmatic functions and 
parallel one another as they reach out from the black church into black culture more 
broadly.  
 Interstitial performativity exemplifies the generative ethical practices that exist 
within black performance. Because black performance extends into varying arenas of  
black life, interstitial performativity demonstrates the ability of black-defined spaces to 
accommodate or hold different ethical possibilities at once. Interstitial performativity 
disavows notions of modesty and efforts to contain embodiment, while creating space for 
necessary though transient suspensions of respectability. The strategic ethical posture that 
is respectability is countered (or balanced by) interstitial performativity, which 
encourages love of blackness and the black aesthetic. As an ethical possibility, interstitial 
performativity lays the groundwork for ploughing, demonstrating how the black aesthetic 
informs ethical postures that affirm black flourishing. As this project moves forward, this 




Chapter Four: Ploughing and Ethical Trouble of Gender 
Introduction 
As the day wound down, I sat in a room filled with Ikea furniture designed to 
accommodate the smaller bodies of two and three-year-olds. I was spending the next half 
hour with five or six three-year-olds who encountered another toddler that they had never 
met before, a young boy who was a bit shy and less verbal than the rest. Suddenly one of 
the young white girls turned to me, asking simply, “is that a boy or a girl?” I found this a 
surprising question and was put in a position to respond for the toddler based on the 
reductionist alignments that society has assigned to sex and gender. Truthfully, what I 
found most surprising was that even children abide heartily by gender markers, filling the 
space between their language and visual field with colors, shoes, hair bows, and more, in 
an effort to avoid this very question. Beyond that, this question seemed particularly 
poignant since the toddler was the only black child in the space, pushing me to wonder: 
was it actually blackness that suddenly made the gender of this child unreadable by 
another?  
Many times, I have witnessed the ways in which blackness functions as a hurdle 
to gender readability in public space. Each time, I am reminded of the many years that 
constituted this confusion, that undid black beings and that ordained them as objects for 
sexual, social, and economic use. I am overcome by the ways in which a complication of 
readability problematizes the constant surveillance in society. The only reason that such 
moments stand out is that the surveillance through which we constitute order is 
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interrupted. This interruption requires more than recognition; it needs resolution, or a 
return to order.  
Miss Major Griffin-Gracy, longstanding trans activist (whose words are at the 
beginning of this work), discusses what it means to live under this incessant state of 
surveillance as a black trans woman. For Miss Major, “it’s hard to live your entire life 
like that—always paying attention to people coming past you and how they look at you, 
worrying that once they go behind you, they are going to turn around and come back at 
you. So, you learn to look in reflections—of store windows, or windows on cars—just to 
be sure.” Miss Major details a reality in which awareness is incessant. Such awareness 
and vigilance follows black trans women home since “a lot of times, someone that we’re 
living with, some man that we’re seeing or what have you, will get violent[;]…[w]e want 
male company, so sometimes to have that, we have to give up some of our safety.” Miss 
Major’s experiences describe the way anticipated violence restructures and imposes upon 
the lives of black trans women. Black trans women are encouraged to second-guess and 
question the panoptically-produced threats to their own lives. Her words underscore the 
way hegemony endangers black trans women by invading and stealing their safety even 
within their own homes. This chapter focuses on this particularity: the overwhelming 
sense of constant vulnerability that black trans women describe. This experiential reality 
foregrounds ploughing as it lays bare the earth that must be undone. The final chapter of 
this project will address the constructive ethical postures definitive to ploughing, while 
this chapter focuses on the very landscape that needs to be unsettled and cultivated anew. 
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Introducing Ploughing and Black Trans Women’s Particularity 
We are always going to look over our shoulders. Just being black, you’re the dirt  
that everything else is built on. So people are like, ‘Fuck you. And then you have 
the nerve to be a transgender person, too?’ 
Miss Major offers a depiction of black trans women’s lives that explains the 
complicated positionality of black life as undergirded by the inescapable nature of 
surveillance that follows black trans femininity. Black trans woman and trans activist, 
CeCe McDonald, adds that this is a distinctive issue for black trans women because “this 
trans visibility also puts trans women in unsafe positions.”395 Trans visibility “is premised 
on invisibility: to bring a select few into view, others must disappear into the background, 
and this is always a political project that reinforces oppression.”396 Trans visibility 
reproduces the “mythical norm,” such that black trans women  are valued based on their 
capacity to assimilate to normative gender expression.397 This mythical norm adjudicates 
expressions of black trans femininity based on determining those that hegemony deems 
compliant or exceptional. Laverne Cox, Janet Mock, and Dominique Jackson (three of 
the most prominent black trans women in media today) all seem to embody a notion of 
transition that is valorized for its continued maintenance of binaristic gender, and thereby 
order. However, we live in a context that understands the mythical norm as always 
already finding black women deficient. By definition (i.e., by virtue of the White ideal), 
395 Miss Major Griffin-Gracy, CeCe McDonald, and Toshio Meronek, “Cautious Living: Black 
Trans Women and the Politics of Documentation,” in Trap Door: Trans Cultural Production and 
the Politics of Visibility (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2017), 26-27. All references and quotations on 
this page drawn from excerpt of this text. 
396 Che Gossett, “Blackness and the Trouble of Trans Visibility,” in Trap Door: Trans Cultural 
Production and the Politics of Visibility (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2017), 183. 
397Ibid. Here Gossett borrows from Audre Lorde describing the unattainable ideal of normativity.  
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black trans women cannot do gender “acceptably” because femininity in its idyllic form 
is white, making that standard unattainable to black women.   
While often one could refer to black trans women (particularly those that come 
closest to approximating the mythical norm) as “passing,” the language of passing 
implies duplicitousness. Passing describes one who conforms to normative gender 
expectations in ways that make her undetectable, or unclockable, as Other. This concept, 
then, “describ[es] performing something one is not.”398 One narrative surrounding 
passing assumes and implies intentionality which ultimately proliferates perceptions of 
transness as deceptive. This narrative leaves black trans women in a position of 
compelled deference to cis people because black trans women are seen as withholding 
information that is central to social order.399 Black trans women are left in the precarious 
position of taking on the culpability for the unattainable nature of the ideals that 
constitute social order. Lastly, these claims create a social circumstance in which black 
trans women are seen as owing cis people for their role in the dissolution of order. 
Moreover, passing is defined as an “ascen[scion] into privilege, being, and 
distinction, or…into the converse of those things…[that define blackness], into 
fungibility, thingness, and the interchangeable.”400 The discourse around trans existence, 
398 C. Riley Snorton, Black on Both Sides: A Racial History of Trans Identity (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2017), 70. 
399 This idea relates to the claims that Foucault makes about the function of the confession. It is a 
way of producing a power dynamic but is alwso the way that we get the truth. Cis individuals in 
the world come to expect confessions from trans people in an effort to reassert social order in the 
most heteronormative way possible. Therefore, leading to the creation of a power dynamic in 
which the trans person is deemed always already deficient as they may not confess, but are seen 
as owing that, or indebted to, others. Michel Foucault, History of Sexuality: An Introduction, 
Volume I (New York City: Random House, 1978), 59. 
400 Ibid. 
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then, is one of duplicity that is over and against order and the fixity order requires. 
Passing also speaks to an assumption that trans women are taking on a more privileged 
status.401 However, the traversing of socially gendered space from man to woman, from 
masculinity to femininity, coincides more realistically with a resignation of privilege. 
Claims that black trans women gain social capital denies the consistent, subversive labor 
necessary to sustain black trans feminine existence. “Passing,” then is a misnomer for 
black trans feminine experiences because it overlooks the perception of blackness and 
femininity as abject.  
Black transness is subject to imputations of black inhumanity and the 
dehumanizing effects of black ungendering based on understandings of black bodies as 
fungible, as interchangeable things.402 Black trans women also signify danger that black 
trans femininity will eradicate masculinity broadly, and black masculinity specifically. 
For black trans women, any gender normativity is untenable, and their very existence 
threatens the social project of black subjectivity through gender conformity. Black trans 
women are always already marked by an “immutable masculinity,” siphoning off 
categories of humanity from black trans femininity because of its inability to “properly” 
do gender. Black transness therefore signifies the fear of black fugitvity, that is, the 
401 Snorton, Black on Both Sides, 70. However, this is also been an ongoing commentary made by 
Trans Exclusionary Radical Feminists that believe trans women in particular to be “men 
infiltrating women’s spaces.” 
402 When I reference black transness, I am referring to the amalgam of gradually institutionalized 
notions and social perceptions that quantify transness and blackness. I am not referencing black 
trans women themselves, but the social perceptions that impact their life and social reality. It is a 
reference to the unshakeable connotations of monstrosity, fungibility, hypersexuality, and 
disposability, that do not determine trans agency or black trans women in themselves, but do 
conjure and propagate ideas that underscore black trans women as the necropolitical target of the 
national enterprise within the United States. 
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ability to escape the social grasp of hegemonic control.  Black trans women are an 
embodied manifestation that black subjectivity and belonging are not dependent on 
mythical gender normativity. Black transness, then, becomes a target of the necropolitical 
system and subject to the tools of surveillance, compulsory performativity, and discipline 
that constitute it.  
Womanists have long pointed to the vulnerability of black women as they stand at 
the complex intersection of race, class, and gender. The circumscriptions of black 
femininity through the deployment of controlling images is reinforced through the 
exclusion of black trans women from some discourses about black womanhood. Having 
generated a nuanced understanding of black women’s particularity, womanism offers a 
strong foundation for explorations of black trans femininity and for extending our 
thinking in new directions. If we turn to an image central to the history of the black 
experience and expressions of black hope, the Clearing, the practices of ploughing 
provide a rich metaphor for naming the vulnerability of black trans women and ethical 
postures that break ground on new possibilities. Just as the Clearing carves out space for 
sanctuary and is enacted through community, so  ploughing bears witness to ethical 
postures that unearth oppressive constraints to create sanctuary in the everyday. The 
Clearing identifies an alternate space, away from the banal, for gathering, but a Clearing 
can require ploughing. Both are constituted through communal agency and determined by 
movement. Emilie Townes reminds us of the movement of flesh and  feet as they joyfully 
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enact a dance of love in a world that disavows black love and self-care  .403 The 
affectively charged motion that constitutes the Clearing . can sometimes be the shuffling 
and stepping of  feet as they plough, as they intentionally stride toward a future that is 
hegemonically siphoned off.  The ongoing precarity of black trans feminine existence as 
a necropolitical target is underscored by the overwhelming violence to which trans 
women of color are subjected at alarming rates. Under the weight of social annihilation, 
black trans women move toward the future, establishing avenues of survival and 
flourishing in community and creating resources as they go; they plough.  
 Ploughing acknowledges the incompatibility of “passing” with (any) black trans 
women’s experiences and recognizes the work of existence over and against hegemonic 
expectations. Ploughing describes ways of being in the world and identifies a series of 
ethical postures rooted in movement that undoes and generates. Ploughing is predicated 
upon the existence of a ground, a status quo, or a troubling reality that ought to be 
destabilized. Regularly disrupted by systematic tools of BSP that seek to compel 
compliance or undo the black trans feminine, the search for self-determination, agency, 
and sanctuary persists through the subversive acts and values of black trans women in the 
face of a death-dealing society. The language of ploughing does not shy away from a 
recognition of work, resting, too, on inferences of enslavement that coincide with 
imagery of toiling on the land daily. Ploughing means to “move forcefully into or through 
something[;]” such that one is still impacted by the laborious nature of the movement 
403 Emilie M. Townes, In a Blaze Glory: Womanist Spirituality as Social Witness (Nashville: 
Abingdon Press, 1995), 48. 
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itself.404 Alongside the recognition of labor, these ethical postures till the soil and 
cultivate new opportunities for growth, expansion, and futurity. Black trans women 
necessarily uproots the earth, or the land, as they move over it, clearing a path for new 
possibilities and futurities in the process.405 Ploughing does not presume that black trans 
women meet the standards of conformity either; rather, it asserts that black trans women 
undo hegemonic moral topographies. Even in the midst of differing experiences of 
compliance to gender norms, black trans women are ploughing hard ground and creating? 
new capacities for sanctuary. 
Because ploughing as an ethical posture describes the everyday moral work of 
black trans feminine existence. The chapter explores the particularity of black trans 
experience and acknowledges the labor of black trans women’s existence. The chapter 
moves on to discuss the pressures to conform, the alleged benefits of compliance, and the 
surveillance and policing that haunts black trans experience. Throughout, this account 
approaches the narratives of black trans women as primary sources. Because ploughing 
is a posture necessitated by the untenable requirements of hegemonic compliance, 
this chapter toils the hegemonic ground that necessitates this undoing and redoing. 
While this chapter will recall some of the mechanisms of BSP (discussed in Chapter 
Two), it also prepares the way for Chapter Five’s examination of the cultivation of ethical 
alternatives in response to social and cultural oppression. 
404 Merriam-Webster.com Dictionary, s.v. “plow,” accessed June 29, 2020, 
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/plow. 
405 “Plow,” in Oxford Dictionary, n.d., https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/plow. 
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The ground to be ploughed is foregrounded by assumptions of black transness as 
monstrosity and commodity. To better understand the ground, it is important to 
understand and parse the nuances of black transness as constructed within the archive and 
its altered productions of abjection, its definition of black transness as threatening in its 
defiance of both gender and economic norms. The objectification that constitutes black 
transness is produced through fear that arises out of gender semiotics, the “ungendering” 
of black bodies that Spillers names.406 When transness allows black people to live into 
the malleability of gender, they pass through the boundaries of captivity to escape 
hegemony. Transness in conjunction with blackness speaks to an amassed monstrosity. It 
is  relegated beyond the bounds of that which is read as human, anomalous and wholly 
outside of societal conceptions of order.  Black trans women are an embodiment of black 
freedom/escape from White confines and therefore a threat to order.  
This understanding of black trans people as the physical manifestation of black 
Otherness also makes a claim about black humanity that endangers the black enterprise, 
insofar as that enterprise is assimilatory. Black trans women, in particular, are viewed as 
unable to meet any of the valued functions of black women. If black women are valuable 
for their labor-defined biological function, their objectification through desire, and/or 
their gentility, then black trans women represent the disavowal of those images that have 
plagued black womanhood.407 If the value of black womanhood is that it is available for 
406 Hortense J. Spillers, “Mama’s Baby, Papa’s Maybe: An American Grammar Book,” Diacritics 
17, no. 2 (Summer 1987): 67. 
407 It is important to note that I am specifically referring to gender normative stereotypes such as 
normativity the mammy (as caretakers), the jezebel (as sexually desired and wanton), and the 
emasculating black woman. 
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exploitation (either for labor or another’s amorous advances), then the extension of this 
category to black trans women threatens the categories of black existence.  
Black trans women are also threats to the entitled access and limiting categories 
that define black masculinity. Many black trans women have even described the 
problematic relationship that men of color, particularly black men, have with their sexual 
desire as black trans women. Their desires and their very being represent a threat to the 
supposed immutability of masculinity, the heterosexuality of black masculinity, and the 
stability of White domination over black bodies. Each of these systems is socially 
constructed and disciplines black bodies; however, black trans women are 
disidentifications that demonstrate the fragility of the systems and social categories in 
themselves. Their existence breaks up the ground and begins to expose the frailty of the 
system. 
A trans woman’s threats to these systems can provoke desperate and dangerous 
responses, as communities attempt to maintain black masculinity for the sake of black 
humanity. In an exchange that occurred in early 2017 on the Breakfast Club, a popular 
morning radio show that caters to an African-American audience, comedian Lil’ Duval, a 
black cis man, was asked how he would react if a women he had been dating and sleeping 
with…disclose[d] that she’s trans after four months of courtship.408 Duval quickly and 
emphatically answered “This might sound messed up and I don’t care. She dying. I can’t 
408 John Eligon, “Transgender African-Americans’ Open Wound: ‘We’re Considered a Joke’,” 
The New York Times, August 7, 2017, sec. A. 
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deal with that.”409 While the cis men in the room laughed, Duval continued by explaining 
“You manipulated me to believe in this thing. My mind, I’m gay now…I can’t live with 
that, bro.”410 While certainly a violent and pernicious response, Duval’s comments reflect 
paradigmatic understandings of black masculinity as both fixed and fragile. Atlantis 
Narcisse, a black trans woman and activist with Save Our Sisters, noted that black trans 
women “are considered a joke…They still look at us as men dressing up, playing in 
women’s clothes, which is not the case.”411 The director of the New York Transgender 
Advocacy Group, Kiara St. James notes that “to be seen as feminine if you’re seen as a 
black male is a sign of weakness.”412 These examples speak to the ways black trans 
women are understood to disavow black masculinity, putting heteronormative avenues of 
achieving black manhood at risk.413  
409 Janet Mock, “Dear Men of ‘The Breakfast Club’: Trans Women Aren’t a Prop, Ploy, or Sexual 
Predators,” July 31, 2017, https://www.allure.com/story/janet-mock-response-the-breakfast-club-
trans-women. 
410 Ibid. See also Derek Hawkins, “‘I Don’t Care, She Dying’: Comedian Lil Duval Says He 
Would Kill a Sexual Partner If He Learned She Was a Transgender Woman,” The Washington 
Post, July 31, 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2017/07/31/i-dont-
care-she-dying-comedian-lil-duval-says-he-would-kill-a-sexual-partner-if-he-learned-she-was-
transgender/?utm_term=.70446d896254. 
411 Eligon, “Transgender African-Americans’ Open Wound,” The New York Times. 
412 Ibid. 
413 There is a broader conversation about hatred of femininity as weakness within a system in 
which blackness broadly is categorized as masculine. This view sees black womanhood as both 
required to be hyperfeminine for the sake of black survival yet simultaneously disdained as an 
unintentional undoing of blackness. This claim is something that Imara Jones, a black trans 
woman, discusses as a source of frequent intimate partner violence against black women. Imara 
Jones, “Opinion: Confronting Black Men’s Roles in the Murders of Black Transgender Women 
May Be the Only Way to Save Our Lives,” The Grio (blog), June 24, 2019, 
https://thegrio.com/2019/06/24/confronting-black-mens-roles-in-the-murder-of-black-
transgender-women/. I use the term enterprise here because anything that aids in or is propagated 
by hegemonic investment qualifies as an enterprise, particularly in regards to its deep 
entanglements with capital, consumption, and the like. 
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Ploughing is about reorienting the earth with each step and leaving one’s own 
impression in the ground. The current ground calls for black trans feminine disposal and 
refuses to address the power of black trans women as precious gifts that expand black 
subjectivity and freedom; therefore, the ground must be changed to be walked. The very 
steps that they take must break open the earth to forge new moral topographies that create 
new futures in the process. Ploughing assumes that one knows the ground as it is, having 
walked on it, worked it (or been worked by it), or danced over it; however, the power of 
ploughing is in the vision of what could be, of how the land can be molded and shaped to 
provide new paths. My hope is that this chapter you will holds fast to the recognition that 
ploughing is a posture. It is the labor of the bent back, the soiled hands, and the dusty 
feet. The clay-covered appendages are marked or reshaped by the labor; =The trail of 
nurtured crops that follow the plough are produced as she engages in this endurance 
dance is not an example of resiliency, but necessity and a relentless investment in what 
can be. This chapter focuses on the bend in the back to underscore the weight of labor 
and is integral to fully understanding the new growth, or the wake, that births new moral 
practices. 
Ploughing: Compliance for Survival 
Black trans women describe continuously experiencing interjections from others 
in which normative gender expression is encouraged with claims that it is what is best for 
one’s life. This narrative though is always part of a communal conversation, and one’s 
personal experience cannot be separated from its impact on collective realities. This 
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discourse about what is best or will improve the life of the individual is tied to the 
collective black project of survival and subjectivity. 
Lady Chablis a black trans woman growing up in Florida recalls experiences with 
her grandmother wherein she would discover the fine lines and nuances that constitute 
the gender binary. Chablis remembers her grandmother saying “‘y’know, Edward, you’ll 
have a family of y’own someday.’”414 Chablis recognized that  
she’d often impart, just before it led to a gentle request that I find something 
boyish to occupy my time with—that, say, chopping the head off a chicken was 
fine enough, but cooking it was something else entirely; that it was okay to help 
her moisturize her dry scalp, just so long as I didn’t get fixed on styling her hair, 
too. These were the sweet and subtle reminders that it was all right to be helpful, 
just not too domestic, that I’d one day have to assume the responsibilities of 
manhood.415 
These “reminders” and lessons on masculinity reinforced the delicate distinctions 
between femininity and masculinity. Beyond that, his grandmother unknowingly alludes 
to the ways in which one accesses and gains acceptance into manhood. Masculinity at its 
core is tied to an idyllic understanding of family. In order for Chablis to properly inhabit 
gender, she must anticipate her future and participate in heteronormative structures, 
which are inseparable from gender in itself. Gender conformity is central to her future; 
gender conformity makes her future, and thereby her existence, possible. Gender 
normativity is proffered as a social good that inspires and ensures personal wellbeing.  
This lesson though was isolated to gentle reminders. Chablis claims that her 
mother and stepfather were not as mild in their interjections and concern for gender 
414 The Lady Chablis, Hiding My Candy: The Autobiography of the Grand Empress of Savannah 
(New York: Pocket Books, 1996), 42. 
415 Ibid., 42-43. 
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normativity because “the shame factor of having a li’l girl with candy was too great to 
bear.”416 The inseparable nature of the sacred and the secular for black people explains 
the depth of moral anguish in response to gender variance. Chablis’ family “took to 
exorcising the demon seed from my very soul with the fiercest lashings a person could 
possibly be capable of giving to another….[O]nly the outside bruises have ever really 
healed.” Chablis refers to these beatings as “a ritual, several times a week, for six years” 
This traumatic ritual was both spiritual and familial. Chablis recalls for us the communal 
function of shame in black communities. The sight of Chablis’ “failure” to comply 
reflects to her mother her own failing, inciting a desire to “right” it. The description of 
suffering and trauma as ritualized sets the frame for shame around noncompliance; 
Chablis becomes an embodied manifestation of blackness as deviant. 
Chablis started to “cross-dress” at the age of 14, but there were still some spaces 
that encouraged gender conformity and, consequently, social appeasement. Chablis 
recalls,  
[W]hile I’d be free to dress up as I please, whenever I pleased, I did keep a
reserve suit and tie in my closet to wear to church… I’d never go to church
dressed as a girl…outta respect for Jesus Christ. I
figured He was already doing all He could to help the cause. Besides, Quincy
was a small town to begin with, and as it was, I’d already pushed it to the limit.
I wasn’t gonna go to church all dressed up, only to have the people who didn’t
give a damn what I was doing think that I somehow disrespected God.417
Chablis’s decision-making process included both profoundly sacred notions, like 
reverence, and significantly secular concerns, like community and cohesion. Chablis 
416 Ibid., 55. Chablis refers euphemistically to her genitalia as candy. 
417 Chablis, Hiding My Candy, 55-64. Quotations from this and the previous paragraph are drawn 
from this excerpt of the text. 
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acknowledges her own misgivings and fears, her own struggles with her gender identity 
as part of her decision to wear “men’s clothes” to church. But there is another component 
here: social surveillance and correction. Her conformity is subconsciously compelled in 
the church space because it makes community, simplicity, and communal belonging 
accessible to her. Community acts as a driving force, effectively controlling and 
managing her behavior. But beyond the desire for communal belonging, to which Chablis 
understandably succumbs, even beyond the fear of retaliation, there is also a sense of 
moral and social obligation, as demonstrated by her sense of reverence and honor. 
Chablis sensed that she was indebted to a divine power for her protection and survival 
thus far. The forces and hegemonic interests that compelled Chablis to conform, then, 
were not primarily forms of punishment (though those also exist). She conforms out of a 
desire for belonging and a moral sense of duty to the divine, even as that sense of duty is 
driven by social interest and surveillance.  
 Not unlike Chablis, Janet Mock recalls being “lectured…about what boys do in 
the world versus what girls do, how boys run and girls skip, how I was everything I 
shouldn’t be.” This lesson on gender difference comes after Mock’s teacher sends a note 
home, explaining that Mock had stated that she wanted to be a secretary when she grew 
up. Although Mock does incur some punishment for her gender presentation, what she 
remembers is the lecture her father gave her. Mock’s father explains the value of gender 
conformity to Mock’s futurity as well as her access to capital and success. Mock’s father 
elucidates the commerce-driven way in which gender ought to determine her gendered 
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future. Her father asserts that gender does not simply inform but decides the future, and 
thereby, individual possibilities and /horizons.  
This gendered expression was problematized by its existence within the public 
sphere where social understandings of blackness intersect with black masculinity. Mock’s 
father’s reaction to “a note from a stranger [made it seem as if] what he had seen in me 
was now real.”418 The “realness” of this gender trouble is determined by its function in 
the public sphere wherein it is marked as morally wrong; a judgment implied by its being 
surveilled and reported back for familial correction. However, again we see the way that 
gender conformity is a communal, social project. Mock’s behavior is recorded and 
reported because it is unwelcome and problematic in the public sphere. In fact, its escape 
from concealment, from the shadows of her home, confirms its need for remediation; 
such “deviance” must be relegated to the private sphere, if not stopped entirely. Mock’s 
claim speaks to the fear that undergirds her father’s “lesson.” She realizes that her father 
fears that the gender nonconformity his son exhibits is no longer within his control. This 
dialogue acts as a reminder that gender normativity is tied to survival, commerce, 
belonging, value, and more.  
These recollections from Chablis and Mock demonstrate why their transness 
intrinsically unsettles the ground, or the foundation of what is known and possible in the 
world. The presumptions around moral obligation, communal expectation and the politics 
of shame are troubled when gender frames are disturbed. These retellings are 
418 Janet Mock, Redefining Realness: My Path to Womanhood, Identity, Love, & So Much More 
(New York: Atria Paperback, 2014), 38. References and Quotations from this pages are drawn 
from the text 
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demonstrations of a new iteration of correction, one that presents gender conformity as a 
moral and social good; gender conformity is produced as the ground for a good life. 
Gender conformity, particularly for young black individuals who are expected to align 
with masculinity, became a way of reestablishing social structures central to black 
success. Assimilation to gender normativity functions as an aid in “righting” the black 
family and ensuring black masculine futurity. Black trans women were pushed further 
into roles that affirmed black masculinity and disavowed black femininity, in part 
because the alignment of gender and sex is central to the hegemonic controls that make 
blackness readable as human The narrative was meant to aid black survival but resulted 
in the isolation of black trans women. Instead, it produced a moral value system that 
established black trans women’s individual happiness as necessarily in contention with 
black survival. Black trans women’s unwillingness to bend to those community 
expectations, however, rewrites possibilities and expanses of black survival. They disturb 
the ground. 
Ploughing: Gender as Ubiquitous 
In a system that is built on heteronormative and hierarchical structure, gender 
functions as a central tool, creating an ordered and socially comprehensible world. To 
maintain this socially readable world, gender must be inescapable. In other words, if 
gender is fundamental to the way we understand the world and social exchange within it, 
then gender must permeate and proliferate throughout society. Only if everything is 
“properly” gendered can everything be understood and ordered. Gender orients through 
its ubiquity, coming up in our every exchange in seemingly trivial ways. This pervasion 
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of society makes gender malleable and adaptable, such that it is always exerting its force, 
as a strategy for its own “self-maintenance and reproduction.”419 
Chablis recounts her experiences job hunting. Chablis writes, “I knew qualifying 
for a job’d be the easy part. The tough part was whether or not they’d question the name 
I’d chosen to put on the application: Brenda Dale Knox.”420 She notes that “the only time 
anybody’d find out was when my Social Security number revealed my real name to my 
employers during tax time,” and in fact, she did “los[e] a few jobs ‘cause of that.”421 
Government-sanctioned identification, which includes the pronouncement of sex (as well 
as the assumption of gender alignment), connects one’s gender presentation with 
professional aspirations.  
However, gender is also deemed relevant to ordinary social encounters and 
finding community. Tenika Watson describes her experiences moving to a larger city and 
finding her own community in a new space. She recalls catching a “bus to the part of the 
city where…I could be around everyone else who was in the life, the alternative life. I 
could fit in.”422 Watson describes a feeling of belonging that came from being situated 
amongst her community. Beyond that, Watson’s description recognizes the experience of 
non-normativity is what binds the community. Despite this, Watson later claims that she 
and other friends “in the life” were more easily able to pass than others. Watson declares 
419 Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner, “Sex in Public,” Critical Inquiry 24, no. 2 (1998): 553. 
420 The Lady Chablis, Hiding My Candy: The Autobiography of the Grand Empress of Savannah 
(New York: Pocket Books, 1996), 88. 
421 Ibid. 
422 Tenika Watson, My Life Is No Accident: A Memoir by Tenika Watson (self-published, 2014), 
47.
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that an inability to pass “wouldn’t have been a problem if people around us had left well 
enough alone, but they rarely did. Most times, it was a straight couple…[and]the man 
said something derogatory about Inga to his date.”423 Watson’s experience is 
demonstrative of the ways in which gender, because of its embodied expression, proves 
integral to our constructions of social order and becomes public discourse. It is the 
“abnormality” that sparks a comment. Moreover, it is the masculine that needs to identify 
the non-normative as deviant, or inferior. This need to categorize, reestablish the 
hierarchy, and correct is part of how we have been disciplined to deny transness. 
Because gender is perceived as public it has become a topic of public comment 
and public intervention wherever black trans women go, underscoring the danger of black 
trans women’s existence. It is an aspect of identity that is publicly mediated because 
social and hegemonic order is at stake. Chablis asserts,  
I was from a place where y’gender and behavior were s’pposed to be one  
and the same. Black or white, real cut and dry. If they weren’t, y’were prob’ly  
s’pposed to be the other—so y’somehow became it. ‘Cause where I came from, 
there wasn’t any such thing as in-between.424  
The implication is that the gender binary is inescapable, and there was no option for an 
individual to take up space in between the two extremes. The claim in a cis 
heteronormative society is that there is no livable option aside from the two fixed 
extremes, which define gender as aligning gender expression and biological sex. Because 
“the contemporary United states is saturated by the project of constructing national 
423 Ibid. 
424 Chablis, Hiding My Candy, 99. 
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heterosexuality[,]” to be livable is to be normative, or within the binary. Wherever she 
turns, the trans woman is encouraged to be in compliance with binary norms. 425 
Even within the private sphere, gender identity is made public through appearance 
and social readability. Gender is also medicalized and subject to governmental invasion 
of the body. Each of the trans memoirs researched for this project discuss the medical 
aspects of their transition.  This medicalization of gender is a common topic about which 
trans people are commonly questioned. In 2016, the National Center for Transgender 
Equality (NCTE) put out two different reports, “Frequently Asked Questions about 
Transgender People” and “Questionable Questions about Transgender Identity.” Both 
include questions about medical transitions, and the answers indicate a relatively 
common misunderstanding of trans identity as constituted by transition, specifically 
medical transition.426 Connection of trans identity with medical transition assumes a 
complete movement from one end of the gender binary to the other and therefore 
represents the evasion of the in-between to which Chablis refers. This fear of the in-
between means that transitioning from one gender to “the” other427 and doing so 
medically, essentially reestablishes the connection between biological structure and 
425 Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner, “Sex in Public,” Critical Inquiry 24, no. 2 (1998): 553. 
426 Rebecca Kling, “Questionable Questions About Transgender Identity” (National Center for 
Transgender Equality, Black Trans Advocacy, & National Black Justice Coalition, September 2, 
2016), https://transequality.org/issues/resources/questionable-questions-about-transgender-
identity; “Frequently Asked Questions About Transgender People” (National Center for 
Transgender Equality, Black Trans Advocacy, & National Black Justice Coalition, July 9, 2016), 
https://transequality.org/sites/default/files/docs/resources/Understanding-Trans-Full-July-
2016_0.pdf.). 
427 This language is intentional as it is representative of the gender binary-driven thinking that 
encapsulates much of sociocultural and gender normative thought. 
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gender expression, upholding the hegemonically beneficial function of biological 
essentialism.  
It is important to acknowledge that trans existence is deeply affected by the 
hegemonic saturation of gender in the public sphere. This normalization of gender (and 
implicitly sex) as public fodder breeds a sense of cis entitlement to trans disclosure. 
Black trans feminine existence is understood, or read, as “owing” cisness. This cis 
entitlement is used to invade the bodily space of the Other and rooted in the search for 
order through confirmation that gender and sex align. This invasive obsession also 
establishes the privilege of the observer in telling the story. While each of the trans 
memoirs consulted mentions medical transition, they likely do so out of a desire to 
directly respond to concerns and myths that dominate social discourse on trans identity, 
to tell their own stories. 
In fact, descriptions of transitions differ greatly. As noted by NCTE reports, 
Mock, Miss Major and others, transition looks different for each individual. Janet Mock 
discusses her first encounters with hormones as she began to understand the possibility of 
transitioning. She describes her friend, Wendi, who had begun to take hormones.  
“‘Do you feel different?’ I asked Wendi as we lay in her bed after she took the  
first pill. ‘Mary, didn’t I tell you it’s not a miracle drug?’ she said, slightly  
exasperated. I figured she was just moody from her first dose. ‘Why?’ she said 
after a brief silence. ‘You like take one?’ I nodded, and she handed me one as  
if it were a Tic-Tac. I ran to her bathroom sink, staring at the maroon tablet in  
my hand. Despite Wendi’s assertion that they were not magic, I believed they  
were. This little oval pill would reveal to everyone who I truly was.”428 
428 Mock, Redefining Realness, 135. 
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Mock describes her encounter with hormones as an opportunity for her own becoming 
and self-realization. Mock speaks about her time engaging in sex work which later 
funded her hormone therapy and her gender confirmation surgery.  
Mock notes the emotional weight and labor that her transition created, and she 
recalls this same sentiment as she identifies social misconceptions about trans realities. 
She specifically notes the reductionist frame that acquiesces to understandings of 
transition as bound to the gender binary, “a passage through the sexes, from manhood to 
womanhood.”429 Mock notes that this misconception “simplifies a complicated journey of 
self-discovery that goes way beyond gender and genitalia. My passage was an evolution 
from me to closer-to-me-ness…I was seeking reconciliation with myself.”430 Here, she 
acknowledges the oversimplification of trans existence and the ways in which medical 
transition is simply a piece of her journey despite the fact that the details of her medical 
transition “are the titillating details that cis people love to hear.”431 Mock recognizes and 
addresses the social preoccupation with hegemonic (read: normative) gender 
constructions, and specifically with a medical possibility of realigning in terms of 
presupposed biological gender essentialism. This preoccupation with medical transition, 
or the medicalization of gender, I am arguing, results from the hegemonic claim that 
undergirds biological essentialism -- that alignment of gender and sex within the confines 
of the gender binary is necessary and “natural.” 




Chablis speaks to the ways in which this same social preoccupation impacted her 
own thought process, adding to her emotional turmoil during her journey to self-
realization.  
A large portion of my own depression centered on the indecision over who  
and what I was. It wasn’t enough to call myself a ‘woman,’ when I couldn’t  
physically prove it to anybody who might call it into question…’Less I  
wanted to be seen as a freak forever, I needed to go one way or the other, and 
right quick, before I wound up dead.432  
Chablis speaks to the way in which there is a social and cultural compulsion towards 
heterosexuality and gender binarism, which co-constitute each other. More pointedly, 
Chablis infers that the punishment for evading gender compliance is death. She also 
alludes to a constant surveillance and a politic that requires her exposure. This need for 
Chablis to “physically prove it to anybody” assumes unfettered access that others have to 
her body and that the only way to be gendered is to be “properly” sexed. Chablis reflects 
this when she notes that the decision was framed in medical terms. “I had to decide if I 
wanted to be a real woman, in the surgical sense.”433 The social and hegemonic 
preoccupation with biological gender essentialism, however, is one that Chablis 
ultimately defies.  
I really didn’t want an operation, didn’t need one. It wasn’t the answer. I  
was just as legitimate as a woman who’d kept her candy, if I believed with 
all my heart and soul that I was one. But I couldn’t be the same Lady Chablis 
without my candy. Y’ take away my candy and I’d just be another fish. But  
never again the unique lady that I’d made myself into.434 
432 Chablis. Hiding my Candy, 99. 
433 Ibid., 98. 
434 Ibid., 101. Emphasis original. 
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Chablis finds that biological gender essentialism and the hegemonic paradigm did not 
monopolize or control her trans narrative or reality. Chablis’ experiences describe a 
journey toward her own self-determined vision of femininity. Her choice to dismiss 
binaristic views of gender is an example of ploughing that undoes the fiction of the 
gender binary and reveals the hegemonic investment in the medical “correction” of trans 
bodies. This social preoccupation with medicalization speaks to the ways in which 
hegemonic investments in biological essentialism subsume our grammar around gender 
and thereby gender’s very constitution.435  
In I Rise (2011), Toni Newman writes about her experience speaking to her 
physician after another trans woman spoke to her about hormones, or ‘mones.  
‘Tony, this is a hard road to take, and very, very challenging.’ ‘I know, but 
I am ready to become a full woman.’…after another long, hard look, he 
continued, ‘I’m going to tell you what you need to do in order to start this 
thing.’ He went through a list of medical procedures, all the way to the 
point of removing my male genitalia. Up until then, I had not thought of 
cutting off my penis. I knew I was a woman on the inside and I wanted to 
be a woman on the outside, but I had not thought about having sex 
reassignment surgery, or SRS, as he called it.436 
While Newman had considered some aspects of a medical transition, her conversation 
with a medical professional was positioned primarily around a biological gender 
435 This sentence references “gender’s very constitution,” acknowledging that this is true insofar 
as gender is always already a social construction. Moreover, it takes into account the ways in 
which that social understanding is reified such that it is attributed to nature, or natural order. 
Another way to express this, is a way of identifying that our grammar around identity is what 
constitutes the archive and thereby the thing itself because those understandings become reified 
and part of our understanding of the true nature or essence of the concept in itself. 
436 Toni Newman, I Rise: The Transformation of Toni Newman (self-published, 2011), 110. 
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essentialism as the ultimate, or formative, step in the process of becoming a “real” 
woman.  
While there are a variety of ways in which medical transitions do not function as 
monolithic within black trans women’s lives, these reflections demonstrate that social 
spheres are entangled. That which is seemingly personal is intentionally thrust into the 
public sphere. While this focus on medicalization is about compelling gender conformity, 
it illuminates a second primary issue: the arbitrary presence of gender. Chablis’ 
experience is demonstrative of the ways in which the medical industry is tied to 
governmental participation in trans existence by ratifying trans identification. These 
systems intersect and connect in ways that require  gender to be present across private 
and public spheres, which means that it must be ubiquitous. The seemingly arbitrary 
nature of gender aids its systemic ubiquity. Mock reinforces this understanding as she 
shows us the ways in which there is an overwhelming preoccupation with the 
medicalization of trans identity as part of an effort to reestablish ordering systems 
through the realignment of gender and biology. Lastly, Newman reminds us that 
medicalizing trans identity does not necessarily occur as something that is life altering or 
as requisite to “becoming a woman.” Yet in each case, medicalized transitions are noted 
as a “definitive” discourse encountered on one’s journey. The systemic connections that 
make gender pervasive shift from government, to biology, to consumerism, serving the 
society’s overall investment in gender conformity. They make the confrontation with 
gender inescapable as it is reinforced in these exchanges at disciplining checkpoints. All 
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of these accounts of black trans women are indicative of different ways of understanding 
and recognizing one’s own embodiment of womanhood and self. 
Each story, however, is also encumbered by a set of particular expectations that 
originate in the public sphere, either by way of state-sanctioned identification, economic 
survival, and/or social encounter. This multiplicity of vectors in the public sphere, within 
which gender is registered and becomes central to social relationality, makes gender 
conformity inescapable, existing unchallenged within the everyday interactions of the 
public sphere. The interconnectedness of public mechanisms of definition and 
registration keep the gender binary in place. The swarms ensure that hegemonic gender 
definitions are pervasive and co-constituted, coalescing into a force that either transfixes 
or compels individuals into compliance. This is the ground that is the target in ploughing. 
There is no way to navigate and negotiate difficult spaces because every inch must be 
undone. However, this uprooting is a daily process of self-determination that generates 
new capacities for gendered existence. Ploughing the ground of ubiquitous gender 
expectations that seek to entrap black trans women denies hegemony the ability to 
encapsulate them. 
Ploughing: Walking While Trans 
From the outset, the American enterprise established state control mechanisms 
over and against black freedom. It has ensured the control and exploitation of black life 
for its use as a tool of US commerce and the benefit of the American enterprise as a 
capitalist venture. Today, state sanctioned surveillance promotes a sense of individual 
responsibility for surveilling one another (“If you see something, say something”) and 
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using one’s own subjective judgment to identify “unusual and/or suspicious” behavior 
(read: dangerous). This “anti-terrorism” campaign permeates the whole of society, 
rewriting social relationality; it is a microcosm and an extension of facelessness from the 
state to individuals as they become tools of the state.  
As I noted in Chapter Two, facelessness subverts recognition of the ethical claims 
of an Other. I argued that the face is a critical point of social encounter; it is how we 
humanize without self-centering.437 Often the way that we talk about how to be a kind 
and compassionate person is centered around our own experiences; however, the face 
focuses on how we are indebted to the other, as they demand that we be vulnerable and 
give of ourselves. Upon meeting, the “face” of the Other commands “do not kill.” This 
ethical encounter with subjectivity encourages the individual to give rather than take; it 
calls us to be present, to care beyond ourselves. Therefore, facelessness decimates the 
possibility of subjective engagement. Furthermore, deliberate facelessness is a 
dehumanizing mechanism that weighs particularly on individuals of color, especially 
black bodies, who already exist in a state of social death. Therefore, to extend 
facelessness and to demand that people surveil each other inspires a vigilantism that 
encourages individuals to either involve the state arbitrarily or to become the state.438  
437 I reference self-centering because often the way that we talk about how to be a kind and 
compassionate person is centered around our own experiences. For example, “treat others the way 
you want to be treated” and “put yourself in their shoes, etc. However, the face focuses on the 
way that the Other gives you a command; they demand a particular kind of giving relationality 
from the individual, which I find to be a generative model. 
438 Consider the cases of Trayvon Martin, Ahmaud Arbery, and more, where citizens deem 
themselves representatives of the state, or at least state ideals, e., safety, protection, goodness. 
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This hegemonic construction highlights the precarity of black trans women 
because they are always already under suspicion, producing a pernicious cycle of 
subjugation. This suspicion is met with hegemonic invasions of black trans women that 
are justified by the predetermined criminality of black transness. This is especially 
relevant to patterns of state harassment and assault. “Walking while trans” describes the 
“target[ing] of trans women of color” based on the assumption that they are engaged in 
sex work; often cursory judgments based on “what they’re wearing or where they’re 
standing [are treated as] sufficient proof that they’re selling sex.”439 This phenomenon of 
writing criminality, and moral duplicity, onto black trans women has been practiced by 
the state for decades and continues as a way to connect or siphon off “abnormality” or 
“deviance.” Once judged and separated they are effectively subjected to social death.440  
The impact of a faceless regime that extends into public space is the emboldened 
violence that ensues, and this violence often reproduces the social and moral narratives 
that excuse (or worse, valorize) the violence enacted upon black trans women as 
warranted. This justification of violence acts as a hegemonic form of confirming and 
neutralizing black trans femininity as threat. Toni Newman writes about her experience 
encountering black men and the sense of trepidation that informed her behavior at the 
beginning of her transition. 
439 Karina Piser, “The Walking While Trans Ban Is "Stop and Frisk 2.0’,” The Nation, February 
19, 2020, https://www.thenation.com/article/activism/walking-while-trans-repeal/. 
440 I reference decades because of laws in the early twentieth century that targeted those who were 
invasive and gender nonconforming and required individual’s  to prove that they were wearing at 
least three items of clothing associated with their “gender” (a determination based on biological 
sex rather than gender identity). This law led to the targeted arrest and imprisonment of trans 
women of color as well. 
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In the beginning, I did not understand why some guys automatically wanted  
to attack me. I did not have to say anything to them, or even look at them, yet 
they wanted to actually fight me! I learned early on to be chill. My ability to  
ignore them altogether saved me.441 
Early in her transition, she witnessed a series of less than positive responses, particularly 
underneath the male gaze. She speaks to the ways in which her very existence manifested 
a threat to men. Moreover, her response indicates the ways in which her survival was 
dependent upon a change in her behavior, specifically her silence. Despite a lack of 
provocation on her part, lifesaving behavior required that she ignore masculine presence 
around her. The perception is that black trans women are “actually” men attempting to 
trick other black men into sexual encounters. This prominent narrative is homophobic but 
also reappropriates the narrative of black femininity as emasculating because masculinity 
is perceived to be immutable.442  
Lady Chablis recalls a similarly dangerous situation in which she found herself 
while taking a trip with a friend to Miami. Chablis writes about going out to a club with a 
friend, meeting a man, and deciding to leave the club with him. 
I got a li’l carried away with this boy, and I musta forgot that I wasn’t as much  
of a woman as I’d said, ‘cause it took all of ten minutes before his large, roaming 
hands intercepted is gun and pointed it to my head, ‘y’tricked me, nigger,’ he  
growled. ‘y’didn’t have to come here!’ I spoke defiantly. ‘Shut the fuck up!’ he 
yelled…He lemme go, looking some kinda angry and embarrassed…I stayed 
awake sweating and shaking in [my friend’s] arms, rethinking my strategy for 
picking up strangers. Girl, I knew this much was true: unless I wanted a dream 
date with the  
county coroner, I could never risk denying my candy again.443 
441 Newman, I Rise, 105. 
442 Consider the example offered earlier in this chapter about Lil’ Duval, a comedian and black cis 
man, talking about ho he would kill a black trans woman if they had sex and she didn’t disclose 
her gender identity to him. 
443 Chablis, Hiding my Candy, 78. 
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Chablis’ recollection speaks to the way in which her self-understanding is not dictated by 
social conceptions of what constitutes womanhood. Rather Chablis “forgets” the ways in 
which her body might endanger her life. However, Chablis’ story mirrors Newman’s 
claims about the vehemence that men have towards her, most notably the vehemence and 
the violence. While Newman makes clear the unprovoked nature of the violence and the 
intensity in her use of the term attack, Chablis’ experience incited a visceral response as 
the gun pointed at her head escalated the level of violence and shifted the nature of the 
exchange.  
Her attacker’s language, asserting that he has been tricked, assumes that Chablis’ 
intentions were in some way duplicitous or underhanded. His assertion that he has been 
deceived is rooted in state constructions of black trans women as inherently suspicious 
but also draws from the cis entitlement to disclosure of trans bodies. Mock speaks to the 
same presumptions. She notes that “people ‘passing’ in media, whether through race, 
class, or gender, are often portrayed as leading a life of tragic duplicity and as deceivers 
who will be punished harshly by society when their true identity is uncovered.”444 
Assumptions about gender presentation often need no state enforcement, of course. Mock 
highlights the fact that “this pervasive thinking frames trans people as illegitimate and 
unnatural.”445  
This disavowal of trans womanhood is an investment in black trans women as 
embodiments of the “failing” of black masculinity (or its weakness). If black trans 
444 Mock, Redefining Realness, 155. 
445 Ibid. 
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women are not “real” women, then it is because they are “real” men. The hegemonic 
gender binary dictates that if not one then the other. If black trans women are ploughing – 
turning over the very soil of the hegemonic gender and sexual order -- then their very 
being is a threat, especially when not disclosed. They represent the anti-structure, or 
manifestations of the feared chaos that could follow. Fear and an instinctive leap to 
violence arise from a dissonance between perception and reality, a confusion as to what 
constitutes reality. Ordering systems that are hierarchically and hegemonically driven, 
particularly those of race, gender, class and sexuality, are central to the way human 
beings encounter one another and construct themselves. To encounter another in a way 
that disturbs that order is to experience a lack of control, and a disorientation that shatters 
one’s frame. To plough is to shatter the frame and unleash the chaos, but it is also to undo 
stagnant and pernicious epistemes, leading to opportunities for more generative social 
exchanges. 
Ploughing: Constant Surveillance 
If a sense of self is tied to a sense of collective racial shame, then the project at 
stake in the existence of black trans women is not solely an individual one but one that 
threatens the fate of black existence in the US. Mock addresses the ongoing cultivation of 
shame around men’s attraction to trans women. “As long as trans women are seen as less 
desirable, illegitimated, devalued women, then men will continue to frame their attraction 
to us as secret, shameful, and stigmatized, limiting their sexual interactions with trans 
women to pornography and prostitution.”446  “[I]f a trans woman believes that the only 
446 Ibid., 207. 
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way she can share intimate space with a man is through secret hookups or transactions, 
she will be led to engage in risky sexual behaviors that make her more vulnerable to 
criminalization, disease, and violence.”447 Miss Major speaks to this same fear of being 
violated and harmed even in supposed spaces of sanctuary leaving black trans women in 
a state of constant sousveillance. “We want male company, so sometimes to have that, we 
have to give up some of our safety.”448 “That puts us in this state of constantly having to 
be aware of our surrounding. Our only respite is sleeping[.]”449 Major recounts random 
scenarios that allude to the ways in which black trans women must always be aware and 
on guard, and she does so with a casual tone that infers its regularity.  
[W]e still have to be careful, because a lot of times, someone that we’re living
with, some man that we’re seeing or what have you, will get violent, See, he
has to get high or have a drink to be with us, or his religion tells him this is sinful,
so after he goes to bed with us, he must repent. Well, his repentance means he
has to hurt us.450
The state of constant fear and proximity to violence pervades black trans women’s reality 
because of the social dissonance in their partner’s self-understanding.  
Black trans women bear the weight and responsibility for the perceived failings of 
other men’s masculinity and function as outward manifestations of feminized 
masculinity. Major speaks to the ways in which it inculcates in black trans women a 
sense of constant surveillance.  
For years I wouldn’t go to restaurants, and when I did, I’d have to sit  
somewhere with my back against the wall, where I could see the front door,  
so no one could just come in and whip on me. And it’s hard to live your entire 
447 Ibid. 




life like that—always paying attention to people coming past you and how  
they look at you, worrying that once they go behind you, they are going to turn 
around and come back at you.451 
Most notable is the way Major describes the state of her life compared to earlier twentieth 
century trans existence. She understands that there have been changes and there are new 
horizons for black trans women, but truthfully, the differences are not all that significant. 
She is still required to live her life outside of herself.  
Tenika Watson shares another demonstration of the impact that surveillance and 
ensuing violence has on black trans women. Watson notes that she has so many 
problematic and dangerous run-ins with state control that she ultimately decided to 
change her own behavior (not unlike Newman and Chablis). Watson writes about moving 
away from Boston, which was the geographic site of her numerous encounters with the 
police. She says of the only place she could afford that “a roof and a door were just about 
all there was, but they were all we needed.”452 Watson speaks to the many ways in which 
she changed her life after moving to Philadelphia. 
For those few weeks, I had been dressing like a boy again and trying to get a  
straight job somewhere. Boston had taught me a lesson, and I didn’t want to  
have to learn it again. I told myself that I was done with tricking, that I was  
going to move on. I even stopped wearing my dresses and heels. I went into every 
likely looking place in the area, in men’s clothes, asking them if there was any 
work  
for me to do. There wasn’t any, they said. I’m sure there must have been some 
work,  
but I doubt they wanted me doing it.453 
451 Ibid. 
452 Watson, My Life Is No Accident, 58. 
453 Ibid. 
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Watson offers a clear example of the ways in which constant surveillance thwarts 
attempts to escape it and problematizes black trans women’s existence.  
These black trans women nevertheless employed a variety of strategies for 
avoiding constant surveillance. Tenika Watson tried wearing men’s clothes, but that 
proved a poor trade-off as she lost access to lucrative alternate economies and was left 
without the resources necessary to survive. Mock found her haven in sex work and the 
flesh trade. “Merchant Street was our sanctuary…some girls came to work, others to 
hang.”454 Mock explains that these spaces were fruitful and empowering, that “they came 
to Merchant Street and took control of their bodies.”455 Here the absence of light was to 
their advantage. She says, “the streets were dimly lit by the buzzing streetlamps…”. Hers 
is a powerful commentary as to when and where new horizons and the possibility of 
survival may be witnessed by black trans women: in the dark.  
But Mock also drives home the ways in which surveillance is still a significant 
aspect of trans existence. Their lives testify to the extreme extensions of state control 
within BSP -- its boundless access to surveillance, its ability to exercise violence for the 
sake of control, and its inversion of the narrative to make surveillance an integral part of 
promoting safety. Newman and Chablis remind us of the kind of violence that is possible 
and the intrinsic threat that men perceive in trans women’s existence, and Major 
describes the complicated way black trans women attempt to enact sousveillance as a tool 
for their own survival. 




This chapter has explored the particularity of black trans femininity and the 
necessary engagement of black trans women with the world. It has focused on the ground 
that must be uprooted in the everyday reality of their existence if these women and their 
communities are to thrive. The chapter has looked at the collective risks of individual 
noncompliance and the consequent narratives of compliance as the social good. 
Enforcement and surveillance are constant, including cis entitlement to invasion of trans 
bodies. Gender is a pervasive organizing tool in society and shows up in a naturalized 
biological essentialism that attempts to define trans lives. In spite of the hardness of the 
ground and the hard labor of ploughing, however, there are nevertheless moments of 
uprooting that deny, undo, and actively subvert. Because when “a trans woman who 
knows herself and operates in the world as a woman is seen, perceived, treated, and 
viewed as a woman…she isn’t passing, she is merely being.”456 Her womanhood and 
existence do not need to be qualified or divulged for the comfort of others or the 
acquiescence of the system. Black trans women’s ploughing actively subverts the 
supposed limitations on black trans possibility and wholeness. Because black trans 
women are constructed as threat, the choreographies and physical movements that just 
allow for everyday safety call out new possibility for generating a world that desires 
black trans life and black trans flourishing. 
456 Mock, Redefining Realness, 155. Quotations referenced in this paragraph came from this 
excerpt of the text. 
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Chapter Five: Uncovering Black Trans women’s Ethical Postures 
Introduction 
On June 3, 2020, I tweeted “There is a direct line from Derek Chauvin (police 
brutality) to the beating of Iyanna Dior (mob violence). Systems have consequences. 
They are always hoping to swallow us whole, and sometimes they succeed. We have to 
do better for our trans sisters.” In the midst of global calls to recognize the value of black 
life, a mob of roughly 30 individuals, primarily black cis men though also black cis 
women, brutally beat a young black trans women after a fender bender.457 While the story 
was heavily reported on, the incident shed light on an issue that surrounds social and 
political discourse about black life still: calls for black worth and black solidarity do not 
make space for transness. Just as George Floyd’s subjectivity was undone by the state, a 
mob of 30 black men and women became the faceless extension of the state invested in 
Dior’s destruction. While these are examples of macro systems, the final sentence is 
about my own social context, complicity, and responsibility. The racial systems that 
converge to create the macro do not exist without individual complicity that exist in the 
micro. Despite the way that the situation was escalating, Dior walked from the street to a 
store, where the beating was caught on film. She made an intentional choice to be seen, to 
use the surveillance of the state to make herself visible, saying “If I’m going to die, I’m 
going to die on camera.”458 Despite facing the penetration of surveillance, the extended 
457 Tim Fitzsimmons, “Minnesota Trans Woman Said She Thought She Was Going to Die in 




arms of the state, and the possibility of a necropolitical end, Dior ploughed. amidst the 
ground laid by BSP, Dior  assumes an ethical posture that denies trans erasure and 
disrupts trans necropolitics. She made sure that her life would make the archive. 
This chapter centers the narratives of black trans women to uncover the ethical 
postures that comprise ploughing. Within these narratives, I identify four ethical postures 
that constitute a black trans/womanist ethic. These ethical postures show us what 
ploughing looks like as hegemony is uprooted through a lived ethic; black trans women 
stretch, push, and pull the systems they know, the ones into which they are disciplined. 
There is a fearlessness and vulnerability in their responses to current systems that makes 
space for exploration on a journey towards new moral horizons; it is pure creative energy 
that invites and establishes new potentialities.  
Ethical Guide 
This chapter will look into four ethical postures in particular that together 
constitute a moral system enacted by black trans women. In this section, I will share a 
brief summary of each individual posture before addressing each individually in greater 
detail. The four postures are as follows: right to pleasure, incessant becoming 
(uncompromising natalpolitics), humble un/knowing, and “no mind” ethos. These ethical 
postures constitute a moral value system with a more generative approach to gender, 
sexuality, and discourse about embodiment than is propagated through BSP.  
     Claiming Pleasure 
This ethic redefines pleasure, acknowledging its wholistic function, i.e., physical, 
spiritual, and emotional. This posture recognizes the moral value of embodied and 
sensuous satiation and the entitlement that every human being has to experience pleasure. 
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     Humble Un/knowing 
This posture focuses on humility and knowledge; it speaks to a recognition of epistemic 
possibility that acknowledges an understanding of the world and of one’s personal 
intuition as stable but not infallible, as firm but not fixed.  
     Incessant Becoming 
This posture could also be most fully described as an uncompromising natalpolitics, 
highlighting the moral value of birth and the multiplicity of ways in which that happens 
throughout one’s lifetime. This kind of becoming is part of self-development and an 
interruption of classic neoliberal timelines, ultimately rewriting a necropolitics that 
traditionally dictates black trans life. 
     “No Mind” Ethos 
This ethic is about recognition of one’s self-determination. While social commentary 
might define social expectation it ought not determine the individual. This posture 
acknowledges the trouble of social discourse and the subjective capacity for one to 
actively disidentify with it. 
Unearthing these ways of living requires ploughing, the steady uprooting and 
forward movement that dedicates itself to black trans life and futurity. This epistemic 
restructuring is witnessed within the narratives of black trans women. Naming these 
ethical postures is formative and potential enhancing. They explore and rupture the 
current circumstance into more capacious and generous moral value systems that can 
inspire community, that encourages care in their wake, and that embraces agency and 
expansiveness. Evinced through the examination of specific lived experiences, this 
exposition is an effort to uncover the concrete ways in which values are performed and 
can reify hope. 
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Claiming Pleasure 
This posture feeds an expansive understanding of pleasure as self-determined and 
prioritizes the moral potential of positive relationship.  Pleasure, here, denotes a sense of 
euphoric satiation that arises out of physical, emotional, and social intimacy. Intimacy, in 
turn, implies connection that makes space for mutual subjectivity, and possibly, although 
not necessarily, a passionate, deep emotional bond. Black trans women’s investment in 
communal intimacy is a gift toward the possibility of pleasure, thereby affirming the 
entitlement of each human being to pleasure.459  
This right stands in contrast to the pain inflicted on trans women. CeCe 
McDonald noted, “for all of my life, I was conditioned to believe that I’m supposed to get 
abused or accept violence because you know I was trans.”460 McDonald speaks to the 
ways in which black trans women are conditioned to understand themselves as 
expendable and at the very least worthy of problematic, painful treatment. The right to 
pleasure speaks to a set of moral possibilities that acknowledge the depth of one’s need 
and the realities of embodiment as multifaceted. This means that pleasure is about needs 
and satisfaction beyond sexuality because to be content or to experience eroticism 
requires feelings of safety, worth, comfort, and more. Beyond that, the right to pleasure 
recognizes that one can be satisfied. This posture resists the hegemonic narrative that 
black trans women as objects have no desires or wherein their desires are dismissed. 
459 This note around entitlement recognizes that entitlement assumes access to not 
participation in. I make this note to affirm that the description of this ethical posture does 
not seek to exclude asexuality. That same reality is relevant in pleasures relevant to 
multiple forms of satiation that include more than embodied/sexual satisfaction. 
460 Gares, Free CeCe!, 2016. 
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However, this commitment to shared pleasure seeks to sustain pleasure in a variety of 
ways.  The examples that follow draw on the numerous ways in which pleasure arises in 
the lives of black trans women. They recognize the deeply sensuous and affective 
realities of connection and how it bears on an individual’s sense of emotional safety and 
social comfort.  
In Surpassing Certainty, Mock speaks about her experiences in sex work and the 
“flesh trade.” Mock specifically speaks about these experiences in contrast to the 
intimacy that she encounters later in her life.  “I had given parts of myself to men for 
passing pleasure before this, I had lent my body to men, grasping onto myself out of 
protection.”461 Mock acknowledges the ease with which “pleasure” is reduced to 
physiology, but she discursively disengages it from the structures of power and patterns 
of exploitation. Mock’s exposition notes the complications -- social, economic, 
circumstantial, and otherwise -- that impact “pleasure.” This recognition of the many 
nuances tied to pleasure is central to the redefinition of the term itself. This alternate 
definition understands pleasure as indelibly linked to intimacy and connection (as noted 
above). As Audre Lorde notes, pleasure through eroticism is relational, yet enlivening, 
and invites an “open and fearless underlining of [each one’s] capacity for joy.”462 This 
emphasis on joy enhances our understanding of satisfaction as producing a deep 
fulfillment. That  is, fearlessness speaks to the subversion and undoing that underlies this 
understanding of pleasure. The language of underlining catches that work, assuming 
461 Janet Mock, Surpassing Certainity: What My Twenties Taught Me (New York City: Atria 
Books, 2017), 32. 
462 Audre Lorde. Sister Outsider: Essays and Speeches. (Tucson: Kore Press, 1984), 57. 
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ongoing action. To sustain pleasure in intimate connection is to do moral work in 
community with another. It presumes a past and a future such that pleasure is not 
singular.  
Mock shows that pleasurable relationship is learned. As she discusses her first 
deeply intimate, romantic relationship, she writes eloquently of her experience. “I had 
never wanted someone’s skin against mine as much as I wanted his…With Troy, I 
surrendered and finally learned what it meant to make love with someone. I was 
falling.”463 Mock expresses a deep and abiding trust and vulnerability that results in a 
willingness to submit (which here means generously and fully giving of yourself to 
another). This kind of submission does mark a foreclosure, or self-sacrifice, but it is also 
an openness to the depth of this possible connection. As Mock describes it, submission 
makes space for the intensity of desire. Mock affirms that pleasure aids in greater self-
understanding. “For years, men had enjoyed my body before I enjoyed being in my body. 
I felt liberated in knowing that my body was capable of not only giving but also accepting 
pleasure.”464 Mock explains that her use of pleasure in the flesh trade was functional; her 
initial understanding of pleasure was as a tool for financial stability and a way of 
allowing her to leave her body behind. However, pleasure in its proper form established a 
sense of mutuality and made possible a slipping into oneself. Mock ploughs the 
expectations that masculine pleasure ought to be prioritized; her experience of her own 
463 Mock, Surpassing Certainity, 32. 
464 Ibid., 74. 
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body is not simply about accepting her own pleasure but about a new engagement with 
and understanding of her body and its satiation as for her. 
Mock’s experience of pleasure in its purest and fullest form leads to new horizons 
of self-knowledge, and her recollections underscore the emotional elements that are 
intrinsically connected to pleasure. Chablis’ experiences also speak to the affective 
elements of pleasure and the integral role of intimacy. Chablis shares about her 
relationship with Kenny.  
The next thing I knew he’d come over to Linda’s for dinner one night 
while she was out. Child, I don’t need to tell you that I put a cooking 
down! Complete with my famous southern cuisine. Well, Kenny never 
joined the armed services. And from that day on we were inseparable. A 
few months later, he gave me a ring that I continue to wear. A simple gold 
band I treasure to this day. ‘Lady, I want you to marry me.’ ‘Marry you?’ 
There I went, feeling all real again. God, I must be good! I have worn that 
ring ever since the day he gave it to me. It was a spiritual gesture.465 
Chablis speaks to the emotional and spiritual satisfaction that arises out of her connection 
with Kenny. Chablis’ retelling of her experience reminds us of the ways in which 
pleasure and the intimacy that accompanies it makes an individual feel seen, particularly 
when Chablis remarks that she feels “all real again.”466 Her shifts in self-understanding 
and her emotional and spiritual desire were evoked by intimate connection with another.  
Chablis’ encounter speaks to the ways in which certain spaces have become 
sacred and call forth intimacy and pleasure. For certain communities, the kitchen is such 
a space.467 Chablis acknowledges that the kitchen and cooking are her way of expressing 
465 Chablis, Hiding My Candy, 92. 
466 Ibid. 
467 Given the history of black community and identity that is tied to the kitchen both in 
sociohistorical contexts, the kitchen is a particularly strong space for black culture and black 
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generosity and vulnerability; Chablis’ behavior is the beginning of mutuality as she 
attempts to give of and share herself. The kitchen as a space of intimacy is something that 
Mock references as well when she is talking about her relationship with her boyfriend, 
Nolan.  
I was cutting mangoes on the shiny avocado-hued counters of my tiny 
kitchen one evening in early October. Just a few feet away, Nolan was 
sunk onto my brown pleather couch, watching a rerun of Friends. It was 
so domestic. We were acquainted. But there was something about this 
mundane moment that shook me. I realized I was preparing food for a man 
I had spent the past two seasons with, but he knew nothing substantive 
about me.468 
Mock’s reflection underscores that there can be a depth and intimacy, in the most 
seemingly banal moments and circumstances. However, she also brings to bear the ways 
in which the kitchen represents a space of connection and familiarity.  
The kitchen is a space in which one shares herself, whether culturally or 
interpersonally; it is a space of significance. While the kitchen space can serve the 
deter/mination of space that has been discussed as a technology within BSP, it also has 
the capacity to play a markedly different role for two reasons: access and cultural 
connection. Deter/mination of space is constituted by the containing the individual within 
a minimized space; but this use of the kitchen does not siphon off the use of other spaces, 
or movements in and out of the space. Another way to say this is that the individual is not 
relationship building. This is particularly true for black southern food, which is a tradition in 
which Chablis, Mock, and Newman were raised though we could consider this tradition a broader 
conversation throughout African American identity given the Great Migration and the resulting 
shifts in black culture within the United States. Tracy N. Poe, “The Origins of Soul Food in Black 
Urban Identity: Chicago, 1915-1947,” American Studies International 37, no. 1 (n.d.): 4–33. 
468 Mock, Surpassing Certainty, 158. 
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confined to the kitchen, and instead has access to other spaces, to enter and exit that space 
at will. Furthermore, the evolved function of the kitchen as black space of community 
gathering, ritual, historical archive of food, and joy, is one that enhances one’s 
understanding of the self rather than limiting and reducing it. The kitchen as a space of 
dialogue and ritual has made it central to the founding of “moral-ethical communities 
through the informal genres of communication that accompany food preparation.”469 This 
space has become a cultural touchpoint for deep connection and the comforts of 
familiarity and home; the kitchen is the space where one can be as they are supported in 
connection with their generational and cultural heritage engaged in that space that 
becomes ritual of the everyday. This deep connection highlights discord or disconnection 
that is out of step with the ritual nature of the space or the discursive exchange it 
encourages. 
This recognition contextualizes the deep connection and introspection that 
accompanies Mock’s food preparation in the kitchen, as she is actively connecting with 
her cultural and familial traditions. Moreover, it shines a light on Mock’s discomfort with 
the mildly cursory nature of her connection with Nolan given the dialogical exchanges 
and cultural depth that such a space usually holds. She says, “It didn’t feel like real life. It 
felt as if I were playing house in my grandma’s garden, acting out visions of possible 
selves.”470 The notably gendered roles she and Nolan play are accentuated in the context 
of the kitchen. In the kitchen, and perhaps specifically because of her upbringing, the lack 
469 Elizabeth Perez, Religion in the Kitchen: Cooking, Talking, and the Making of the Black 
Atlantic Traditions (New York City: New York University Press, 2016), 2.  
470 Mock, Surpassing Certainty, 158. 
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of depth and intimacy in her connection with Nolan is exploded, suddenly alerting her to 
the ways in which her behavior in that moment rewrites her futurity. After this 
realization, Mock shares a story about her childhood and upbringing with Nolan.  
This encounter reminds us that spaces, particularly as markers of moral 
orientation, need not always be limiting. These women have ploughed through the 
structures of the BSP’s attempts to define them and have claimed spaces that can breed 
pleasure and intimacy. Space can evoke cultural realities that create moral opportunities 
just as they can undo individuals. This exploration of the kitchen space recognizes the 
way that spatial orientations lead to affective orientation as discussed in earlier chapters. 
Just as space can be used as a tool of ethical disciplinary systems, such culturally marked 
spaces can change over time and eventually be redeployed in ways that evoke new moral 
understandings based on how they inspire an expectation of depth and self-care. Chablis 
already knew that the act of feeding someone is both physical and spiritual and speaks to 
a closeness that can be pleasurable. Mock’s experience was a new revelation of the ways 
in which certain spaces can invoke new understandings of what constitutes our desires 
(physical, emotional, and spiritual). Kitchens offered opportunities to live into the kinds 
of vulnerability and trust that make pleasure possible. The kitchen space uncovers the 
moral richness of practices of intimacy and the possibilities of flourishing, they can 
contain.  
While Mock and Chablis offer vivid images of what pleasure looks like on the 
surfaces of our bodies and mapped onto the spaces that we inhabit, Watson’s experience 
is a reminder that satiation can take a number of physiological forms. Watson describes 
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taking hormones for the first time and subsequently stepping into a new sense of self and 
understanding of her body. 
We also had to take a birth control pill every day…For Lisa and me, they 
made our bodies act like they made estrogen on their own. The pills made 
me sick to my stomach every morning, but at that point, I would have put 
up with a lot worse to get the body that I knew I should have been born 
with. Since I was a little kid, I had lived with a nervous twitch that would 
send me jumping all the time. I didn’t know where it came from, whether 
it was from the way my childhood was or what,but it had been there for as 
long as I could remember. When I started getting  
hormones, the twitch was suddenly gone. I got so calm, so at ease with 
myself. It was like I had been waiting for that my whole life. I loved the 
feeling; there was nothing else like it….I never imaged that kind of 
peace.471 
Watson describes her experience engaging in what she describes as a sort of embodied 
destiny when she starts to take hormones. However, there is also a new sense of 
emotional satiation that has a physical yet visceral result. Watson also delineates an 
emotional, and possibly spiritual shift as she references peace. The resulting peace that 
Watson describes comes after this significant lifelong climax; she speaks to having 
reached a sort of affective comfort in the world that was previously unimaginable.  
Watson’s words speak clearly to the ways in which this shift in her person granted 
her a subjectivity and a self-certainty that had an affective impact on her every day, a 
pleasure that is self-constituted. This form of self-constitution is also described in another 
one of Mock’s experiences, a seemingly small one, as she starts puberty.  
My most prized possession was my lanyard of Lip Smackers. Mom bought my  
first one at Long’s; it was green apple flavored. She thought nothing of buying  
me lip balm, and I remember snatching it out of the plastic shopping bag at  
checkout, afraid she’d realize what it was and return it. I tore it out of the confines 
of the paper package, which read, ‘All the flavor of being a girl.’ I balled the  
471 Watson, My Life is No Accident, 65. 
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package in my fist, hiding it from her view. In the car, I draped the black lanyard 
around my neck with a single green plastic balm dangling. I proudly dangled my  
girlhood in all its fruitiness. It cost only $2.99.472 
Mock’s recollection is one that uncovers the deeply emotional aspect of pleasure. Mock 
gains a particular kind of affective comfort that comes from possessing this item that is 
synecdochical with womanhood. Moreover, Mock’s description is one that speaks to the 
performative and gestural function of subjectivity that arises out of pleasure. Mock stops 
worrying about the capacities of the world around her and focuses instead on continuing 
to plough through the world with signifiers that allow her to recognize her own power. 
That is to say that Mock’s newfound subjectivity encourages a new kind of 
performativity that is aroused by an emotional satiation that is sensuous and establishes 
new moral horizons.  
Mock, Watson, and Chablis offer salient examples of the many ways in which 
pleasure is cultivated in one’s life through a sense of self-understanding. They speak to 
the multifaceted nature of pleasure and the ways in which it necessitates intimacy. 
Moreover, each of these recollections uncovers a new set of possibilities, whether greater 
intimacy or new recognitions of one’s subjectivity. This social opening created through 
satiation brings both self-understanding and relationality. Vulnerability and release is 
undergirded by a deep-seated moral investment in oneself. To pursue pleasure requires 
the recognition of one’s desire and needs, sufficient safety such that the pursuit of one’s 
desires seems plausible, and an understanding as to when they have been met fully. This 
process calls for the acknowledgement that one is an ethical subject with moral agency.  
472 Mock, Redefining Realness, 124. 
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Beyond that, these stories are replete with affirmations of personal worth and 
deservingness of pleasure, indeed pleasure on one’s own terms. Mock learns that pleasure 
is not wholly defined by her own generosity but that her body can receive pleasure. She 
learns that intimate connection sometimes means being vulnerable, submitting to the 
possibilities of new moral and subjective horizons. Mock’s retelling is full of emotional 
exploration and connection that enhances rather than negating the sensuous, erotic, and 
affective nature of pleasure. For Mock, trust, generosity, and submission are embodied; 
they happen on bodies as flesh touches or divulges to flesh. Chablis recalls the spiritual 
elements and the value of space in inspiring intimacy and the pleasure that calls into 
existence new kinds of subjectivities. Watson speaks to the ways in which the ability to 
merge the emotional, spiritual, and physical in self-realization has a visceral result.  
Watson’s experience makes clear that our affective realities show up on the 
surfaces of our skin and that climax can take on a variety of forms. The calm that she 
relays reflects a meeting of oneself in her realest and best form; this new physical reality 
speaks to a kind of comfort, a sinking into oneself in a way that was not previously 
possible. Each of these women notes something truly revolutionary in a hegemonic 
society: a new sense of self-worth. This new sense of self-worth or self-understanding is 
a consequence of pleasure though its primary purpose is satiation. This sense of self-
worth and this radical posture ploughs, brazenly affirming that black trans women 
deserve the intimacy and connection of pleasure. The right to pleasure is a projection of 
one’s own futurity and self-worth as it steps beyond the everyday concern of survival for 
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black trans women. The right to pleasure is a moral commitment to the black trans 
women’s flourishing not just their survival. 
Humble Un/knowing 
Humble un/knowing is about a recognition of epistemic possibility that 
acknowledges an understanding of the world and of one’s personal intuition as stable but 
not infallible, as firm but not fixed. This is a position of moral comfort, a certainty of 
one’s existence as a self-determining and thereby self-aware individual while 
simultaneously maintaining an openness to new emerging possibilities and horizons in 
the world. This ethic occurs through a new orientation that relies upon the recognition 
that one’s epistemic frame is not infallible and the possibility that new knowledge might 
arise and new moral horizons with it. In many ways, this posture of ploughing 
acknowledges the way that the undoing of ground reestablishes space in generative ways 
that also reconstitute the spaces themselves. Furthermore, this new moral understanding 
towards relationality allows for greater self-determination and produces hope.  
This second moral standpoint focuses specifically on the ways that we come to 
know other human beings, to fully engage them in ways that then reconstitute our social 
epistemologies. This posture makes space for individuals to embrace ambiguity and 
moral potentialities, known and unknown, that constitute complex human subjectivities. 
The humility of this recognition encourages the individual to take ownership of the 
boundaries that are definitive of humanity. This ethic requires moral recognition of a 
reality that pervades all of humanity -- that human beings are knowledgeable and 
cognizant, but we are not omniscient and need not be. Lastly, it is a modest recognition 
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that one’s understanding of the world could shift and expand. Each encounter, 
relationship, and experience has the potential to expand one’s understanding of moral and 
social horizons.  
Indya Moore, an actress and advocate for gender variance that identifies as 
nonbinary, speaks eloquently about the ways in which their experiences and engagement 
of new epistemic frames have encouraged them to explore language and its colonized 
links. Moreover, they are an example of the way that new epistemological recognitions 
and orientations create opportunities for self-determination by self-identifying. Moore 
speaks to a notion of epistemic re-orientation as they explain why they identify with the 
term gender variant.473 
I just started. I don’t know if anyone else was using that word before. It 
don’t really matter to me, but I felt like the word gender variance was a 
really great word that, you know, like, a lot of the words that we’re given 
to identify ourselves don’t come from us. I mean not just trans people,… 
like, you know, our oppressors named us….[and] thinkin’ about the word 
trans, transsexual, transgender, like, I think these are really important 
terms because they are the only really vocabularies that we know to 
identify ourselves, but [it’s] counterdefinitive because like, transgender, 
like change gender. The word trans means change, so when you put it 
transgender, it’s like change gender, but you’re referring to someone who 
always has been the gender that they identify as.474 
Moore offers a description of their experience and a reflection of their thought process 
around the etymological and sociocultural function of the term, transgender. They are 
473 Gender variant is a term that refers to an individual whose gender expression does not conform 
to dominant gender expressions, to give clarity to the term itself; however, because of the 
described constraints of language Moore has aligned themself with the language of trans woman 
despite their non binary identity.  
474 Curly Velasquez, Pose Star, Afro Taina Actress, Indya Moore on Trans Representation in 
Hollywood, Paper Planes Collective, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l4Jf4tjm2XQ. 
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very clear about the ways in which language and collective identity are in themselves 
colonized.475  
Moore’s use of language radically meets their reality and expresses an 
epistemological awareness that does not override their own sense of self. That is to say 
that while they are sociohistorically aware of the context of language (through their brief 
examination of etymology), they begin the statement by acknowledging that it does not 
matter whether or not someone else established that term. Moore’s description of undoing 
gender is ploughing; it underscores the hard work involved in ploughing, as hegemonic 
narratives fight to maintain order. The way that Moore identifies and establishes language 
for their experience, then, is a way of running over the same spot, uprooting the 
stronghold of colonialism as it seeks to reseed hierarchy. As a designer of their own 
epistemic orientation they say, “I don’t know if anyone else was using that word before. 
It don’t really matter to me.” They make a bold statement about their ownership of 
epistemic frames.  
Moore continues, noting that this same ideology permeates their understanding of 
race and racial identity as well.  
I identify as Afro   because I feel like, you know, again, we’re forced to identify 
as our oppressors…. so I don’t understand why we have to be identified as Latin 
when…we not Latin….Our language, you know, the ways that we identify 
ourselves, all of it has been given to us, you know, um, and it’s all been controlled 
and manipulated…476 
475 For Moore, this means that the terms did not come from the communities themselves but were 
imposed by outside forces. 
476 Ibid. 
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Moore boldly speaks to the troubling ways in which the very control of language is in 
itself systemic. But they also claim that their world view is truly representative of a new 
epistemic frame because it applies to all constructions of collective identity, self-
determination, and self-understanding. Their nuanced and intersectional recognition of 
the ways hegemony works empowers them to resist social attempts to map normativity 
onto their person. Moore, instead, finds and shares new language and thereby forms of 
relationality that feed and meet them in their own sense of identity. 
Moore exposes the way that systemic oppression maps expectations of disclosure 
or conformity onto trans bodies. Moore rejects the narrative of deceit and the expectation 
that trans people ought to self-disclose and must do so in ways that are socially readable 
and palatable. Just as language is not given neither is the epistemic frame that requires 
constant trans disclosure and readability. The narratives of trans deceit and cis 
entitlement coalesce, breeding social assumptions that transness is obligated or duty 
bound to cisness in ways that have material consequences. This notion of entitlement 
feeds cis assumptions that they must control and dominate trans existence, i.e., a politics 
of possession, and consequently oppression. Moreover, this dynamic assumes that trans 
disclosure is owed to cis individuals in an (hegmonically required) effort to return to a 
sense of hierarchical order. 
The myth that trans existence is somehow deceitful intentionally seeks to create a 
sense of ethical obligation for trans people. Their own self-knowing is claimed as a right-
to-know by others; it assumes that trans persons ought to be disclosing their identity, their 
transition, and such, for the comfort of others. However, this notion is problematic and 
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creates a pernicious circumstance that ignores the safety and privacy of trans people. 
Mock speaks to the issue of disclosure. “Forced disclosure always shook me, leaving me 
in a frightening space where my body served as proof of my realness. The need to prove 
myself valid was never-ending in its pleas to affirm, connect, deny, and erase.”477 Mock 
addresses the emotional impact of the expectation that others are entitled to information 
and knowledge. Moreover, that knowledge is mapped onto her body and feeds a 
biological gender essentialism.  
Ploughing is about reclaiming the body from its hegemonic subjection by bearing 
witness to its unique and powerful reality and moral capacity. Coming to one’s body 
through the irruption of the frame draws us to the way that ploughing explodes space. 
Mock’s experience offers one example of the ways in which an ethical frame that 
compels disclosure denies black trans women access to moral agency. The ethical posture 
of humble un/knowing, in contrast, is a disidentification with moral narratives that 
require black trans disclosure and their moral exploitation.  
An ethic of humble unknowing is exhibited in freedom and openness to new 
experience that is embodied in the stories Miss Major tells. Major speaks at length about 
her time taking hormones, her time in prison, and more. After returning to New York 
City, she met a woman, Deborah Brown with whom she would later have a child.  
At the time, I had never slept with any women at all, and we were just 
sitting one day looking out the window, uh, at the, uh, Hudson…and I was 
holding her, and something came up and she started crying, I told her not 
to cry. I kissed her on the cheek and bingo. So, it wasn’t as horrible as I 
had heard it was going to be…’I was like this isn’t as bad as they told me, 
child. I’m going again.’…I mean who expected me to have a child. That 
477 Mock, Surpassing Certaintiy, xvii. 
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was just the most amazing thing going. And I lost a lot of girlfriends in 
New York when I told them that Debbie was pregnant. They just thought 
as if I had slapped them in the face or something, you know what I 
mean?478 
Major demonstrates an openness to not only a new possibility but the fortuitous 
confluence of a series of changes in her life. Major describes the experience of profound 
emotional intimacy and later sexual intimacy with a woman. A singular shift in her 
sexual behavior could have changed Major’s perception of her sexual identity, but Major 
describes her experience as one of many that felt right at the time and had a wondrous 
outcome. Major acknowledges the social exclusion she experienced afterwards, as there 
was a socially perceived shift in her sexual identity, suggesting she was giving in to 
compulsory heterosexuality. However, Major lovingly embraces the possibility of a new 
reality and a different future than even she had anticipated for herself. Major’s ploughing 
shifts her reality in ways that alter her futurity and engagement in relationality. This 
shifting releases her from a sense of moral obligation to abide the invasions or judgments 
of others, namely her girlfriends. Her ploughing is for her and the community and hope 
she seeks to cultivate. Her desire seems to make that futurity real. Her statement “who 
expected me to have a child?” seems to reflect her surprise as well as that of others.  
Major’s new reality was increasingly defined by an ambiguity she embraced. As 
she gets on the plane with her son, she describes her distinctive gender expression. “I got 
the kind of carriage for him, where he was on my chest, and so people, if they looked 
they would see I had breasts and a baby and a beard and was in a man’s suit.”479 Major’s 
478 Ophelian, Major!, 2015. 
479 Ibid. 
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exposition of her expression speaks to the ways in which she embraces the new 
possibilities that weave in and out of her life. Major embraces these shifts in her gender 
expression and her sexual behavior because she is self-assured and recognizes that they 
are aspects of a broader journey. These shifts in identity, life roles, and relationships do 
not define her as an individual even if they open a door to new moral potentialities. 
Ploughing defies the need for social permission. Her own determination and action 
witnesses new horizons. 
Those potentialities can be encountered in physical changes. Mock speaks about 
her experience participating in sex work and being around other trans women, some of 
whom were post-operative, as paradigm shifting for her. Mock recounts the story of 
Kahlua, a woman who has just returned from having had Gender Affirmation Surgery 
(GAS) and shared her experience with the rest of her community.  
‘Girl, we like see.’ Shayna said, not even feigning propriety. She had seen 
it all. As if she’d been practicing this choreography her entire life. Kahlua 
crouched down, lifted her skirt, and spread her lips. I had never seen a 
vagina this close before. I had seen porn only through cable stations we 
didn’t have access to. It was always behind a haze of black-and-white 
moving pixels, and the vaginas I saw in Playboy were always prettily 
posed, with soft lighting and retouching.  
They looked more like illustrations. I naively thought there was one 
uniform vagina template, and Kahlua’s looked nothing like that. It looked 
like a gruesome scene from Law & Order: SVU. ‘Ohhhh, it’s healing 
really well,’ Shayna said, and the older girls nodded in unison. ‘Girl, that 
looks really good!’ That was when I decided I knew nothing when it came 
to vaginas despite my determination to have one of my own[.]480 
Mock’s retelling points sharply to the ways in which seeing Kahlua’s vagina broke down 
a kind of hegemonically and commercially constructed notion of what constitutes a 
480 Mock, Redefining Realness, 191. 
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vagina, and thereby a woman. Mock’s knowledge is socially manufactured, and her 
encounter collapses her previous misconceptions. It ploughs through her socially 
constituted impressions of womanhood, generating a new understanding of womanhood, 
including her own. In so doing, Mock expounds upon an experience that came to 
determine her understanding of womanhood, stripping her of a possible biological 
essentialism.  
Neither Major nor Mock are defensive about this new presentation of knowledge; 
rather, they offer responses that appear to welcome new information, new possibilities, 
and new moral trajectories. In fact, in the case of both, this new information does not 
impede their self-perception or their hopes moving forward; it is an impetus toward 
pursuing their desired futures. Major continues caring for her child despite the responses 
of others and attempts to establish new resources and support systems for herself. Mock 
is appreciative of a new experience and treats it as an opportunity to get more information 
about the surgery and experiences that will become part of her transition. This 
engagement with new knowledge creates new moral response mechanisms and fuels 
them in accessing pleasure and connecting further to their self-understanding. 
An underlying self-understanding leads to a different moral understanding of 
these un/knowings in one’s life. CeCe McDonald offers another powerful example of 
what this kind of self-understanding looks like.  
I left home when I was 14 because I felt like nobody loved me. To know 
that I do have all these people who love me it makes you want to 
reciprocate that love, not just to them, but to the world because you know, 
it’s saddening to know that, you know, a person couldn’t understand or 
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even love you because you wanted to be happy however you wanted to be 
happy.481  
She made this significant choice earlier in life because she was intentionally committed 
to her own self-worth; however, it was not until years later that a mix of community 
action and engagement communicated to her the true depth of her value. Furthermore, 
this recognition, which required an openness to owning her self-worth, inspired an 
entirely new ethical frame for McDonald. Owning her self-worth is life-giving for her 
and makes space for a future wherein she finds a community that invests in her value and 
fights for her freedom.  
Both Major and McDonald speak to the impact of humble un/knowing on the 
possibility for relationality.482 They find and establish strong, familial relationships 
rooted in a profound belief in one another’s value and importance in the world. These 
kinds of fictive kinship, or “connections between members of a group unrelated by 
blood…[who] share reciprocal social or economic relationships,” allow individuals to 
become vivifying sources through moral embodiment.483 Reverend Bobbiejean Baker, a 
black trans woman, activist, and clergy member, discussed the way this loving kinship 
shows up in Major’s life. Major would put money on people’s books and visit trans 
people in prison. Baker would express confusion, saying, “You don’t even know these 
people” But Major would quickly respond saying, “Yes, I do. They’re trans, and they’re 
481 Gares, Free CeCe!, 2016. 
482 I am using the term fictive kinship despite the fact that Major’s family unity is in keeping with 
a hegemonic notion of what constitutes a “traditional” family and therein a “legitimate” kinship. 
483 Harris-Perry, Sister Citizen, 102. 
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in jail. That’s enough.”484 Major explains that her ability to support and care for another 
is tied to their very humanity and particularly the identity she shares with them; she 
knows them because they are, and that relationship is without condition. Her 
understanding of what constitutes knowledge of another is the social sense of collective 
identity.  
Major is bound to others by a common set of experiences, but also by a 
recognition of their humanity regardless of circumstance. Major understands knowledge 
neither as a gaze nor a penetration (in either the sensual or “biblical” sense). Rather, an 
ethic of humble un/knowing declares that to know another is to witness their existence 
and humanity with a kind of suppleness that inspires reverence. It speaks to an ancestral 
(that is to say a social ancestry) and a spiritual kinship which are established through 
common experiences. Together, these connections speak to the creation of moral space 
that brazenly proclaims one another’s unquestionable existence and intrinsic worth.  This 
understanding of knowledge that both McDonald and Major describe is intrinsic to their 
very humanity; it makes possible a moral frame that recognizes a moral and epistemic 
engagement with love that radically combats oppression.  
Moore, Mock, Major, and McDonald are examples of different ways in which 
humble un/knowing shows up in the lives of black trans women. They demonstrate the 
multiplicity of ways in which this ethical posture is enacted. For Moore, this way of 
understanding the complicated and intersectional realities of oppression means creating 
484 Ophelian, Major!, 2015. As quoted in the film Major! as Reverend Bobbie Jean Baker 
recounts a conversation between herself and Miss Major Griffin-Gracy. 
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and utilizing new language that allows for more nuanced self-determinative realities. 
Mock speaks to the social expectations of disclosure, which assumes specific 
understandings of identity that impress a fixedness on black trans women’s lives. Major 
offers an example of the ways in which shifting realities and epistemic frames can impact 
one’s sense of community and how community is constituted. A shifting orientation also 
creates new spaces and opportunities for self-creation and embrace of the ambiguity that 
constitutes life. Ploughing instantiates the shift; where the ground changes so does the 
space, intrinsically reorienting the individuals encountering it. McDonald and Major also 
speak to the moral capacities enlivened through a moral knowledge of relationality, 
which allows the individual to acknowledge her own social desire to be seen, to be 
recognized by important others. McDonald bears witness to a sort of moral right to 
experience love, support, and care even when it is not readily available to her, and Major 
supports her trans brothers and sisters because she knows them; their very humanity 
makes them truly visible to her. This way of being in community, of experiencing the 
world free of the fear that one is not enough or does not know enough uncovers the 
profoundly liberative aspect of this kind of humility and this way of approaching 
epistemological understandings of the world with generosity and malleability. 
Incessant Becoming (or Uncompromising Natalpolitics) 
This posture acknowledges a world in which we are birthed (in which we 
become) again and again as a process of self-development. Ploughing, literally generates, 
making possible new life, new futurity as it uproots the land in preparation of new crops. 
This posture is central to ploughing. It interrupts classical neoliberal timelines, ultimately 
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rewriting a necropolitic that traditionally looms large over black trans life, especially 
black trans women. These births are momentary and momentous, and they make space 
for surges of intense reallocations of creative energy that honor one’s pastness (the 
genealogies one carries) and invest in futurity, just as one does in birth. This is a moral 
capaciousness that acknowledges the moments in which we come to know and recognize 
ourselves in new life-changing ways. These are the moments that involve the kinds of 
performativity that are knowingly or unknowingly self-determined. Watson, for example, 
speaks to her post-operative experience and the care of her family. Watson describes 
feeling a new sense of self and relationality.  
My mother took my rest very seriously. She told me she imagined that I 
was going through something like a difficult pregnancy, which she’d had 
her share of. In a sense, I guess that it was something like that. I was in 
pain, I was weak, and after my visit to the hospital, it was as if a new 
person was born.485 
Watson notes that her experience and sense of her body and sense of self feels new and 
offers an embodied notion of futurity that shifts her sense of self.  
Watson goes on to describe that her pain and discomfort did not impede her 
capacity to truly see herself anew.  
Even though I ached, and even though I had lost so much weight, seeing 
myself in the mirror for the first time was amazing. As I stood there, naked 
in the lamplight, I was overwhelmed with a feeling of freedom…I had 
learned to disassociate from my body, to get outside of it so that I could 
escape…it had saved me back then and it helped me through rough spots, 
but it also isolated my mind from my physical self…As I stared into the 
mirror, I felt whole for the first time.486 
485 Watson, My Life is No Accident, 82. 
486 Ibid. 
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Watson’s description notes the ways in which the birth that she speaks of is also a 
meeting of her emotional and embodied selves. The birth is wholistic, weaving together 
the emotional depth of the occurrence and the moral futurity it makes possible through a 
physical shift.487 Watson acknowledges the kind of ecstatic capacities that are named and 
reclaimed in birth, and she claims them for the instances that reestablish the self and 
one’s future.  
Chablis’ moment of self-realization revealed a new set of possibilities on the 
moral horizon, one that included her own embodiment of divinity. She writes about the 
moments during which she contemplated having GAS and her experiences with 
depression that coincided with her lingering sense of uncertainty. After many years living 
away from her grandmother, she returns home wearing a dress. While this exchange with 
her grandmother is positive, it is not without complication as she is at odds with her aunt. 
As she recalls it, her grandmother says, 
‘Growing up, we knew y’was a bit of a sissy, but no y’ given us something 
else to deal with…What about the preacher who baptized you?’ ‘What 
about him?’ I asked. ‘What about all the folks who supported you in 
church ‘cause they thought you’d end up bein’ a minister?’ she pressed. 
‘Let ‘em crown me an African priestess for all I give a shit, Aunt Mae. 
‘But, baby are y’happy’ Gran’mama interrupted, concerned only ‘bout my 
well-being. I’m some kinda happy, Gran’mama. I think I know who I am 
now.’488 
487 Here I am considering the ways in which her physical transition likely makes her consider and 
think about her future and security in new ways. Whereas the future might have been siphoned of 
prior, this surgery makes clear the horizons that circumstance might have made blurry 
beforehand. 
488 Chablis, Hiding My Candy, 101. 
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Chablis’ comments here offer a moral richness and flexibility. While responding to her 
aunt, Chablis lays claim to her self-sufficiency and defies her aunt’s claims that she needs 
to answer to anyone other than herself. As her aunt’s question is rooted in traditional 
notions of divinity, Chablis literally rewrites divinity and identifies a new epistemic 
frame in the process. Chablis’ views call on Afro-diasporic imagery and express her own 
sense of self-worth and a recognition of her own divinity and divine capaciousness. In 
contrast to her conservative Christian context, Chablis’ hyperbolic response uses 
Afrocentrism and a bit of fantasy to declare herself the sovereign. Chablis’ comment 
shows that she is in command of her moral terrain. Her command of moral terrain is an 
example of ploughing as she refutes the Eurocentric notions that bind her, resowing them 
with decolonialized notions of freedom. She has a self-determined relationship with the 
world, even the divine, that is not dictated by social expectation. 
Even after this powerful exchange, her grandmother offers a single question that 
seems the most pertinent. In that moment, Chablis’ grandmother does the ethical work of 
cutting through the social niceties and the supposed cultural obligations to ask the 
question that gets at the core of being. Her grandmother ploughs through the dialogical 
proclivities in an effort to engage with Chablis in the moment. Rather than addressing the 
past her grandmother engages Chablis as she is in that moment. Chablis’ grandmother 
focuses on the present and concurrently validates the new moral horizon Chablis enacts, 
reconstituting what is epistemologically valuable in that moment and in that space. 
But once Gran’mama saw me in a dress and everything was cool, that was 
the only acceptance I needed. Aunt Ella Mae, y’can pout all you want and 
call it a sin, ‘cause my gran’mama has given me the okay, which means 
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the rest y’all can kiss my ass! Everybody pretty much fell in line after 
Gran’mama.489 
Chablis’ experience with her grandmother teaches her about herself and, in so doing, 
reconstitutes her self-understanding in relationship to society. “After I felt comfortable 
with myself, and I got the approval from the folks at home, and I didn’t give a damn 
about society anymore, the only real seal of approval I needed was from the Lord 
Himself.”490  
This acknowledgment of being in relationship with the divine becomes a resource 
for Chablis; a tool for her to refute hegemonic claims about her expendability or need for 
correction. Chablis’ personal connection with divinity offers a frame that ploughs social 
expectation. This acknowledgment draws Chablis into a new sense of self witness, a 
recognition of her own divinity and divine capaciousness establishes  new kinds of 
futurity. After many years of struggling with depression and her sense of what constitutes 
“real” womanhood, she describes having finally reached a new point of self-realization.  
I kept praying on it, and one day, all of the sex-change issues came into 
some kinda focus: I really didn’t want an operation, didn’t need one. It 
wasn’t the answer. I was just as legitimate as a woman who’d kept her 
candy, if I believed with all my heart and soul that I was one. An operation 
could only allow my full-length mirror to tell me what I already knew and 
felt inside, but it wasn’t gonna make those feelings and that knowledge 
any stronger…But I couldn’t be the same Lady Chablis without my candy. 
I couldn’t be Brenda Dale Knox without it…I was liberated. So, question 
it if y’wanted to, but that’s who I was and who I was always gonna 
be…Stop playing them roles y’think people wanna see, Chablis, and just 
be y’self. Boom! A new door is opened for me: my humor emerged when I 





Chablis speaks thoughtfully about this moment of acceptance that enabled her to make 
space for this kind of becoming. Beyond that she is able to access a new self-realization, 
which simultaneously includes the recognition of the perfection of her embodiment and 
the irrelevance of  societal expectations of gender expression. Chablis offers a profound 
description of the new self-determining version of her self. It arises out of an 
acknowledgment of the value of her genealogy, owning her past, and recognizing the 
potential of her own futurity. Chablis’ self-realization marks an ontological renewal that 
is a new birth. 
Such a birth comes against the backdrop of the state-sanctioned investment in 
squelching black trans women’s self-determination and self-valuation. Major describes a 
time when she had just gotten out of prison on parole.  
I wound up going to Sing Sing first. I got out on parole, and I went and 
stayed with some friends, and I shaved, of course, got a little light 
foundation, and colored my hair, arched my eyebrows, and lightly dusted. 
I don’t think I was overpainted, but I lightly dusted, and I went into parole 
and they said that I was trying to change my appearance in order to 
abscond from parole and violated me right there on the spot.492  
Having recently been released from prison, a space that intentionally seeks to relegate the 
individual to social death, Major offers an example of the ways in which self-chosen 
gender markers are manifestations of what prison denied -- leisure, self-creation, and self-
determination. To shave, to color her hair, to feminize, is her way of imbuing herself with 
the dignity stripped of her while in prison, and the immediate response of state-
sanctioned entities is to criminalize her self-determination. While this ontological 
492 Ophelian, Major!, 2015. 
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renewal is squelched, the very need for its interruption is proof of its moral 
capaciousness. It opens up the potentiality of futurity in seemingly “dangerous” ways. 
The seeming danger of black transness to hegemonic control is one that numerous 
systems, especially the prison industrial complex, actively invest in deterring. Major’s 
unwillingness to allow her experiences with the state to determine her claims other 
possibilities; she ploughs despite the chokehold the state attempts to tighten around her 
neck. She resists her hegemonically assumed expendability. And her new understandings 
of futurity are eventually expanded as her time and interpersonal encounters encourage 
her activism and advocacy.  
Mock reminds us, however, that becoming is a process that is at times performed. 
It is practiced, measured, and enacted. Mock speaks about her experiences in the flesh 
trade and witnessing performances of pleasure and desire. 
I stood in awe of these women who seemed empowered by their bodies 
and sexuality—even if it was all pretend or for pay. Years after I left the 
club, I started noticing even more empowering displays of strippers, most 
often helmed by women in the mainstream….Choice and circumstance led 
the women I worked with to the club. We were all driven by a desire to 
take charge of ourselves and to take care of our families. These women 
took responsibility for their lives, their bodies, and their babies in a culture 
that offers limited resources or opportunities to women living in low-
income communities of color.493 
Mock’s claim speaks to the ways in which becoming is sometimes not about one’s 
current capacity but rather an imagined capacity that in itself is a recognition of one’s 
desire to exceed society’s named possibilities. Mock also puts forth a bold and significant 
claim about what it actually means to be self-determining. Self-sufficiency can push back 
493 Mock, Surpassing Certainty, 18, 19. 
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against hegemonic claims about what constitutes “proper” economies or what legitimate 
jobs look like. Most notably, Mock offers a lesson on ethical becoming as she discusses 
the performativity of pretending.  
Mock writes that empowerment requires an ethical projection of the self as 
capable, as hopeful, and as certain. Mock, though, is clear that the reality is not always as 
fully fleshed out or clear as the desired perception. However, Mock describes a kind of 
performativity that I mark here as its very own moral becoming. It is gestural, created, 
recognizing the conversation and context around women’s sexuality and how to wage it. 
It assumes a futurity in which the body, one’s femininity, and one’s projection of power 
simply are. Mock acknowledges that to pretend is not simply to act as if but also to be as 
if. Therefore, the very function of pretending is to birth a new set of possibilities in its 
hopefulness; it is to reinvigorate the space with a way of existing that lays claim to the 
societal shift by envisioning and enacting a new world. To “pretend,” then, is ethically 
world making. I would argue that this sensuous display is both embodied and an active 
undoing of hegemonic notions of shame as tied to feminine sexuality and feminine sexual 
expression. This “pretending” is ploughing. It is performance that can become 
performative and another way of inviting and initiating a new futurity.  
This moral value speaks to the ways in which an individual comes to know herself 
anew over time. Amidst shifts in one’s frame for understanding the world and in spite of 
social attempts to squelch one’s subjectivity, black trans women create new opportunities 
for ontological renewals. Each of these renewals is an instantiation within which one 
brazenly bears witness to the capacities for their own subjectivity. For Watson that occurs 
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through her experiences of emotional satisfaction as she uncovers a new kind of comfort 
through embodiment. Chablis’ engagements with her family allow her to truly examine 
the happiness and joy she accesses through a distinctive kind of moral visioning. Major 
and Mock speak to the ways in which performativity and the establishment of affective 
gestural realities are central to affirming one’s subjectivities. Just as these postures in 
themselves can create new worlds, so too performing as if can birth new kinds of 
subjectivity within the world. 
“No Mind” Ethos 
This ethic takes its title from the popular refrain of Marsha P. Johnson. Johnson 
was a notable black trans woman and activist. She was one of the cofounders of Street 
Transvestite Action Revolutionaries (STAR) and was also significant in what some refer 
to as the Gay Liberation Movement. When asked what the P in her name stood for, she 
would plainly respond “pay it no mind.” That is, the core of this moral enactment is in the 
capacity for forgetting so that there is space for alternate possibilities. This posture 
describes a moral approach to recognition of the past that makes one’s self inaccessible to 
cultural destruction. It is a recognition that social commentary is societally operative 
rather than personally determinative, an ethical acknowledgment of social discourse yet 
an active disidentification with it. One might also consider this moral posture to be an 
embraced forgetting for the sake of memory and for the sake of self-constituting 
opportunity.  
Upon initial engagement with this posture, one may feel concerned as to the 
dangers of forgetting, especially given the loss that such language infers. However, this 
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posture takes into consideration that some realities are best separated from self-
constitution, that there is moral value in shedding aspects of one’s past to make space for 
his or her present and futurity. Chablis offers detailed recollections of painful beatings 
that she would get during her childhood and the kind of abuse and neglect that she 
suffered in her own household. Years later, as she reflects on those experiences, Chablis 
discusses her relationship with her mother as it has shifted or developed over time. 
We’ve never actually spoken of those beatings—Mama and me. But when 
I look at Mama sometimes and she’s telling me, ‘I love you,’ I can see it in 
her eyes that she’s trying to tell me the guilt’s been eating her up all these 
years. When I became an adult, I finally understood that’s just the way it 
was. She didn’t know any different. She was only playing out the hand she 
got dealt. Just like I was. Mama drinks now ‘cause she can’t forgive 
herself for what she did, and she knows I can’t easily forget it. But, see, 
Mama’s got a problem with all her children: she only speaks to one of my 
sisters and she’s disappointed with my brothers for giving her 
gran’children they can’t raise from a jail cell. I’m the only one outta all of 
‘em who respects Mama just for being her. I s’ppose as I got older, I 
realized that only the future was something I could control. So I let go of 
the anger and the blame and with the Lord’s guidance, just focused on 
loving Mama, flaws and all.494 
Chablis’ description of her experience and the impact of introspection and time on her 
relationship with her mother is both powerful and honest. Beyond that, it offers a strong 
sense of what this kind of forgetting looks like and how it can change an individual’s 
frame. For Chablis, the forgetting, which is also a moral release of the pain and 
degradation that the past wrought, allows her to access a kind of moral capaciousness. 
This forgetting, or release, is not an erasure of past events, nor does it siphon off the 
possibility for the individual to claim, or reclaim, a holistic self-knowledge. It is a refusal 
494 Chablis, Hiding My Candy, 57. 
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of the possibilities and notions that seek to dominate and control, and a recognition that 
one’s present existence and futurity are informed by but not dependent upon their past.  
One’s moral genealogy and present self are defined by more than an individual’s 
experiential reality, however.495  They are defined by the shared experiences that 
constitute collective identity. One’s sense of moral potentiality and the moral world one 
seeks to create and rewrite the past over and over again. As one continually reevaluates 
the past in light of new experiences, one establishes new genealogies in the world, 
reconceiving her futurity. The opportunity to receive and rewrite the past includes this 
capacity for selective and discerning forgetting and makes space for the individual to 
release the most self-deafening and self-destructive aspects of social and societal 
exchange. Despite the pain and trauma that Chablis’ mother inflicted upon her, Chablis is 
unwilling to hold onto that as necessarily definitive of her ontology.  
Such a ‘no mind’ ethic also changes relationships. Chablis’ ability to release that 
experience allows her to really see her mother. Chablis understands the context of her 
mother’s behavior and that it is external to Chablis herself. This release, then, allows 
Chablis to witness her mother’s pain, addiction, and struggles, thereby making it possible 
for Chablis to bring compassion, kindness, and grace to these interactions with her 
mother. Rather than simply surviving, Chablis is able to draw a new perspective and a 
495 The language of moral genealogy references the way in which our generational realities, 
intersectional identities, and social location coalesce and critically inform our moral perspective. 
This genealogy gives the individual a kind of moral toolkit or a well of moral thought from which 
they can draw. For example, when Chablis draws on Afrocentric possibilities without disavowing 
her Christian reality, she is pulling from her moral genealogy while also practicing this “no mind” 
ethos in a way that acknowledges her collective identity and the value of a decolonized frame. 
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new kind of emotional capaciousness into her engagement with her mother, ultimately 
releasing herself from the destructive impulses of anger and blame that would bind her to 
the past. Chablis demonstrates the ways in which she is able to see her mother with a new 
kind of empathy and generosity; she is able to recognize her mother’s caretaking efforts 
and misguided attempts at love and protection for what they were.  
However, Chablis does not negate her trauma. Being in full relationship with her 
mother does not make her past irrelevant. Rather it unties Chablis from the notion that 
she ought to be wholly defined and determined by those experiences. I want to note, too, 
that Chablis never states that she forgives her mother, which I think is an 
acknowledgement that she does not release her mother of responsibility. Instead, Chablis 
understands that trauma, systemic discipline, and more are at play. Hegemonic 
interventions of all sorts have attempted to bind Chablis; her mother is not solely 
culpable. By recognizing the impact of her past without allowing her self to give way to it 
and its hegemonic investments, she is able to acknowledge the ways in which those 
actions and choices do not define her or her mother. There is a generosity and a care to 
Chablis’ moral response that epitomizes what Christina Sharpe calls “wake work.”496 
This wake work, dealing with the long aftermath of enslavement, is ethical and allows 
Chablis to set boundaries that draw her and her mother into a relationship with great 
consideration and kindness. These boundaries encourage self-determination through 
496 Christina Sharpe, In the Wake: On Blackness and Being (Durham: Duke University Press, 
2016), 21.This kind of work is referenced by Christina Sharpe who names what it means to live in 
the aftermath of slavery as it’s own context that does not need to be fixed, instead it must 
necessarily be understood and dealt with as the new, altered state that it is. 
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continued refusals of the here and now. Ploughing, though, enacts an as if that 
intentionally opposes the hegemonic frame. This as if is the generated possibility, or the 
joyful new life, that in itself creates new ground. 
CeCe McDonald has a similar life-altering situation that reflects this kind of 
ethos, and it even more pointedly witnesses the resulting futurity. McDonald is welcomed 
into the organizational space of El/La Para TransLatinas, a non-profit organization that 
focuses on providing legal, financial, educational, health related resources, and more for 
trans Latinas. As she entered, she is brought to an altar that was created by the 
organization to honor and remember the trans women of color who have passed. As she 
looks on, bearing witness to the space, gazing at the faces of trans women past, she shares 
her realizations of her individual complicity in collective systems of injustice. 
I want to apologize for not being the woman that I should have been, but I 
will do the work that I will need to do to bring forth the better future for 
our future generations and better attitudes and love and caring towards and 
for black trans women in this world…it empowers me to know that when 
there were times that I could have done something for other trans women 
and I didn’t, and I let something happen. This is my way to ask them for 
forgiveness. I can speak to these women so that they can know that I’m 
doing what I can, that I won’t sit back and allow discrimination and 
violence.497 
While Laverne Cox listens to McDonald’s words, Cox assures McDonald that she does 
not need to apologize, but this only leads McDonald to offer a full explanation. She 
names her apology not as an obligatory response to troubling social circumstances or the 
loss of these women’s lives. Instead, she notes that it fulfills an internal desire that she 
must take ownership of her complicity in the systems that cost these women their lives 
497 Gares, Free CeCe!, 2016. 
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and, as a result discover ways in which she can support trans women of color and the 
undoing of social injustice. “I want to apologize for not being the woman that I should 
have been” is a statement that gives significant moral insight into McDonald’s shift in 
ethical frame.498 McDonald necessarily knows the woman that she has been, the one that 
was not as engaged in activism or as aware of systemic injustice. Her claim also releases 
her from the possible guilt of disconnection from painful social realities and opens a 
distinctly hopeful and future-oriented perspective. McDonald is not invested in dwelling 
on her past or her perceived failings of the past. Rather she commits herself to a new 
moral dedication to life, ultimately relinquishing sole responsibility for the past 
complacency or lack of awareness that might have contributed to her previous ethical 
posture.  
Although McDonald’s proclamation has an intentionally social expression, she 
demonstrates the ways in which individuals call themselves back from hegemonic 
miseducation to a way of ploughing that is for them rather than against them. 
For all of my life, I was conditioned to believe that I’m supposed to get 
abused or accept violence because you know I was trans. At some point in 
my life when I decided to fight back, it was just a reaction that if 
somebody have malicious, physical intent towards you that you have the 
right to do it back.499 
McDonald identifies her understanding of trans existence, but also the ways in which that 
understanding is taught. McDonald’s use of the term “conditioned” recognizes that we 
live in the midst of a series of overlapping and interconnected mechanisms of oppression 
498 Ibid. 
499  Ibid. 
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that purposefully blanket even black trans women’s investment in black trans life. 
Therefore, her instinct is to protect herself, to live in spite of attempts towards her 
physical and social death. In this, she rewrites the very societal lessons that previously 
foregrounded her understanding of black trans abuse and mistreatment. Her ethical 
release allows her to realize the strategic function of the “tale,” or the miseducation in 
itself, and this new context frees McDonald to establish a new story, a new moral 
commitment to her life and the lives of other trans women of color. 
Mock experiences a different form of forgetting; one that is also intended to 
support black trans survival. Mock’s involvement in alternate economies gave her a sense 
of independence and self-determination as she earned money to sustain herself and for 
her own self-realization. Here, Mock speaks about the kind of psychological shifts that 
helped her survive at that time in her life. 
I now know that I survived the dissonance of my daytime and nighttime 
lives through compartmentalization. Psychologists define 
compartmentalization as a defense mechanism or a coping strategy, one 
that enables a person to deal with opposing situations 
simultaneously…When I was watching TV with my brothers or typing my 
term papers at the computer lab. I didn’t think about my dates or the girls 
on Merchant Street. It was a short-term coping mechanism that allowed 
me to survive the intensity of the situation. It gave me the freedom that I 
needed to believe that I was still just any other college coed with plans and 
promise500 
Mock expresses the pertinence of forgetting as a way of coping, of reconciling one’s 
troubling or dangerous experiences with the socially palatable desires for the future. 
Mock reconciles this dissonance through the siphoning off of other realities when 
500 Mock, Redefining Realness, 209. 
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necessary. While Mock critically reflects on her past in the flesh trade, her struggle at that 
time was a coping mechanism that made her future feel accessible. Forgetting was both 
psychologically and socially functional.  
Mock’s description of her time also speaks to societal pressure that encourages 
her to disconnect entirely from these past experiences, namely by marking them as 
shameful. However, Mock engages in ‘no mind’ forgetting and refuses to allow any 
single experience or reflection of self to define her as a whole. Her introspection and 
detailed writing about her experience and the value of her time in alternate economies 
rewrites this discourse of shame. A feminist frame thereby releases her from the notion 
that such experiences ought to be hidden or discredited. Mock disavows any notion that 
either the empowerment she discovered or the financial necessity of the situation defined 
her then or define her now.  
In a powerful moment of connection, Mock is seen for who she is and moves into 
a new kind of forgetting. As she interviews for a college scholarship, one of the 
interviewers asks pointedly “how do you do it all?” The interviewer recognizes the 
delicate balance that intersectional realities, coming of age, and life, has required of 
Mock. 
That was the first time an adult besides Alison looked at me with genuine 
wonder, as if I were something to be marveled at. I didn’t give myself a 
moment to think about how I was an honor student, a trans girl, a mall 
employee, a part-time sex worker, and a soon-to-be college student 
dreaming of a sex change. …I felt validated, reflected, understood. Her 
recognition of my struggle, my circumstance, and my tenacity 
overwhelmed me with emotion…..‘I don’t think too much about how I do 
it all because I have no choice but to do it all,’ I said through mascara-
stained black tears….’ I think it’s hard being any of us, and the only thing 
that makes it a bit easier is being okay with who you are. Some days are 
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easier than others, but every day I am really happy to be me, and I think 
that helps a lot.501 
This powerful exchange leads Mock to release the compartmentalization that has granted 
her a particular kind of comfort, but beyond that, it is a relational exchange that reflects 
her own greatness back to her. This kind of social witnessing is one that allows one to 
forget the divisions and undoing of the self, the tempering of different aspects of an 
intersectional self for the sake of others. In that question, Mock heard an awe-driven 
acknowledgement of her complicated and complex reality that welcomed her as a whole. 
Moreover, this question draws Mock back to her ontological core, which acts as an 
ethical guidepost: the recognition of her own happiness and self-worth. This description 
speaks to the ways in which moral release does not render experiential reality 
nonexistent; rather, it is an active disidentification. 
Lastly, Major’s experience offers a clear and thoughtful exploration of the way 
this “no mind” ethos makes possible full conversation about self-realization and space for 
becoming. “No mind” forgetting is necessary to the kind of continual becoming and 
unfolding knowledge that characterize the ethic of ploughing. Major discusses the hopes 
that her mother had for her conformity, even up until her death. “Until mother passed 
away, she still was sure that the next year was gonna be the year that I became the man I 
was supposed to be, and it was so hard explaining to her. I am the man I’m supposed to 
be. I’m lovely.”502 Major’s recollection shows the unrelenting nature of social desires for 
conformity, but Major’s response relinquishes any kind of anchor or blame; instead, she 
501 Ibid., 197 
502 Ophelian, Major!, 2015. 
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stands firm in her own self-realization, claiming her ontological development as well as 
her ontological purpose and value. She is eloquently unbound to any narrative that invests 
even mildly in social conformity or compulsory heterosexuality. There is a freedom and 
an ontological revelation in Major’s claim that releases the hegemonic baggage to which 
her mother clings, baggage of a past which sought to control Major’s futurity. In Major’s 
acknowledgment of this complication, she offers compassion and care as she shares 
repeatedly with her mother that she is, and her futurity will be, beautifully of her own 
design.  
In an effort to conceive of new moral futurities, it is necessary to find strategic 
and generative ways to establish one’s own subjectivity. In a world that creates a series of 
inaccessible social categories yet requires black trans women’s compliance, the ability to 
release, to forget, the social constructions of what ought to be allows the individual some 
freedom to realize a moral future in new ways. Chablis demonstrates this forgetting in her 
efforts to live into the most generous and loving parts of herself; while she does not 
absolve her mother, she does recognize the variety of oppressive systems in which she 
was immersed and finds the capacity to relate to her with kindness. McDonald finds that 
her social genealogy, rather than cultural or biological ones, drives her to tap into a moral 
futurity in which she is the strong, unrelenting advocate that she had not yet accessed. 
Mock enacts a compartmentalization that allows her to maintain herself and finally to get 
to a point that truly bears witness to her capacity for moral flourishing. Major, too, speaks 
to the kind of beautiful futurity and moral subjectivity to which such release can lead as 
she unabashedly lays claim to what she is: lovely. 
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Conclusion 
As a surveilling system, BSP produces individuals that comply with hegemonic 
interests as to what constitutes gender, proper sexual desire, and sexuality. Black trans 
women are at the focal point of this system, objects employed to reinforce constricted 
understandings of sexuality and gender. Black trans women have to plough, creating 
moral spaces to accommodate their needs in ways that society will not and can not. In 
this ethical posture, black trans women do the work of cultivating a new world and living 
as if it already exists. For any and every individual, ethical frames are written on our 
bodies, into our every action, and into the choices we make when encountering others. 
The narratives of black trans women are replete with ethical patterns and investments; 
these moral values provide ethical lessons that reconstitute our understandings of what is 
possible. Their memoirs and  retellings of personal experiences demonstrate the ways in 
which black trans women have performed? new moral possibilities to provide for more 
than just their survival. Black trans women have, perhaps unknowingly, cultivated strong 
anti-hegemonic moral pillars at the core of this ethical framework. These women invest 
in the creation of an ethical world that values black trans women’s survival, but also one 
that recognizes them as human beings with their own moral agency. They have dedicated 
themselves to creating a community that will love and lift them, and they have 
established ethical understandings that envision new possibilities for black trans futurity. 
This chapter explores the constitution and use of ploughing as an ethical 
framework that does the complicated work of undoing systemic injustice. It demonstrates 
the many ways in which relationality supports human flourishing, prioritizing intimacy as 
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central to sustaining pleasure. This ethical practice of self-worth creates such fertile 
moral ground that establishing an openness to epistemological shifts is possible. Humble 
un/knowing is drawn from the stability of strong relationships and the security of one’s 
own self-worth. Therefore, the evolution of one’s epistemic frame exposes the limitations 
of human existence and irrupts one’s sense as to what is possible. Recognition of the 
unexpected, of the possibility of ambiguity and liminality in the world, is what incessant 
becoming allows for, as it acknowledges the ways that one’s moral subjectivity shifts 
over time. The becomings that arise over and over again throughout one’s life make 
space for new moral potentialities and undo the rigidity of one’s perspective about 
oneself and one’s moral horizon. The unpredictable nature of human life also makes the 
“no mind” ethos valuable. It allows a release of the more socially determined realities 
that seek to impress upon (i.e., oppress) us as individuals. There is a significant 
opportunity for ownership of one’s subjectivity and moral agency that comes from the 
new becomings and shifts that precede it. Beyond that, a ‘no mind’ ethic is about an 
ability to stand firm in one’s right to self-determine. The moral end is a pointed 
commitment to futurity.  
As I lift these narratives, I witness and argue that black trans women are changing 
the face of moral discourse. They are changing ideas of what can be, and they are 
changing the future, by unabashedly working to undo the destructive ethical functions of 
systemic oppression. Black trans women and the ethic they embody are exemplars of 
ethical potentiality and moral capaciousness. These ethical lessons offer thoughtful ways 
to move closer to the undoing of pernicious hegemonic interests and the degradation of 
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one another, confronting every individual with a gravely important opportunity to be and 
do better. In ploughing, black trans women write over the narratives that obfuscate black 
trans existence to ensure that they survive. 
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Conclusion 
As this project comes to a close in the fall of 2020, the circumstance for 
black trans women is even more precarious. In the midst of a global pandemic, 
widespread protests against police brutality, and political battles in the 
presidential election cycle, this year marks a disconcerting uptick in the brutal 
violence against trans folk, particularly black trans women.503 National discourse 
about the problem of racism and healthcare has yet to acknowledge the 
necropolitical reality affecting black trans life or, more importantly, to honor 
black trans women. The ongoing targeting of black trans women underscores the 
fact that “all black trans women truly have is one another, because we’ve been 
exiled from every sector of society.”504 With these words, Ashlee Marie Preston, 
describes and condemns another pandemic: this “vast-reaching brand of body 
terrorism that vehemently polices the audaciousness of authentic existence.”505  
 This project praises that authenticity and the labor of black trans feminine 
existence in a death-dealing world. This project reveals a moral world that is its 
own as if  as it is unabashedly devoted to the flourishing of black trans women. 
This project intentionally addresses their value; it utilizes their words as primary 
sources and attempts to live into their futurity. It recognizes the value of black 
503 “Murder of Transgender People in 2020 Surpasses Total for Last Year in Just Seven Months,” 
National Center for Transgender Equality (blog), August 7, 2020, 
https://transequality.org/blog/murders-of-transgender-people-in-2020-surpasses-total-for-last-
year-in-just-seven-months. 





trans women’s narratives, their lives, and the moral values into which they live, 
prioritizing their lives rather than their deaths. Preston’s words are a call to action, 
and this project is positioned as a start.  It has identified the systems that promote 
black trans feminine death and the alternate ethic that recognizes black trans 
women as ethical source, calling for a kind of care that invests in black trans life 
and self-determination. This project is not a final resolution to the larger issues, 
but it attempts to identify a roadmap for a moral response that ploughs in 
community with black trans women. 
Retracing the Framework  
The aim of this project is to consider the alternatives, the otherwises, that black 
transness produces to make living in an unlivable reality possible. This project has 
investigated the driving forces that constitute systems of surveillance and death, and it 
has examined what the cultivation of alternative possibilities and values means. 
Throughout this project, I consider what new horizons beyond hegemonic rule could 
mean for black survival and black trans flourishing. At the outset, this interdisciplinary 
project looked at the work that is foundational to Christian ethical discourse within black 
communities. It has built on black theology, womanist ethics, and black queer theological 
ethics, offering a diagram of those fields so as to map out the gaps in how they approach 
transness and black gender variance. 
In the first chapter, I argued that black trans lives and gender variance have to be 
grounded in historical understandings of blackness and black sexual deviance in the US. 
This background helps to contextualize the understanding of blackness as criminal, 
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savage, and morally inept, and it establishes the centrality of such constructions to 
grounding and asserting the humanity of Whiteness. The result is that black compliance 
to hegemonic sexual norms was necessary to ensure black humanity and to prevent black 
death. Controlling images, particular narratives, and mythic figures have developed over 
time have set the limits for black responses to the heteronormativity of the national 
enterprise. 
Chapter Two explored responses to sexual myths that determined blackness as 
deviant. Black (Christian) religious communities were explored as meaning-making 
spaces morally invested in black survival. The control of black sexuality through black 
compliance to normativity became part of a social and political project that sought to 
humanize blackness in the US. Black (Christian) religious spaces adopted a strategy that 
colluded with hegemony to produce a Black (Christian) religious ethics, or BCRE, which 
promotes respectability. While black (Christian) religious spaces advocated for black 
heteronormativity, ethical expectations extended beyond parish walls. The lesson of 
cultivating stringent sexual ethics strategically ceded the possibility of black citizenship 
and black humanity to an integrationist political project. 
Furthermore, black people began to police one another to ensure proper and 
complete compliance. This communal approach was part of the fictive kinship that binds 
black experiential realities together in a community of survival. But the development of 
this self-policing produced Black Sexual Panopticism (BSP), a system that feeds the 
fantastic hegemonic imagination, and aids in maintaining the hegemonic project. As the 
black community created in-community economies to supplant those tenuously supplied 
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by the state, BSP permeated these cultural economies and encouraged self-policing as a 
way to extend the access of some black people to hegemonic notions of belonging.  
Moreover, by correcting the compliance of other black folks, the community ensures its 
survival by circumscribing black trans women as embodied manifestations of black 
“failure” to comply and therefore as targets of subjugation. 
While black (Christian) religious spaces promoted and strategically employed a 
rigid sexual ethic, the performative gestures of black (Christian) worship spaces often 
paralleled those of the blues clubs in subverting that ethic. The third chapter explored the 
alternate ethic and the morally generative space of self-determination, embodiment, and 
eroticism that pervaded the blues culture. While the blues and (Christian) religious spaces 
were often seen as diametrically opposed, the two spaces mirror one another in the 
function of gesture and performativity. The performative moments of worship and blues 
performances both utilize gestures that evoke black familiarity and experiential kinship. 
They present a set of ethical values that rely on intimacy, world-making, and the beauty 
of eroticism. Focusing on gesture and its role in black life and performance, this chapter 
addressed the parallels between these two moral value systems and the heightened value 
of embodiment that uncovers the alternate ethic that exists in black (Christian) religious 
spaces. While this chapter focused on the work of two blues women, Ma Rainey and Ida 
Cox, it uncovered an ethic that recognizes the intrinsic worth of blackness and black 
embodiment and the self-determined reality of exploring and engaging pleasure and 
sensuality. 
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Chapter Three introduced interstitial performativity as a way of understanding 
how black women navigate socioethical space and norms for new opportunities and 
moral potentialities. Because this moral value system also exists in (Christian) religious 
spaces alongside respectability, the chapter addressed the centrality of such ambiguities 
and tensions in black life. It opened the door to discourse about alternate ethical 
perspectives and to the recognition that respectability is not the only possibility. This 
move underscores the constructive and generative possibility of black intersectional 
spaces. It built on womanist methodologies, demonstrating the fruitfulness of a focus on 
the lived ethic and investments in black artistic expressions. It also demonstrated how 
different moral possibilities are encouraged when the black aesthetic is embraced as an 
ethical extension of interstitial performativity. 
Considering those alternate ethical potentialities, the fourth chapter introduced the 
concept of ploughing as a description of the everyday ethical work that has come to 
constitute black trans feminine experience. Referring back to BSP and its function within 
black communities as a technology of hegemonic power, this chapter nevertheless spoke 
to the concept of black trans women walking through life, uprooting and tilling the soil in 
the process. Black trans women undo and transform space as they move. By centering 
black trans women’s narratives, this chapter foregrounds the alternate ethic they cultivate 
in response to society’s efforts to erase them. While hegemony siphons them off as 
unwelcome and impossible, they move forward, claiming their own space. This chapter 
asked a basic question about re-orienting oneself and one’s community: how does 
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hegemony consistently deny black trans feminine existence, and what do black trans 
women need to exceed those limitations, to get to flourishing?  
To exceed possibilities set by systemic oppression is to reassert one’s subjectivity. 
The final chapter drew from black trans women’s narratives and identified moral themes 
that run through their everyday choices and moral behaviors. Examining the narratives of 
black trans women for the moral themes that run through their lives, their choices in 
relation to community, and their journeys of self-understanding, the chapter introduced us 
to four ethical postures that constitute ploughing. If the previous chapter discussed why 
ploughing is necessary, or how we get through, then this chapter showed what flourishing 
looks like, what it means to uproot the very ground on which we stand. These ethical 
postures are written into the experiences that black trans women describe, which means 
that this chapter is meant to offer a concrete sense of what an enactment of ploughing 
could look like.  
We live in a world that does not require ploughing of everyone. Not everyone is 
required to determine their own subjective and dignified value in the world. Still, an 
engagement of these ethical postures gives us an opportunity to live into an as if that lifts 
black trans flourishing. The postures discussed -- right to pleasure, humble un/knowing, 
incessant becoming, and “no mind” ethos -- are examples of the way an ethical re-
orientation is in itself world-making as it generates a new horizon. Through the embrace 
of erotic embodiment, an openness to new and shifting epistemological frames, and an 
ability to recognize the distinctions between self and social expectation, these postures 
offer new ways to understand gender, sexuality, and hegemonic control.  
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Moving Forward 
Shades of Purple. The Wilderness. The Dancing Mind. Womanism is replete with 
images that offer us a sense of liberation, an understanding of its spatial components, and 
a sense of movement. Between notions of a Black Jesus and backbones, womanist 
ethicists and theologians have shown us that black life and black moral exploration is 
active. These works are driven by the oral tradition, or the telling of stories, creating an 
image that reminds us that theology is not simply the thinking but the doing. The 
theoretical explorations within the womanist tradition give us not just abstract ideas but 
images, sculpting a call and response-like dialectic by using tools, ideas, and 
colloquialisms that speak to black cultural traditions. They paint a picture with the 
familiar, giving us something to hold onto as we grapple with the complications of an 
oppressive world. They claim the power of eroticism and moral agency. For Alice 
Walker, womanism is not just a kind of love but also a behavioral posture, the hip-
swishing self-awareness of being womanish. Katie Cannon bears witness to black 
women’s moral agency in story, reminding us that we are all Junie inasmuch as we are 
also Baby Suggs. And Delores Williams shares a notion of the spatial that reminds us of 
the symbiotic relationship that we have with our surroundings as a culture regularly 
seized, entrapped, and ghettoized.  
Black language and communication has always been active, recreating itself to 
imagine an uncertain future while using affect and gestures to enliven and enhance the 
linguistics. In the spirit of the wilderness and the dancing mind, Ploughing continues the 
womanist tradition of image that speaks to black women’s experiences and black 
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women’s untethered potentiality. Picking up on womanist methodology and expanding 
our recognition of the fullness of black womanhood, this project pushes as it asks who do 
we say black women are? And, how do we lovingly face the answer? 
Ploughing is the metaphor I selected to describe the orientation of black trans 
women to the BSP. The metaphor offers an analysis of the conditions under which black 
trans women have to navigate their lives (as continuous targets of BSP) and also a set of 
ethical postures enacted by black trans women. These postures produce a form of the 
Clearing. They lean into an as if to which we may be conscientized through the 
Wilderness. These counterposes, or images, lay the foundation for the possibilities and 
horizons that seek the flourishing of black trans women. The fantastic hegemonic 
imagination depends on BSP, but the intimacy and movement of the dancing mind, like 
the sensuality of interstitial performativity, imagines another moral world. Womanism is 
one of the few contributors to Christian ethical discourse that has been expected to 
resolve every question surrounding its subject: black womanhood. This is an unwieldy 
expectation possibly meant to undermine its value. However, it is only by standing on the 
horizons constituted and shaped by Womanism and Black Queer Ethics that I was able to 
see and search new land. It is through the witnessing and example of these Christian 
ethical discourses that I was able to access new ground to trod, to break, and to till for 
this work. 
Openness as a posture that welcomes a kind of functional dynamism. It embraces 
change and even the splintering of one’s own epistemological frame, which makes space 
for new moral possibilities. Openness recognizes the implicit joy and the liberative 
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possibility of every exchange when we welcome the dynamism that arises out of new 
relations and new spatial orientations. Karen Baker-Fletcher’s invocation of dancing with 
the spirit highlights the “steps in and out of the interstices of time and space,” owning the 
transformative possibilities of liminality.506 The ploughing described here resembles such 
a dance. It invites an orientation that necessarily knows its context yet stands positively in 
relation to a shifting epistemological frame through Humble Un/knowing. Black trans 
women share information among themselves, embody new kinds of knowing and 
possibilities for one another, and in their ploughing, dance  as if their being is already 
affirmed.  
Ploughing defines new ethical postures that invite the dancing mind through 
access to new epistemologies and community-driven connection. The dancing mind 
exhibits a dynamism as it weaves through space, social construction, and cultural 
realities, connecting individuals and creating community birthed through common desire 
(and necessity).507  Ploughing ties this dynamism, its constant movement and communal 
function, to the Wilderness and its embrace of the in-between. The Wilderness is a space 
of transformation, change, and conscious engagement that seeks connection.508 This 
desire for connection connects to possibility, hope, and imagined worlds that draw from 
this queer desire towards “seeing-as”: to envision the possibilities made impossible in our 
506 Karen Baker-Fletcher, Dancing with God: The Trinity from a Womanist Perspective (St. 
Louis: Chalice Press, 2006), 47. 
507 Emilie M. Townes, “The Womanist Dancing Mind: Speaking to the Expansiveness of 
Womanist Discourse,” in Deeper Shades of Purple: Womanism in Religion and Society (New 
York City: New York University Press, 2006), 237. 
508 Delores S. Williams, Sisters in the Wilderness: The Challenges of Womanist  God-Talk 
(Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1993), 113, 154. 
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world.509 The postures that ploughing incites parallel ethical orientations described within 
Womanist and black queer ethics texts, namely openness, spatial potentiality, way-
making, and moral imagining. Black trans women and their narratives connect to and 
further enrich womanist understandings of black women’s experiences, moral agency, 
and ethical possibility. While there are certainly glimpses of similar ethical postures in 
womanist writing, ploughing extends the womanist canon into unaddressed dimensions 
of black womanhood 
While ploughing draws to mind a labor-intensive image, it speaks to a method and 
hope for creation. There is a method, a timing, and an exhaustion to remaining in a 
position to push forward. If we hearken back to Laverne Cox’s comments about her very 
existence being perceived as a joke, we can understand the grace and elegance of 
movement that reveals fortitude and goodwill in the face of degradation. Ploughing self-
determines its own generative capacity. This posture does not aim to rationalize the 
oppression of black trans women, or offer a redemptive suffering narrative, but instead it 
acknowledges the power of the morally radical choices that black trans women are 
compelled to make in a society that seeks their death. 
The dynamism of ploughing as dance is about the movements of black trans 
feminine experiences -- the movement as one checks the windows and mirrors for safety, 
the posture required for the taking of space, the steps of walking in one’s own truth. 
Recall Chablis’ sashaying and Mock’s empowered strutting as she performs her self-
509 Thelathia Nikki Young, Black Queer Ethics, Family, and Philosophical Imagination (New 
York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), 160. 
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assuredness. These motions are all part of the dance and the moral knowing of oneself. I 
argue this not to valorize the concerns of safety that plague the lives of black trans 
women, but to illustrate the choreographies of self-preservation. The very function of 
ploughing is that it impresses; it uproots the ground because the ground is both fragile 
and not fit for the fullness of black trans humanity. Ploughing is divinely creative as 
black transness constitutes itself beyond the possibilities society predetermines.  
While we can see parallels and reverberations of the womanist tradition, we are 
left still with the question of “who is left out of the conversations about liberation in our 
various contexts?”510 Black trans women expose our own trained complicity, particularly 
the unintentional reproduction of black cis womanhood as the monolith. The Black 
Sexual Panopticon extends even into our own moral horizons. New contexts mean new 
spatial orientations. The wilderness as a space in which one encounters the divine, while 
imperiled, implies a circumstance, a transient trouble. What though does serious trouble 
mean when your existence is the trouble?  Womanism pushes us to recognize the way 
that black womanhood is classified as problem in our hegemonic context.  
Interstitial performativity uncovers the possibility bound up with embodiment and 
the touting of pleasure and sensuality in its numerous forms. This performativity is a new 
point of entry to the Clearing.511 As Emilie Townes draws from the imagery and 
possibility in Toni Morrison’s Beloved, she redraws the possibilities and eschaton that is 
510 Emilie M. Townes, “The Womanist Dancing Mind: Speaking to the Expansiveness of 
Womanist Discourse,” in Deeper Shades of Purple: Womanism in Religion and Society (New 
York City: New York University Press, 2006), 238. 
511 Emilie M. Townes, In a Blaze Glory: Womanist Spirituality as Social Witness (Nashville: 
Abingdon Press, 1995), 47. 
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the Clearing. This clearing resides in the respite that comes from sitting with those who 
see you, from the hope in witnessing new horizons, and from the liminality that invites 
both community and new pathways. This clearing is liminal and erotic, yet still refuge. 
The right to pleasure and incessant becoming offer postures that seek refuge in 
community and also recognize the power of self-determination and the depths of 
eroticism. This clearing and the postures of ploughing speak to the space in-between, to 
the capacities that exist wedged within the cracks, or settled within the nooks and 
crannies of a space.  
The Clearing made possible by ploughing reveals the unanticipated horizons and 
moral possibilities that are not readily visible to every black woman because they do not 
speak to realities that every black woman must face. The clearing bears witness to the 
pertinence of community for safety and comfort, and this gathering happens in spaces 
often dismissed, underestimated, or worst, destroyed. Ploughing reminds us that these 
gatherings exist in the places where righteous fugitivity resides. This knowledge 
challenges us to ask, have we overlooked the clearings of the flesh trade, walking the 
strip? Or have we forgotten the revolutions happening in LGBT+ shelters that keep black 
trans feminine youth alive? 
These spaces of revolution, the in-betweens that are hidden from the eyes of some 
populations are defined and determined by the space itself and the bodies that constitute 
it. However, alongside the spaces and the communities that make them, is intention and 
naming. The womanist tradition points to black women making a way out of no way to 
realize the resources that make life possible in the midst of the seemingly impossible. The 
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act of naming “is tantamount to setting new orbits, creating new fusions, conjuring new 
possibilities.”512 To self-determine and to name one’s desires is an expression of one’s 
brazen unwillingness to be molded by the whims of hegemony. It is a statement as to 
one’s moral agency and is a step towards world (re)making. The ethical postures of black 
trans women uncover the audacity of ploughing, speaking to its danger and hope.513 The 
uprooting that comes as one asserts her right to pleasure or demands space for her own 
becoming is a new ground, and consequently a new world.  
The tilling of ground undoes hegemonic norms as well as monolithic 
understandings of black womanhood. Such a rupture is part of a larger imperative for 
black ethical and theological discourse to consider transness as a central vector of 
identity, community building, and ethical value. Black trans femininity irrupts hegemonic 
leanings and disbands reductionist understandings of gender (both as expression and 
identity), revealing the impressions of such an oppressive force and the cracks in its 
epistemological paradigm. Ploughing reveals that womanist work must continue by 
considering not just the intersection between race, gender, and class as primary, but 
transness, as well. By retooling our understandings of gender, we confront the rigid 
ungendering of blackness in the US while honoring the theoretical dirt gifted us. While 
this dirt is foundational to our existence, it is not set. Black trans women’s experiences 
underscore the way that we can work through the earth and create anew; rather than 
512 Nancy Lynne Westfield, “‘Mama Why...?’: A Womanist Epistemology of Hope,” in Deeper 
Shades of Purple: Womanism in Religion and Society (New York City: New York University 
Press, 2006), 129. 
513 Ibid., 131. 
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bolstering a narrative that black trans women are resilient, I want to focus on the labor 
and the reality of that posture. It is hard to keep going, to keep moving forward, with the 
wind at your face and dirt piling up to complicate every stride. And yet forward 
movement continues. There is an undeniable generational strength that supports the bend 
of the spine, a genealogical connection as one treads in the wake of other’s footsteps, and 
a hope in the assurance that to slash and burn will generate a future more abundant than 
imaginable. This posture connects, treads, rewrites, cultivates, and moves us toward a 
more tenable future, towards an as if  for black trans women’s flourishing 
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